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THE QUANTUM THEORY

INTRODUCTION

THE
old saying that small causes givo rim to great effuctn

has bean confirmed more than onon in the history of

physios, For, very frequently, inconspicuous difference* be-

tween theory and experiment (which did not, however, cmcuvpe

the vigilant eye of tho investigator) have become starting-

points of now and important roBoarohoB,

Out of tho wall-known Michelwn- Murky expfiriment,

which, in spite of tho application of tho most powerful
methods of oxaot optical measurement, failed to thow an

influence of tho earth's movement on tho propagation of

light as was predicted by olast'inul theory, there aroso thci

groat struoturo of Einstritia Theory of .lU'lativity, In th<

Mama way tho trilling tHiTon*not butwu^n th ini-ftHurwl Rtul

oaloulatetl valuBa of blaok-lmdy radiation gav*> rinw to tbn

Quantum Theory which, fonnul,tfil by MUJ- I'tanck, wiw

destined to revolution i*w in thw courao of titnu almoHt nil

dtipartmentti of phyBicn.
The quantum theory is y*4 oompariittvoly young, It 5i

therefore not iurprining that we ar oonfrotated with

unfinished theory still in process of development which,

changing oonstently in many directions, must often dtmtroy
what it has built up a short time before. But under mtoh
oiroumstanoes m thie, in which tho theory in ootttintmily

deriving new nourishment from a freih trtm of idw ,*!

uggestion, thern i a peculinr fawunation it attempting to

review the Hfn-histoiy of the (juantum theory to the prwwwt
time and in disoloaing the kertiel whiah will cwttutily out-

last changes of form,
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CHAPTRE I

The Origin of the Quantum Hypothesis

x. Black Body Radiation and ita Realisation la Practice

'npHH Quantum Theory firefc ww light in 1900. Whan, in

J[ the years immediately preceding (18974899), Lnmm$r
and PmpiWw made their fundamental mrsawuremtrnfea i of

black-body radiation at tha thuy could haw
had no premonition that their careful exprinu*nta would
become the storting-point of a revolution auoh a him seldom
occurred in physios,

In &. field of heat radiation chief intertiil at that tiraci was
centred in the radiation of a bUok body (briufly eallwi " hlaok-

body
"
radiation), that is, ol a body whioh abeorbii oomplotfly

all radiation whioh fallg on it and whioh thus frfiwattt, Imtw-

mits, and soattsria none, Ws may ihortly wall to mind
the following faots, It ii known that any body ft! 4 given
temperate sendi out energy in the form of radiation" iitto

the surrounding spaoe, ^hi mdiation ii not energy in

single simple fonn hut is m.ade up of a number of
radiations of different colours, L< of different A
or of different frequencies a v. In other words, il fortni in

general a spectrum in whioh radiations of all (requeneien
between v - and v m oo rprentd, Further,
radiations are present in varying

" ktensitim" W
ta term tlxtt8 ' Oonsidei; the radiation from anil
smsfaoe of the body per geooad in ft oerWa direetion j break
it up spectrally and out out of the Bpeotrum & im&ll frequency
mtewal

.^sueh
thatit oonteini aH

dv. The energy of radiattott J, thus dined out
v

m the



BLACK-BODY RADIATION 5

provided that -as wo shall &MWUI for the sake of simplicity
-the Burfaoe of the hotly tmit uniform and unpolarieod
radiation in all dirootionH,

Th magnitude K,. thim dofinod in called the* intensity of

radiation of the body for tho froqutmoy v. It is in funeral a

more or loss complicated function of tho frequency v, of tho

absolute temperature of tho body T, and of the inherent

propertioa of tho body, Tho black l>ody alono i unique in

this reBpoot. For Hi radiation and therefore itn JC *w

fr. Kirohhn/* wa tho first to point out, cU|xruhtnt only
on the frequency v and tho aboluto Umipor&turu T, that i,

tnathomatioally,

K, -/(,,'/'} . . . , (2)

This formula which giviw tho rotation bc4wtn thu i

of radiation from a hlaok body, the ttimporaturo, and tho

"colour" is oalled tho radiation formula or tho law of radia-

tion of a bl&ok body,
To calculate thii nilationnhip on the oms hand and to

muwure it on tho other woro urtnolvwl probhmm &fe thai

time, Unimpoaohabht nutaHuromt^ttH wtro of 0mire poHJhl*'

only if on could fumowd in ounstructing a blaok Ixnly which

approached auflloiontly nour tho thortrotioal idoal. Thin im-

portant atop, tho rcalittaticm of tho blaok liixly, wiw taktm by
0, Lummtsr and IF", ll'ien* on tho bai of Kirchhttj/fs

1

*

Imw of: Cavity liadtatiou, which lntos ; fn an ewtn*urt(

or a cavity which is eneluwd tm ttll sidm lj r^/ltviimj wnlltt,

Axternally iwvtf.ptedfnmi efchntujitnj ftmi with ttaxiimiuwtinti*,

und evacuated, tlw rttwiititm iff
" black nututtttm

" a */*

nmtmkUy $t up if nil the pmiltiny ttnti dlm*rbing Innlm tit the

walk or in the fnck)urt are lit ihf mme tin^rahtre>. In A

ispaoe, therefore, which is hormotioally nurroundt^l by twdi*-s

at the wmo temporaturo Tawl which w |ir(!ritii from im-

changing boat with iin surroundings, tsftiry limm of rudblbu
is identical in quality and intenuity with tb*i which woulri l

emitted by a blaok tody tfcfc tb t4im|rilur 7
1

.

Itummer and Wien t thereforo, hutl only l-o wtrut n

uniformly hmted ttndoture with bUckoti^d wall* hftving
amall opaning. The mdirtior wiiitiwt from lhi opening wm
then "black" to in approximation which wiw tb*



the smaller the opening, that IB, the less the ooropletenew of

the enclosure was disturbed, The manner in which the

intensity K, of the black radiation thus realised depended

on the frequency v and the temperature T had next to he

determined. The above-mentioned investigation of I/wwwer

and Pringsheim was devoted to thin purpose.

a. The Stefan-Boltzmann Law of Radktion and Wko's

Displacement LAW

While experimental research wan proceeding on its way,

theory was not idle, for valuable pioneer work was being

done inasmuch as two fundamental lawn wore sot up. In

the first place, L. BoUimann* proved, with the help of

thermodynamics, the law previously enunciated by Stffan,*

that the sum-total of the radiation from a black body,

taking all the frequencies together, namely, the quantity

K - f K vdv, is proportional to the fourth power of Us absolute

Jo

temperature :
*

K - y . r (y
- const.) , , . (3)

The laws proposed by Wien " entered more deeply into the

question. Wi&n imagines the hlao^: radiation enclosed in a

closed space with a perfectly reflecting piston m one wall.

as in the case o! gases (that is, no passage of heat to or from

the cavity is allowed during the prooeia}, by infinitely alow

movements of the piston. Now, if we express the change
which this prooess causes in the energy of a definite colour

interval dv in two waye, and if w take into consideration

that the waves reflected at the piston undergo a of

colour according to Doppl&r's principle, we succeed in limiting

very considerably the unknown functional dependence of the

quantity K, on v and 27. There is thui obtained ft re-

lation of the form w

v

in which c is the velocity of light m mow, the

being. left undetermined. Puom thii, W't E._,.__
Law, the conclusion *s may b drawa that thi



WIKN'S LAW OF RADIATION 5

for which 1C (plotted as a function of *) m a maximum
is displaced towards higher yalu proportional to 2" au tho

temperature i

oonsfe, , T . , . (4n

If, as is usual in phytuoal uioarturtnnnut, wu ui? tho wtw
G

lungth A instead of tho ra|iuuioy iw t! variahlt*, jr/tvi'

tjaw asBumwH a aorwnvhat different farm. Far if vv

tho mdittiit onorgy of a narrow mngo of wavy-loiigth */A oor

roBpouding to the frequency riig </*, and write it in the

form 2&\rfX, then &VrfA K^, that it: A\ - K* .
,*

lu
A

of (4) and (4) we then get the relations :

, r, ooimt. - a , , , (0*0

1 3, Wien'a Law of Radiation

To formulate tho law of radiation it wa thwiforts noor

aary only to ovaluatt* thn unknown funotion /' hi {4} or (A).

But thin wan jiwt thn ountml point of tint wholw tjin^tksm,

and tho mont dillicult part of this prohitnti,

Hure, too, Wie-n nad Uui Ih'Ht HimmmMful Attack, On feht*

haaia of not ontiroly luiahjoatiunithlu oitloulattani, whioh wmv
founded on Mawi'll's law of dtHtrihution of Vttloaititnt wtiou^

gas moluoutoB, h arrivod ab Uu following ajwaiatiwid form J *

of the function /':

a . fl *r

Thus the law of radiation (4) a,imrtuM th form

whioh is oalted Wwn'* Lnw
How far did tixpirimint oonfirm thwretiml

While the Sbfan-ltoUtmann I^w &nd
.Law were oonflrmd to alargii extatil by feh obrvttliot of

Lummm' aad Piingthrimp both ex|ritttnt'r found H*W



Law of Badiation oonfirmod only for high frequencies, that i,

for short wave-lengths (more precisely, for large values of

$ft\ and detected, on the other hand, yttemtttk diterejMncie*

for matt fnqiimcifi, that , for long warfltwjth*,** They
maintained with unswerving ptntristtmott that thio diitorttpau-

cies were real in spite of objeotioiw from authoritative quartan*.

For while F. Ptuohun imagined that hu had proved by hit

work that Wtan' Law of Uadiatiori wan uniwraaJly valid,

Mate Planck, in his detailed theory of irrtviribh proowwwi

of radiation,
18 had arrived again afe Wim's radiation formula

by a more rigorous method, Storting from Kirchhuff* Law

of Cavity Badiation, according to which the prtMtmoe of any

emitting or radiating substance whataoever in a uniformly

heated enclosure produoei and ensures the maintenance of

the condition of black-body radiation, Planck u the

simplest schematic model of such a substance &

of linear electromagnetic oscillators, and invwitigated this

equilibrium of the radiation Ht up txtW(H*n lluim and tho

radiation of the enclosure. This 5 to to undprMtood an fol-

lows : Bach of the Planok OHoiUatora-"*H uoh w may, for

example, assume bound eltitstrona oapabltt of vihrationpon-
sesses a fixed natural frequency vand responds, on aeoount

of its weak damping, only to those wavfs of the rttdiatioii in

the enclosure whose frequencies lie in the immediate neigh-
bourhood of v, while all other w&vei ovw il without

effect. The oscillator thus acts selectively, a a reaanator, in

just the same way as a tuning-fork of definite pitoh com-
mences to sound only when its own "

proper" tone, r onf

very near it, is contained in 'the volume of sound which
it. In this process o! resonance, however, the oeoillator ex-

changes energy with the radiation inasmuch M, oa the one

band, it acts as a resonator in abstracting energy from the
external radiation, and, on the other, it aotn a* an oscillator

and radiates energy by its own vtetAoa, Henoe a dynamics
equilibrium is set up between the oscillator and the radiation
of the enclosure, and, indeed, between jtwt of
the radiation which have the frequency v. In this of

equilibrium the radiation of frequency v ftoquiw* wa intensity
Kvwhich, according to IBroWto^i Law, it ifwi! to tfu
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uf bkwk-bady radiation at this temperature. Secondly, th

energy Uot the oscillator passim iu th oourat* of time through

all possible vahuw, tht* rauau value #of which in found It*

be proportional to th inttmitity K a nwult whioh WMIIM im-

mediately plauaiblu mno tho excitation of the oscillator will

be greater tins morts inttMiw* tho radiation thai falls on it.

Tho exact calculation of thi relationship tjotwww /^amU'
on tho bawH of oliWMioal lootrotlytiamio -thi ia th flr*tt

part of Planck
1

* oiUoulationa- -U>tulu to ihu

formula:

Iu the BtKtotid part Planok " doturminwd /, lUthough hy A

method that ii not free from ambiguity, a a futmtion of

T on tho basin of the twcmd law of thwtnodynwuioH.
obtaiuod

Tho oombinatiou of (7) and (H) giv us tWtw'* Law of

tion (0),

{$4, The Quantum Hypothesis, Planck's Law of Radiation

Lunww and PriHynheim, howtwor, rfumd to wurriuuliT,

In a frcHh invimtigation
l iu 1000 thwy showtitl that in tho

region of long wavw Hurt's radiiUion furrnulu undoubtedly did

mit agrtus with tho rtmultH of ohmn'vation. AH a rtult of thin,

Pkmifc, in au important papor*8 whiah munt \w r*<gta'itd tin

marking thu aruation of th quantum thtory, drtoidml to

modify hin tnwthod of deducing thw law of rtuliatioti, tminuly,

by altering tluj tixprtwtiion (H) whioh giv* th mean energy
of tho OHoillator, but whioh h nob uniquit. fin prooaedud mn
folioWH.M In oixlr to dintributo tho whob av^ilablw tturrgy

among tho osoillatom, h imaginitd tht euwrgy dividini into

a disoroto number of finite " eluriwnti of untrgy
"

(energy

quanta) of magnitude , and auppomdi thews ttnnrgy qUftnU
to to diatribuUkl at random among the Individual ooilltoi

euofcly as a given numbttr of bUi, my 5, may bo dittrilmtwl

among a 0rfeiin uurnbar of boiw, nay 8, Kaoh auoh distri-

bution (of balia among 3 bonw) may obviously bts oarriHl



out in a number of different ways, whereby, however, we are

not concerned with which particular balle He in which par.

ticular boxes, but with the number contaimnl in mw\\.m Now

since each such "distribution
"
correspond* to a definite slate

of the system, it follows from what has jtwt hwn Haiti that

each condition may be realised in ft number of diHuron t

ways, that is, each condition ia oharactt'riswi by a curtain

number of possibilities of realisation. Thin number it* called

by Pianola the thermodynamio probability H* of thi condition

in question. Por it is obvious that the probability of a con-

dition or state is tho greater, i.e. it will ootsur the more fre-

quently, the greater the number of ways in which it may
be realised. By means of the usual formulas of permuta-
tions and combinations, of which the latter alone oouie into

consideration here, it was possible to calculate the probability

of any given distribution of tho elements of energy among
the oscillators, and thus also tho probability of a given

energetic condition of the system of oseillatora aa ft func-

tion of the mean energy U of an oscillator and of the entsrgy

quantum. Now, L, Boltzmann m has given an extremely
fertile rule, which connects the probability of state W of a

system with its entropy S, a magnitude winon, an li woll

known, plays a similar r61e in the second law of thermodyna-
mics to that played by energy in the'flrit, Thus S waa ob-

tained as a function of U and . If now, on the othur hand,
one applied the second law itself, whiah the en-

tropy 8 as a function of the mean energy (J and the absolute

temperature T, the following result was obtained by this cir-

cuitous process : the entropy, as an auxiliary magnitude, was

eliminated, and a relation b&twmn U, T, and t was gained.
This fundamental result, first obtained by Pkiwk, ii an

follows :

0" - __f (& being a constant) , , (tt)

efcf ~ 1

But from
(7) and Wion's Displacement &aw (4) it foltewi

that for the mean energy 17 of an oscillator, a reifttionihip o<

the following form exists :
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A comparison of (9) and (10} shows that tl agfrnmaa the

form required by (10) only when inset proportional to v, lht

frequency. This ia an eastern ttal point of Planck'* Theory : if

we are, to rewuiin in ayreemmt with Wiou'n Diqitacem&nt Lir,
the energy element must be set equal tt> hv

f sen h\f , , , . (i 1}

The constant h t which, on account of itn dimtmmotiH (energy
x time), ia called Planck's Quant urn of Aolwnt has played,
as wa shall see, a r6lo of undreamed-of importance in th

further development o! the quantum theory,

By oomhining the formulas (7), (U), and (It) th< rwmwnl
radiation law of Planck follows at once :

which Plan&k first deduced in the year 1900 in the

above described, that is, by thu hypothesis of energy quanta,.
In the same $par as well a in the following year thin IAW ol

Radiation wan confirmed very Hatinfaotorily by //, ttuhenx and
J'\ JKurlbtt-um M for long waven, and by /*', PaM-hen** for abort

wav<H. The later measuromentH of radiatioti emitted by
black Ijodios.M particularly the exact work curried out by A",

Warburg and hi collaborator*! at the HtiiohHautitalt, have ftbo

dtunonatrated fcho validity of Planck's fomi u In, In opposition
to thiu, W. Nftrmt and Th. Wulfp m the rtwult of aritioal

review of the whole experimental material available up to that

date, have recently shown the existence of deviations (up to

7 per cent) between the measured and the calculated valut'H

according to Planck'* formula, and hno feel thomielvw*
constrained to decide againut the exact validity of Planck's

formula. Whatever viow is taken of thii oritioiwn, it i at any
rate a powerful incentive to take up anew the mtmuroiant
of the radiation emitted by black bodies with all thn

and precautions of modern experimental toienois, and thornby
to decide finally the important question whether PUtnok't
Law is exactly valid or not.

For short wave-length*, l.. high fm]uenoiet (uiwrw vxaotly,
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for high values of l Planck's formula autt*a the form

and thus pasaea over into ir?'* Law (of. formula (0),

which, as we have Been, wsw ooniimuHl by wxptmmmit for

these frequencies). In the othur limiting <m, i.w. for long

waves, low frequencies (more exactly for small values of , *Y

Planck's formula assumes the form

K, - w .... (14,

as is easily found by developing tho t*xponcmtial function
hv

efS as a series. Thii limiting law, which htw boon oonfsrmwl

in the region of long wave-lengths, had \wm\ givti |>r-

viously by Lord RayleighJ* Phiticfa formula thus oontoirw

Wwri* Law and Rayleitjh'M Law an limiting

If we use the wave-length X instead of the frequency v
%

Planck's Law takes the form

To make this clear, the intensity of radiation

in Fig. 1 as a function of X for various valuta of T. Tliw

curves which exhibit K, &a a futtotton of v have w. |uit
similar appearanee, The maximum of tha AVoumts lit at

/w
the point at which /"Lhas the value 4*0661.

It foEows that

, T r - 0-041 x 10" . 7 -
* flP

a relation, which is identical in form with Witrit
meat Law (6a).

tie total radiation we get from (IS) or (16)

~.a r

"

(10)

, (17)



CONSBUJUKNCKS OF PLANCK'S THKOHY It

an equation which gives uxpretmion to the Stv/ttn'lMttmunn
Law (3).

From (lt>) and (17) wu rttuognitw that tlw uicaMUrt'tiuMit f.i)

of tiu total radiation (A*) and (/*) of lht

wsivt' length of thti maximum (Au0> ;it

ft ftxd known lt*ui|H*roture, allow** UH lo

ualoulattt tht two ooiwtitutK h ami 4
1

of lltti

nulitktiuu fortnultt.* Front K-itrlhttum'*

U of thu Shu/tin" ftttltsmnn

tmt y, \vhioh wi't'ii VftilUI at that

and from lh ootmtant I of H"iV's

t t*w (tni,iwiunI by hummer
and I'rinygfaim) Pttinck* found th fol-

lowing vftlutw :

/i 0*548 x 10 **|rg , noo,]

.10-w (IH)

Ck>rrtHi|)nnding to this varying valur*

whioh hav bwn foutid in tno uau*m tf

timtt fur tlu ootmtanU y and 5, tliw values

of h and )t havu undtTgonn uhangtm whitsh

aru nut worth whilf

ruoording hitrt',

For |i*rtioulftrly

,, , ., - ., ,... .,-,.,, ^ th !tti*aAumnuntt uf

th total radiation

--as WM jo frcnn

tho strongly varying vahum giv^n $ notti 15 ha nut yt-t

ruaohod a Huflloiotit dogrtw jf otrtatitty to allow a vtiry au-

curate calculation of thtt two radiation ootmtanttt / and Af lo IMJ

basod on tho Htpfttn-l.tultsmium uottHtant. Misihodu which

allow /. to tw di4mtituHl with undoubttHlly tuoh gnmttu-

aoouraoy will bi dtitoribid latar,

I UI>

1 5, Cotroqumcan of Pi*ek'i Thtwy

Th deduction of th mdiation fotttiula tyul th duttintiina

tioti of iti ooiistftiita did not, hawtwsr, li&wit th tmofnnttu'ti

ol Pttim&it imw thwory ; on the cotttmry, it|iortiitife relation-

ships of thfts thoory to other drj.*iytiseutw of |ihy*in Iw
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immediately revealed. For it was found & that the constant

k of the radiation formula is nothing other than the quotient
of the absolute gas constant E (which appears in the equa-
tion of state of an ideal gas) and the so-called Avogadro
number N, i.e. the number of molecules in a grammolecule.

k = (19)

As the value of E is sufficiently accurately known from

thermodynamics

E = 8-31 x 107

deg.

Planck,38 by making use of the radiation measurements, was

able to calculate the value of N. By using (18) he found

N = 6-175 x 1023
. . . (20)

The agreement of this value with the values deduced by

quite different methods is very striking.
86

Avogadro's Law
forms the bridge to the electron theory. For it is known
that the electric charge which travels in electrolysis with

1 gramme-ion, that is, with JV-ions, is a fundamental con-

stant of nature, which is called the Faraday. Its value was,

according to the position of measurements at that time,

9658 . 3 . 1010 electrostatic units (the value nowadays ac-

cepted 37 i8 9649-4 . 2-999 . 1010
).

If now each monovalent-

ion carries the charge e of the electron, the equation

Ne = 9658 . 3 . 10 10
. . . (21)

must hold. From this, by using (20), we get

e = 4-69 x 10- 10 electrostatic units . (22)

The value of the electron charge thus calculated by Planck

from the theory of radiation differs only by about 2 per cent

from the latest and most exact measurements of E. A.

Millikan,36 who found the value

e = 4-774 . 10 ~ 10

A truly astonishing result.

electrostatic units. (23)



CHAPTBE II

The Failure of Classical Statistics

i. The Equipartition Law and Rayleigh's Law of Radiation

TF these great successes had justified faith in Planck's

J_ Theory, it was also soon recognised as had already been

emphasised by Planck in his first papers that the central

point of the theory lay in the Quantum Hypothesis, i.e. in the

novel and repulsive conception, that the energy of the oscilla-

tors of natural period v was not a continuously variable

magnitude, but always an integral multiple of the element of

energy, that is e = hv. The recognition of the necessity of

this hypothesis has forced itself upon us more and more in the

course of time, and has become established, more especially

through indirect evidence, inasmuch as every attempt to work

loilh the classical theory has l&d logically to o> false law of

radiation. For when Planck turned the radiation problem
into a problem of probability for a definite amount of energy
was to be divided among the oscillators according to chance,

:. and the mean value U of the energy of an oscillator was to

be calculated it became possible to apply the methods of

the statistical mechanics founded by Clerk Maxwell, L.

Boltzmann, and Willard G-ibbs. And the application of these

methods to the case in question appeared to be demanded
from the start, if the standpoint, self-evident in classical

physics, that the energy of the oscillator could assume in

continuous sequence all values between and oo were

adopted. What, then, did statistical mechanics require?
One of its chief laws is the law of the equipartition of kinetic

energy,
39

according to which in a state of statistical equilibrium
at absolute temperature T every degree offreedom of a mechan-
ical system, however complicated, possesses the mean kinetic

13



energy %kT. In this expression the constant If is defined by
(19), and is thus the same constant as that which appears
in the Law of Eadiation. A system of/ degrees of freedom,

therefore, possesses at a temperature T a mean kinetic energy

/ . $kT. For example, the atom of a monatomic gas is a

configuration which possesses three degrees of freedom, if we

regard it from the point of view of mechanics as a mass-

point. Its kinetic energy at the temperature T has therefore

a mean value M fIcT, independent of its mass, a result which

has been known in the kinetic theory of gases since the time

of Maxwell, and which is deduced as a consequence of his

law of distribution of velocities.

Planck's linear oscillator, which is essentially identical

with an electron vibrating in a straight line, possesses one

degree of freedom ; its kinetic energy at the temperature T
has therefore the mean value %kT. Now the mean potential

energy of the oscillator is equal to its mean kinetic energy.
41

As a result, its mean total energy (kinetic plus potential) has

the value

U=kT. . . . (24)

This result of classical statistics, when combined with the

relation (7) deduced from classical electrodynamics, gives

Rayleigh's Law of Eadiation

Kv
= v~kT . . . . (25)

which, as we saw (cf. (14)), is contained in Planck's Law of
7.

Badiation as a limiting case for small values of pL that is,
K-L

for long waves or high temperatures.
Tins Law of Eadiation of Rayleigh which, deduced as it

k from the fundamental principles of classical statistics and

electrodynamics, should be able to claim general validity for
all frequencies and all temperatures, stands none the less in

glaring qonkadiction to observation. For while all observed
curves of distribution of energy of a black body (i.e. Kv plotted
as a fortcMori of v, T being constant) always show a maximum,
the curve expressed by (25) rises without limit for rising
values of v, aad therefore gives for the sum K = 2 f Kvdv an

infinitely large value,
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| a. Fruitless Attempts at Improvement

From very different quarters and in the most. varUnl way

attempts were made, as time want on, to woape from

Raykigh'a Law without dittoarding ciliwwitml HtatiHtioal

mechanics, AH in vain. Thus J, //, /w*,<* without

making use of ft
" material

"
oneillator, considered only th

radiation <w suck in art enclosure, and elitrihukl the \vhol

energy of radiation according to the I*w of Ktjuipurtilibii

over the individual M
degrees of freedom of radiation

"
(which

are hero th individual vibrationR that aro prwiIbl In atrs ir

oloauro). Further, I/. A. Itrrents** drcIucHl in a jwni4rfiltnf|

investigation the thermal riwitation of the jiwtiilt, Mtartitig from

the conception that the free " oontluotioni t*!eolron," whiah

carry the ourrent, produce tho radiation by their ooUwkitw

with the atoms, and applying the Law of Kquipartifciort ks

the motion of electrons. The problem ftitfttikrfi

in a somewhat different fashion by A. Kinsiein, and L, /hip/.**

Thiy imagined the Planck oscillator firmly attach**! Ui

molecule, and then cotmidered this complex pxpowul to thi*

nidiation and the irnpactK of other moleoulen. Th IAW of

liadiation could tht-n he iletluotHl from thu oondition that thu

impulse, which ths impftotH of the moleoulrK giv to fehHjfm-

plex, must not on the average he change! by thti ini|jul',
which the radiation givttH to the oscillator. We may ftl^s

mtuition a pajHr of /!. />. l<\kktvr*% whiah \VRH Nupphniuitti'ti

by AT. Pttttwk.* hi thiK, by tbr* iml of it, gtMieml lnw thu* Id

Kiiutein, the Htatwlittiil wjuiltlnnuut t'twtMn the ntdiutitut

and a large number of OHtiillaUu'M wits t*xamitttHi oti thi I*IIH

of the olaSHioal thttoritw. All t-heit ditt*itint ww-yw tmtiffi,

however, at the wime jwiut; tbi'y sill h>d to littyleiijh'a l*w.
And finally, at th Bolvay C'ongrMH in HrutHi<)tt i Mill,
//, A, Ijttrmts w Hhowml, in the mtwl gt'tit^ml tisautw^r

imaginable, that we arrive of tteoeMHity at lhi wrung biw,
if we assume the validity of //timtfWx I'rinoipln wirt f

the Principle of Kquiparlition tor th> toUlity of th* fjlirw.*.

mena (of mtHslmnical and eleetrtnimgn^Ua nature) whiolt

take pl& in an enclosure eon tainiug rutlisilion, mattir, tnl

electrons. Only irt the limiting of high t4*mpfuatur(w or

small frequinoiw do lh results of lhi olail lhiy
with the rtiulti of obnervation,M
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CHAPTBE III

The Development and the Ramifications of the
Quantum Theory

i. The Absorption and Emission of Quanta

AS
stated above, the conviction was bound to establish-

itself that every attempt to deduce the laws of radiation
on the basis of classical statistics and electrodynamics w&S
doomed from the outset to failure, and it was necessary to
introduce a hitherto unknown discontinuity into the theory.
It was, of course, clear that this

"
atomising of energy

"
would,

conflict sharply with existing and apparently well-founded
theories. For if the energy of the Planck oscillator was only
to amount to integral multiples of e = hv, and therefore was
only to be able to have the values 0, c, 2e, 3e . . . then, since
the oscillator only changes its energy by emission and ab-
sorption, the conclusion was inevitable that oscillators cannot
absorb and emit amounts of energy of any magnitude but only
whole multiples of e. (Quantum emission and guantivm
absorption.) This conclusion is in absolute contradiction to
classical electrodynamics. For, according to the electron
theory, an -electromagnetic oscillator, for instance a vibrat-
ing electron, emits and absorbs in a field of radiation perfectly
continuously, that is to say, in

sufficiently short times it emits
or absorbs indefinitely small amounts of energy.

2. Einstein's Light-quanta ; Phenomena of Fluctuation in a Field
of Radiation

Thus at the very entrance into the new country there
yawned tf gulf, which had either, in view of the previous
success of the classical

theory, to be bridged over by a com-
promise ; or, failing this, tradition would have to be discarded

Einstein felt him-
16
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golf compelled to toko thu latter adieal courtto. On Ihu Ja,ij*

of very original oonHidwations,1' ho Hot up tho hypolhoKiH that

the energy quanta not only playud a part, a t^nck hohl, is?

the interaction betwoon radiation tuul matttsr (ro*oimtor)4 or

oscillators), hut that rtttiMtitm, when prajwjuteti f/tr<ii// a

iMc.tmnt or tiny mediiiM t fHHsst'ttaea et quantum-likf structure

(rnijtU-qiMntum /4//jwl/it'w}, Accordingly, all radiation WAN

lo oonwHt of indiviillt<
" rtuliation quanta

"
; whwi th* tu*rgy

i huing propagated, from tho oxoiting <Hntrr>, it w ot tlsvuli'il

evenly in tho form of ph'rioal wavoi ovwr pvtriiujri*amiK

volumes of wpaoo, but roniaittH oona^ntrnUd in ti ftnitti nrtiltr

of energy oomplexea, whioh move liko material i4ritoturt*4,

and oan only be emitted and alworbed m wholu iwiividunlx,

Eittttein beliovod hitiiwlf forwsi to ihin utriwgj* t^itiurptiofi,

whioh bracks with all lh obr?&lio that apjirnr t>

support th undulatory thoory, by wuvural iivt'ti
vs'ution,

all of whioh led to tho wmo oonoluaion. H WIH jiw
Hundod to this vitsw by thw roHult of oaluulatioim dcalitig

with oortain phnouunut of fluctuation, jhtniamtmft whiuh

aro familiar to us in atatistioB and iiarttuutarly in tho kint-tiu

theory of ^aws. It in wull known that in a giw which
contains n moli'culnH in a volunm i

(1)
tho njmtiiil dtMtnhutioti

of tht'Ht* ntoliuHilcH in far from uoiiMtant, bring Htibjcut lo VAH
ation on acuwunl, of tho motion f tho mnlrtwlott. tuiiood, in

principlo, txtrc'n ojwttH aro j<o.siblo a that, for oxaniph*, in

which all n inol'-uuloM aro aoltoutod ut a givon motnont in t

fraotitjnal part i'l<i\,) of tlio vnlnnto. Tho uruinUiility ol

rare con.stollatian h known to ho

an extraordinarily Hfiiall ninnhr \vhn n is grt*at ; that i tw

aay, th ovont in jut*Ktion tx^ourit oxirumtilv mrnly,
Now, tlut xjnvtial dunmty of thu ratliatioti mialuntnl wiihiu

volume % IK wibjmt to rjnito tymbfcoiw vritiuftH. If K i

the total wii-rny of thti ratiitttiow (uj>|.K>Ht
kd to Im tnmshrt-

matlo) and if itu fr|Ui*nay v in so groat, or JIM tPHifwatwrn
ao low, that IVkn's IAW of Ktuliiition hotiln for it, thmt ili

probability that thrt wholts radiation ocdtipioit lh

volume v(< t is, cuordiu to A'tiulftu.M
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I

. . . . (27)
\"U/

A comparison with (26) shows that the radiation, within
the limits of validity of Wien's Law, behaves as if it were made

up
ofn{^

=
j-J

independent complexes of energy, each of mag-
nitude hv.

Two other investigations of Einstein led to the same
conclusion. In the first, a very large volume filled with
black-body radiation is considered, which communicates with
a small volume v. If E is the momentary energy of the
radiation of frequency v in the volume v, this energy varies,
as is known, irregularly withjhe time about a mean value
E-, the magnitude e = E - E is called the fluctuation of the
energy. Now, the general theory of statistics leads to the

following value 82 for the mean square, that is, for ?,

~
dT (28)

If we replace E by the value obtained from PlancVs Law of
Radiation, we obtain for the mean square of fluctuation an
expression with two terms^ in which only one term can be
calculated on the basis of the classical undulatory theory
the second, which greatly exceeds the first in magnitudewhen the density of radiant energy is low (that is, at high
frequencies or at low temperatures, in short, when Wien's
Jjawisivahd), can only be understood when we again picturethe radiation as composed of indivisible energy-quanta.Ine second of Einstein's two investigations, to which we
referred above, deals with the fluctuations of impulse which
a freely movable

reflecting plate is subjected to in a field of
black-body radiation on account of the irregular fluctuations

ion ' If
' in addition

' the P^te is sub-
bl WS of gas-molecules, under the'

oe of which ^executes Brownian movements, there
tWeen the imPulses whi^ the mole-

th6 radiation on the ^r, im-
6 a8SUme Planck

'

s Law to^A
follo^ ^ the mean square of

impulse due to the radiation an expression
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in two terms, only one of which is explained by the un-

dulatory theory of light. The other term points to a

quantum-like structure of the radiation, and this suggests the

introduction of the light-quantum hypothesis.

3. Transformation of Light-quanta into other Light-quanta or

Electronic Energy

However strange this hypothesis appeared, it was not to be

denied that it was capable of explaining simply and naturally
a number of phenomena which completely baffled the un-

dulatory theory. A very striking example of this is afforded

by the laws of phosphorescence, investigated by P. Lenard
and his co-workers, and especially by Stokes' Law. For if

vp is the frequency of the phosphorescent light emitted,
and ve the frequency of the light exciting phosphorescence,
then, according to Einstein's conception,

8* one quantum livf

of the exciting radiation is changed through absorption by
the atom of the phosphorescent substance into one quantum
hvp of the light of phosphorescence. According to the prin-

ciple of energy, we must have hve^hvp, i.e. ve ~>vv . And
this is Stokes' Law.

Further, another fact un the realm of phosphorescence
phenomena speaks against the undulation hypothesis and in

favour of that of light-quanta. According to the classical

undulatory theory, all molecules of a phosphorescent body
on which a light-wave impinges, should absorb energy from
the wave, and thus all simultaneously become able to emit

phosphorescent light. In reality, relatively only very few
molecules are excited to phosphorescence at the same time,
and only gradually, in the course of time, does the number of

molecules excited increase. It would thus appear as if the

light-wave falling on the phosphorescent body has not equal
intensity along its whole front as the classical theory
assumes but rather as if it consists of single energy-com-
plexes thrown out by the source of light, so that the wave-point
possesses, as it were, a "

beady
"

structure, in which active

portions (light-quanta) alternate with inactive gaps.
This conception of the "

beady
"
wave-front had played a

part before the advent of Einstein's hypothesis of light-quanta.
J. J. Thomson-^ had tried t,o make use of it to explain the



fact that, when a gas is ionised by ultra-violet light or Bontgen

rays, only a relatively extremely small number of gas-mole-
cules are ionised. This is a phenomenon which is quite

analogous to the above-named phenomenon of phosphor-

escence; for these, too, according to Lenard's view, the exci-

tation consists in the disjunction, through the agency of .the

radiation, of electrons from the molecules of the phosphor-
escent body, and these electrons attach themselves to

"
storage

atoms." On the return of these electrons to the parent

molecules, energy is set free and sent out as phosphorescent

light. The ionisation of gases by ultra-violet light or Bont-

gen rays
86 is also capable of being explained naturally by the

light-quantum hypothesis. If we suppose with Einstein,

that one light-quantum hv is used ;up in ionising one mole-

cule, then hv > J, where / is the work required to ionise

one molecule, that is to say, to remove an electron from it.

We have under consideration here a phenomenon which be-

longs to the great branch of photo-electric phenomena,
61 i.e.

the liberation of electrons from gases, metals, and other sub-

stances by the action of light. According to the hypothesis
of light-quanta, in all these processes light-quanta are changed
into kinetic energy of the electrons hurled off from the body.
If we again adopt Einstein's standpoint, according to which
one light-quantum hv is transformed into the kinetic energy
of one projected electron, we must have the following re-

lation 98 for the energy of emission of the emitted electrons,
each having a mass m :

%mv2 = hv - P. . . . (29)

This is called Einstein's Law of the Photo-electric Effect. In

this, P is the work that has to be done to tear the electron

away from the atom, and to project it from the point at

which it is torn from the atom up to the point at which it

leaves the surface of the body. For the energy of the emitted
electrons we thus obtain a linear increase with the periodicity
of the light which releases them. This law, which many in-

vestigators have attempted to prove, with varying success,
has recently been, verified by R. A. MillUcan** for the normal
pkoto-efectedc effect w of the metals Na and Li with such a

^Eeeofacooraoythat we ean- actually use this method for
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the exact determination of In. The value found by MilliJcan,

h = 6-57 x 10
- 37

,
is in good agreement with' the value

?t = 6-548 x 10
- 27 found by Planch from radiation measure-

ments.
In an entirely similar manner as was used for the

phenomena of phosphorescence, the phenomena of fluores-

cence in the regions of the Rontgen and visible radiations may
t>e explained by the hypothesis of light-quanta. The in-

vestigations of Oh. Barkla, Sadler, M. de Broglie, and

-. Wagner 61 have shown the following : if a body is inun-

clated with Rontgen rays, and if the absorption of these rays by
the body is measured whilst the hardness (i.e. the frequency
"e) of the rays is varied, the absorption, as we pass from

lower to higher ve, suddenly increases to a high value for a

Oertain value of ve . At the same moment the body begins,

a,t the expense of the energy absorbed, to emit a secondary

J&ontgen radiation characteristic of the body itself in the form

of a line spectrum. It further appears that all lines emitted

iiave a lower v than that of the exciting radiation. As a

tnatter of fact, the hypothesis of light-quanta requires that the

**a,diation-quantum hv of all rays emitted as secondary radia-

tion should be smaller than the quantum hv of the primary

oxciting rays. For example, the region of frequencies which

serves to excite the ".ST-series" stretches from a sharply

defined limit vk (the so called "
edge of the absorption band")

"u.j>wards towards higher frequencies; whereby vk is some-

wHat larger than the hardest known line (y) of the .ST-series.

In other words, the excitation of secondary Rontgen radiation

by primary Rontgen rays also obeys Stokes
1

Law.

4. The Transformation of Electronic Energy into Light-quanta

It is very significant, that the transformation of light-

g["U.anta into kinetic energy of electrons is also, as it were,
*
reversible," that is, the opposite process also occurs in

ctaiiiire, by which light-quanta result from the kinetic energy
:> charged particles. A good example of processes of this

cind is afforded by the generation of Rontgen rays by the

rapact of quickly-moving electrons (cathode rays) on matter.

Cf , say, the characteristic JT-series of a certain element is to



be generated by the impact of cathode rays upon an anti-

cathode formed of the said element, then the kinetic energy

E of an impinging electron must exceed a critical value EK-

For if we imagine E changed into a light-quantum hvet then

ve must fall within the region of excitation of the IT-series, -and

must thus be ^ VK (VK being the frequency of the edge of the

absorption band) . It follows that E ;> hvK(
= Ex).

From this

there follows an important relation between the frequency VK
of the edge of the absorption band and the critical value EK
of the electronic energy, i.e. the smallest value of the energy
at which the electron is just able to generate the required

secondary radiation. This quantum-relation EK = hvx has

proved quite correct according to measurements carried out

by D. L. Webster and E. Wagner, and conversely presents,

when Eg and VK are sufficiently accurately known, a method

for the determination of /i.8*

Now, it is known that the cathode rays, on striking the

anti-cathode, do not merely excite the characteristic Eontgen
radiation, that is a line spectrum, but excite a continuous

spectrum as well, the so-called
"
impulse radiation

"
(Br&ms-

strahlung). If we therefore select any frequency v of this

continuous spectrum, the ideas of the hypothesis of light-

quanta immediately suggest the conclusion that a definite

minimum energy Em of the impinging electrons is necessary
to excite this frequency v, and that we must have Em = Tiv.

The investigations of D. L. Webster** W. Duane and F. L.

Hwdto, A. W. Hull and M. 2Mce,*E. Wagner w F. Dessauer
and E. Book 68 have confirmed these formulae with the
greatest accuracy, and thus form the foundation of one of
fee most trustworthy methods for the precise measurement
of the magnitude h. The following values were obtained :

h - 6-50 x to- 2?
(Duane-Hwnt) \ h - 6-53 x 10 ~ 27

(Webster) ;

k 6*49 x 10-27 (Wagner).W also meet with similar phenomena in the visible and
npghhaaring regions of the spectrum. Thus J. Franck
ani <?. J&rfe" showed that the impact of electrons upon
wwmiy T%or molecules can be used to excite a definite^lre taoresceoce line of mercury of wave-length
* -

(La, % Mas . 1016), if the kinetic energy of the
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electron exceeds a certain critical value E . In this con-

nexion they found that the relation E = hv
6
was again

fulfilled with great accuracy.
1

' We shall return to these

experiments and others connected with them later, since they

play an important part in confirming the most recent model
of the atom.

5. Other Applications of the Hypothesis of Light-quanta

In a considerable number of other cases, which shall only
be noticed shortly at this point, the hypothesis of light-quanta
has proved of value, especially in the hands of J. Stark 71 and
Einstein. Thus Stark 'a has made use of this hypothesis to

interpret the fact that the canal-ray particles emit their
"
kinetic radiation

"
only when their speed exceeds a certain

value. He has also propounded general laws for the position
of band-spectra of chemical compounds by arguing on the basis

of the hypothesis of light-quanta.'* Finally, Einstein and
Stark ra have considered photo-chemical reactions from the

standpoint of the hypothesis of light-quanta and have enun-
ciated a fundamental law, which has been verified, at least

partially, by the detailed investigations of E. Warburg.''
6

6". Planck's Second Theory

In spite of all the successes which the quantum hypothesis
of light is able to show, we must not leave out of consideration
that this radical view, at least in its existing form, is very
difficult to bring into agreement with the classical undulatory
theory. Since on the one hand the phenomena of interference
and diffraction, in all their observed minutiae, are excellently
described by the wave-theory, but offer almost insuperable
difficulties to the quantum theory of light, it is easy to under-
stand that few scientists could make up their minds to ap-
prove of such a far-reaching change in the old and well-tested

conception of the propagation of light, a change that entailed

perhaps its complete abandonment. This more cautious and
conservative standpoint was taken up by M. Planck, who
retains it to this day, inasmuch as he preferred to locate the

quantum property in matter (the oscillators) or at least to

confine it to the process of interaction between matter and
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radiation while endeavouring to retain the classical wave-

theory for the propagation of radiation in space. None the

less, serious hindrances had already intruded, themselves in

the development of his first quantum hypothesis (quantum
emission and quantum absorption). For &. A, Lor&ntz^

pointed out quite rightly that the conception, especially of

quantum absorption, leads to peculiar difficulties. He showed
that the time which an oscillator requires for the absorption
of a quantum of energy turns out to belong to an improbable

degree when the external field of radiation is sufficiently weak.

Moreover, it would be possible to interrupt the radiation at

will before the oscillator had absorbed a whole quantum. As
a result of these objections Planck determined to modify the

quantum hypothesis as follows. Absorption proceeds con-

tinuously and according to the laws ofclassical electrodynamics :

the energy of the oscillators is therefore continuously variable, and
can assume any value between and co . On tfie other hand,
emission occurs in quanta, and the oscillator can emit only
when its energy amounts to just a whole multiple, of e = hv.

Whether it then emits or not is determined by a law of prob-

ability. But if it does emit, then it loses its whole momentary
energy, and therefore emits quanta. Between two emissions its

energy-content grows by absorption continuously and in pro-

portion to the time.

According to this second theory of Planck, which is called

the theory of quantum emission, the mean energy U of a

linear oscillator is ~ greater than in the first theory .'8 While
2i

in the former case the mean energy of the oscillator at abso-

lute zero was_equal to zero (see equation (9) from which,
when T = 0, U =

0), in the case of this second theory it is

equal to ~. The oscillators retain therefore at the zero-
2i

point a zero-point energy of value -^ as a mean, inasmuch
A

as they assume, when T = 0, all possible energies between
and hv. Nevertheless, this theory also, when the relation

(7) is correspondingly modified, leads to Pianola's Law of

Eadiation.

In the course of time PlancJc has made several further
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matter, being only the consequence of a deeper and more

general law. This law, which is to be regarded as the pre-

cursor, of the latest development of the doctrine of quanta,

may be formulated as follows : Suppose the momentary state

of a Planck oscillator, say a linearly vibrating electron, to be

defined according to Gibb's method by its displacement q from

its position of rest and by its impulse or momentum p, and

suppose it to be represented in a q-p plane (the state- or

phase-plane). Every point of the q-p plane, that is, every

phase-point, corresponds to a definite momentary condition of

the oscillator. The postulate is then made that not all points
of this plane of states are equivalent. On the contrary, there

FIG. 2.

are certain states of the oscillator ivhich are distinguished by
a peculiarity. The totality of the phase-points that cor-

respond to these peculiar states form a family of discrete

curves which surround one another. In the case of the

Planck oscillator these curves are concentric ellipses (see

Fig. 2) which divide the phase-plane into ring-like strips.

The postulate of the quantum theory now consists in this,

that these ring strips all possess the same area h. If we
calculate on this basis the energy possessed by an oscillator

in one of these unique states, we find 80 that it is a whole

multiple of liv. These special states (represented in the

phase-plane by the points of the discrete ellipses) are, there-
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28 THE QUANTUM THEORY

This formulation of the quantum hypothesis is, as it were,

an expression of the well-known fact that large amounts of

energy are absorbed or given up in short times, whereas small

amounts are absorbed or emitted in longer times by the

molecules, so that on the whole the product of the energy
transferred and the duration of the time of exchange is a

constant. In fact, fast cathode rays, for example, are stopped

by matter in a shorter time and therefore generate harder

Eontgen rays than slow cathode rays. Sommerfeld has

applied his theory successfully to the mechanism of the

generation of Eontgen rays and y-rays.
90 Sommerfeld and

P. Debye 91 have worked out on the same basis a theory of

the photo-electric effect, which, like the hypothesis of light-

quanta, also leads to Einstein's Law (29).
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where B is the absolute gas-oonsfcant. Ife follows that the

atomic heat of the body at constant volume becomes :

0.--3JR-5-94Rli . . (32)

This is the law of Dulong and Petit," according to which
the atomic heat (at constant volume) of monatomic solid bodies

has the, value 5*94 ^-, independently of the temperature^

This law is actually obeyed by many elements more or less

closely.97 On the other hand, elements have long been known
which are far from following this rule, and which show

systematic- differences, especially at low temperatures.
Thus, as early as the year 1875, F. S. Weber 98 found that

the atomic heat of diamond at - 50 C. is about 0'75 . The
deg.

atomic heats of other elements as well (boron, beryllium,

silicon) have also been shown to be much too
'

small at

ordinary temperatures. And altogether it appeared that the

defect from Dulong and Petit's normal value occurs quite

generally at low temperatures, and becomes the more pro-
nounced, the lower the temperature. The classical theory
offered no solution of these low values of the atomic heat."

2. Einstein's Theory of Atomic Heats

Einstein was the first to recognise
10 that in this case, too,

the quantum theory was destined to solve the difficulty.

Precisely as in the theory of radiation, the method of

classical statistics leads of necessity to a wrong law in the
field of atomic heats. Hence, here also, we must abandon
the law of the equipartition of energy. In fact, we need only
imagine electric charges distributed among the atoms *01 and
then we see that, exactly like the Planck oscillators, they must
set themselves in equilibrium with the heat-radiation which
is always present in the body. This means, however, that

a

the relation (7), according to which tT = ~
K,, must be set

up between the mean energy U of an atom vibrating linearly
with frequency v, and the intensity of radiation K.. If we
BOW take Planck's radiation formula (12) as empirically



given, it follows immediately that the mean energy U of the

linearly vibrating atom must possess, not the value kT given

by classical statistics, but the value given by the quantum

theory, namely, U = -^ For the atom which vibrates

ei _ i

in space we get, therefore by an obvious generalisation in

place of the classical value BkT, the quantum value : -^
tf - 3.

lo

1.Q.S 0.7 i?# 0.3 fa

FIG. 3.

The heat-content of the gramme-atom will therefore be

AT &
At>

hv
. (33)

from which we get for the atomic heat at constant volume
Einstein's formula

x'e*
where x

hv

kT (84)

According to this, the atomic heat of monatomio solid bodies
is not a constant which is independent qf the temperature, as

Dtdong and Petit's Law requires, but is -a function of L and



AS there/ore in the case of a definite body (i.e. with v fixed]
a function of the temperature. Its form is such (see Fig. 3),
that for T

(i.e. x = co
)

the atomic heat itself is

zero, and then increases gradually with increasing tem-

perature, approaching asymptotically at high temperatures

(i.e.^
with small x) the classical value 322. Dukng and

Petit's Law is therefore only true in the limit for small

values of -JL that is, for low frequencies of atomic vibration,

or high temperatures, exactly as is the case with Bayleigh's
Law of Badiation. The departures from Dukng and Petit's

Law, in passing from high to low temperatures, become marked
the sooner the greater the frequency of the atoms.

3. Methods of Determining the Frequency

This frequency v the only unknown magnitude in Einstein's

formula (34) may be determined by several independent and

very noteworthy methods. One way that is always possible
is of course the following : For a given substance we choose
an experimentally well-known value of the atomic heat

6';
which corresponds to a definite temperature T*. From (34)

it follows then that
e =

5J, an equation from which
(6r I.J jj/j

can be determined, and thence v. From the v thus

found the course of the whole Cv curve can be calculated for
all temperatures, and compared with experiment.

Besides this "
empirical

"
method of determining v, there

are a number of other more "
theoretical

"
methods which

do not require the use of the values of the atomic heat.
Einstein u* as far back as 1911, discovered an important
connection between the frequency v and the elastic properties
of the body. That such a connexion must exist is easily
recognised from the following considerations : imagine the
atoms of the body arranged upon a space-lattice, as in a
crystal, and suppose a certain definite atom arbitrarily dis-
turbed from its position of rest, then this atom, when released
wffl execute vibrations about its position of equilibrium If
we suppose these vibrations to be simply periodic ("mono-
ehromatic")--wre shall, however, soon recognise that this
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supposition is an madmtiwihlw approxirtmtion -wn

the frequency v ia th grmtn* tho HiimlU'r ittt< lttttti nut*"*

and therefore alno tho uUmiio wri^ht of ih, K*ty ut ili^

greater on tho olhor htviui tho ftssw \\hioh n^*ur^ tlwi

atom to its position of oqmlihrimn. Tfsiw rcHtortu^ fouv s*i
ff

however, for its part thi Htron^T, lh It' 5*'* **\t+'i>Hll* jtnI

therefore oori)prtsih! thi' Htxiy . IIrn0 r iuu*t iw ctii

the greater, tho Brtittlh'r th nUtrniu wtnglit Aitti ll i*i|rrs-

sibility of tho fmtmtiuiot', Tho osaot w0rktfig oiil of thin iJ*.A

led JKinst&in to tho formula IW

2'H.iCF
v >,

i % C35)
^t*/1 **

Where /{ is the atom to %wighi, p ihc* ilpimily, mul * titt

oomproasihility of tho Hotly,

A further interoBtinjij rlatl, whloh iinsl v lhir
mal data, riRmnly, tho mt'ltiiiH"|M*iiil, fotirtti by l*. .1 ,

Lindemmmm hy working out th(tttonjitlwi that ll iwitpji.
turlo of vihration of th ntorn ,! lhi liti'liiiig-f^ipl in wf tfw*

order of magnitude of tho ditntiatH tt\vfi*n ll ntofn, {I

TS is the absolute mtilthtg-iwitii, thti il follw

K-a-a.io|a .'f . . , (fir*)A* % '

Another formula dwluowl by K, OrHnvmnm nwy nl litt

givoa horo :

. . (7)

Horo CB is tho atomic h.fc at cormtoitt volunto, intul k ilw
oooffioiont of thermal x|twio ; tho Iwlm t) mt*iirf ilwl tint

value of Ojo"V* b fthiiolutw ero in to btt umx}.

Prom formula (85) and (30) wo ni onou iho
ftbnormal behaviour of diamond, for oxamplit, in to il

fttoroio heat, For it ii known that diamoail hm * t4i-

Ing-point aad very low oomprewiibility by ft lew
atomio weight. Ita v in therefore and
it follows theroforo, aooordirtg to the
that iti atomio hot falls below nJ of

~ at oopimti?eiy high In fet
r.

* * *



the atomic heat of diamond at 284" aba. ii <

413 abs. it is 3'64 ,^', and even at 1169" al

deg.

the value 5-24
*

o

Finally, particular importation atlaohtw tc

discovered byK Maddung *w and IF". Xttthe\

the frequency v of the atorna and tho
o;

of bodies. The two investigators Hlartt'tl ir

the following conception : CryutalH of diabc

(binary salts), such as rook-nalb (NaCl),

potassium bromide (KBr), and othera, tin

cubical space-lattices, in which the singlo atoi

charges, and therefore appear aw ions. In fa

the space-lattice are occupied alternately by

charged Na+ (or K+) atoms, and the nagativ

(or Br~) atoms. If an electromagnetic light-wa

v falls upon this crystal, the two ions are thn

oscillations relatively to one another, and furtl

of "
resonance," tho more strongly, the more

quency v of the impinging wave agrees with t

quency vn which lies in tho infra-red, of the ic

Since the ionic vibrations are set up at the ooe

of the impinging wave, this energy will be

sorbed) the more during its passage through
nearer v lies to vr . On the other hand, the

radiate back waves of frequency v sine they
to execute these vibrations, when aei into for

doing so the more strongly, the more pronounc
anoe is, again, therefore, the nearer v lies to

region of maximum absorption and strongest
flection will lie in the neighbourhood 1^ of v

regions of metallic reflection of a given aubit
detected by the method of "

Beststrahleu
"

(r
worked out by H. Rubens and K F, Nwhok,
purpose we only require to reflect radiation of a

range of frequency about v repeatedly from tl

In this way all waves will be gradually absorbed
moat strongly reflected. These are, however,



frequency vr. They are thus "residual." The ultra-red fre-

quency vr o the ions therefore agrees with the frequency of

the residual rays.
1 On the other hand, this vibration of tho

charged atoms is dependent on the elastic properties of the

substance, as we recognised in considering the formula (35) .

We thus conclude that the " elastic" frequency of the atoms

of binary salts agrees to a close approximation with the

"optical" frequency of their residual rays. But since tho
"
elastic

"
frequency of the atoms determines the behaviour

of their atomic heat, the ring is thereby closed, and W.
Nernstm was thus justified in propounding the fundamental

law, that in calculating the atomic heat of binary salts, ive

may simply insert for the atomic frequencies v the frequencies

of the residual rays.

In this way a number of independent ways were opened
up for determining the atomic frequencies required for tho
calculation of the atomic heat. A comparison of the various
values of v determined by these different methods shows in

general satisfactory agreement, at any rate in order of magni-
tude. 112 One could hardly expect more, as we shall soon see,
in view of the many idealised conditions that were used in
the theory.

4. Nernst's Heat Theorem

With a view to discovering experimentally the general law
for the decrease of the atomic heat when approaching low tem-
peratures W. Nernst lls

began in 1910, in co-operation with
his research students, a series of masterly and widely planned
researches. For, by an entirely different route from Einstein

namely, by way of thermodynamics he also had become
convinced that the atomic heat of solid bodies must become
vanishingly small on approaching absolute zero. In his

opinion this result was only one of several consequences of a

general principle, namely, a new law of heat.11* This Heat
Theorem of Nernst often called the Third Law of Thermo-
dynamics states, in its original form, the following fact : If
we regard a system of condensed

(i.e. liquid or solid) bodies,
which passes at temperature T by means of an isothermal
reaction from one state to another, and if A is the maximum
work which can be gained from this reaction, then
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dT
= for the limit T = . (38)

ttai ** to *ay, in the immediate neighbourhood o

the maximum work which can be gamed is independent of
tlu.

temperature. But it follows immediately from this, iC wo

ZL the two laws of thermodynamics that for any

reaction which changes the system from the initial condition

with energy U, to the final condition with energy C/ a ,
tlio

relation holds that

dUi = 5 for the limit T = . - (39)
dT dT

Now, since^, if we take a gramme-atom of tho substance,

gives the atomic heat, we are led to enunciate tho following

rule: in the immediate neighbourhood of absolute zero, the

atomic heat of condensed systems remains unchanged during

any transformation.
Planck 116 has given Nernst's Theorem a still more general

form : Not only the difference of the atomic heats (before and

after the reaction) is to assume the value at absolute zero, but,

ctko each atomic heat itself is to do the same. Thus it follows

from the extended Nernst Theorem, in agreement with tho

demands of the quantum theory, that the atomic heats of

solid bodies disappear at absolute zero.

5 The Improvement on Einstein's Theory of Atomic Heats

The experiments of Nernst and his collaborators proved
quite convincingly that the atomic heat of all solid bodies
tends towards a zero value as the temperature falls. In
the main, the courses of these decreasing values showed a
notable agreement with Einstein's formula (34). At low
temperatures, however, systematic discrepancies were found
in all cases, in the sense that the observed atomic heats fell
off mwjk more slowly than Einstein's formula demanded. 7

W. N&rn&t and F. A,, Limd&mann us tried to take these dia-
m-e^ncies into account by constructing an empirical formula,tod this actually expressed the observations much more

than did fee Einstein formula. This Nernst-



Lindeimann formula, whiuh is now cutty of

is as follows: -
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DEBYE'S THEORY OF ATOMIC HEATS

(43)

Here 7 is the volume of the body, d and r, am the
vulooitp

with which longitudinal and transverse wavi*
, nwpcotivr y.

are propagated within the body. In
>

this caw, howiwr, th

following difficulty occurs in replacing
the body, which in

reality consists of N atoms, by a oontiuuum, namely, ih

elastic spectrum extends to infinity, that IB, the number of

natural frequencies becomes infinitely great. Jbor examples

the number of natural frequencies (fundamental tone and

over-tones) of a linear string of length L are

1, 2, , . . )ct and Vi = respectively (*

*- AJ.J_S

according as to whether we are considering transverse or

longitudinal frequencies. The series of ovurtonea therefore

extends without limit to infinity. In reality, however, aa thu

body consists of N atoms (mass-points),
it may not posHOfw

more than 3N natural frequencies.
In order to attain thin,

Debye helps himself out by means ot the following bold

supposition. Instead of calculating strictly the olantio apoo
trum of the real body consisting of N atoms, ho replaces it by
that of the continuum as an approximation, but break* it off

arbitrarily at the 3Nth natural period. Debye thus geits thti

greatest frequency vm which occurs, that is, thy upper limit

of the elastic spectrum, from the condition ."

therefore

\Z(v)dv~

vm =
47TF \

f}
The atomic heat of the body, which, folioW8 from (42), it
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a result which can easily be brought into the following more

simple form :
12*

!

"IV (*m3 J

where cc,. kT
~
T (45)

The atomic heat is therefore only a function of the magnitude

,.! .L -i. j j i L\ L- i
hv

xm ,
that is, it depends only on the ratio

-^
: here

jp
=

p^;

This result may be expressed in Debye's terms thus : reckon-

ing the temperature T as a multiple of a temperature which

is characteristic of the particular body; then the atomic heat is

represented for all monatomic bodies by the same ciwve. Hence
we must be able to bring the Gv curves of all monatomic
bodies into coincidence, if only the scale of temperature be

suitably chosen for each substance. 123 For high tempera-
tures, the Debye formula passes over, as it must do, into the

classical value of Dulong and Petit, Cv = 3R, just as do
the Einstein and Nernst-Lindemann formulae. On the other

hand, it differs from these latter in falling much more slowly
at low temperatures. For while the atomic heats, according
to both Einstein and Nernst-Lindemann, fall exponentially
/ . , 1 conatX
I with

rpy,'&~~T~
} at low temperatures, Debye's formula leads

to the fundamental law, 127 that the atomic heats of all bodies at
low temperatures are proportional to the third power of the

absolute temperature.
It is further remarkable, that we may write formula (44)

for the maximum natural frequency in a form such that only
measurable magnitudes occur in it. For if we express the two
velocities of sound ct and ci in terms of the elastic constants of
the body, and replace the volume V of the gramme-atom by

where
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In it K is again the compressibility of the body, <r the

Poisson ratio, that is, the ratio of the transverse contraction

to the extension. The similarity of this formula with the

Einstein relation (35) strikes one immediately. But in this

case the second elastic constant of the isotropic body, a-,

enters into the equation as well. Altogether, the upper limit

vm of the elastic spectrum, at which, as one can show,129 the

natural frequencies always crowd together closely, plays in

the stricter theory an analogous r61e to that played by the

single natural frequency v in the " monochromatic
"
theory.

Comparison with experiment shows 130 that the Debye
formula, at any rate for the monatomic elements such as

aluminium, copper, silver, lead, mercury, zinc, diamond, de-

scribes the course of values of the measured atomic heats

very accurately. Particularly at low temperatures, the pro-

portionality between the atomic heat and the third power of

the absolute temperature receives fair confirmation.131 In

view of the fact that the idealised view (replacement of the

actually atomic body by a continuum) is carried very far, we
must not regard the agreement between theory and experi-
ment as self-evident. At low temperatures, Debye's idealis-

ation will justify itself. For then
=-^

is large, and hence the

amount of energy ..

v
is small, excepting when v itself as-

sumes small values. At low temperatures, therefore, only long
^uaves will contribute sensibly to the energy of a body, and hence

to its atomic heat. For long waves, however, that is, for

waves, the length of which is great compared with the dis-

tance between the atoms, the specific atomistic construction of

the body plays no part ;
for them the substance is almost a

continuum. The position is quite different at high tempera-
tures, at which the longer frequencies up to the maximum vm
(that is, the shorter waves down to the smallest) furnish con-

tributions of energy. For the waves which correspond to the

highest frequencies possess lengths, as can easily be shown,132

which are comparable with the distances between the atoms,
and for these shorter waves the medium cannot fail to betray
its atomic structure. Here, therefore, its replacement by a
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continuum becomes questionable since the approximation is

only very rough.

S7 The Lattice Theory of Atomic Heats according to Born and

Karman. The Elastic Spectrum of the most general Crystal

At this point the above-mentioned investigations of Born

and Kdrmdn intervene, which, going beyond Debye, take

account of the real crystalline structure of the body, that is

to say, the space-lattice arrangement of the atoms. In order

to overcome the great mathematical difficulties involved, they

imagined, as has already been said, the actual limited crystal

replaced by one extended indefinitely. Thus the disturbing

effect of the surface on the interior could be eliminated, so

that now all atoms were exposed to the same conditions.

Here also the main problem is again to determine the elastic

spectrum, or if we dispense with the exact calculation of

the proper frequencies at least to discover the law, accord-

ing to which the proper (or natural) frequencies are distributed

among the different regions of frequency. This problem was

first solved by Born and Kdrmdn for regular crystals. The

laws thus obtained were then extended to the case of simple

point-lattices of arbitrary symmetry, and finally, Born de-

duced them, in his "Dynamics of the Crystal Lattice," for

the most general form of space-lattice.
183

These most general space-lattices arise from the periodic

repetition in space of a definite group of atoms and electrons

(basic group) which on the whole is electrically neutral, and
is enclosed in a parallelepiped of space, the "elementary

parallelepiped." In Fig. 4 such a lattice, in this case, how-

ever, plane, is illustrated, in which the basic group consists

of three particles ( o x
).

All particles form together a

simple lattice, as do the o and x particles. We have in this

way three interlocked simple lattices.

Thus, for example, the halogen compounds of the alkalies

(NaCl, LiCl, KC1, KBr, KI, EbCl, EbBr, Ebl, and so forth)
form cubic space-lattices, in which the lattice points are

alternately occupied by the positive alkali ion and the negative

halogen ion (see Fig. 5). If we regard the whole cube here

pictured as the "
elementary cube," then the basic group would
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contain eight particles, namely, four ions of each sort (they are

numbered here). We have thus eight interpenetrating simple

lattices. Every four of them would, however, consist of the

same kind of particle. Hence it is advisable to select in this

case in place of the cube the rhombohedron (double-lined in

FIG. 4.

the figure) as the elementary parallelepiped. Then the basic

group consists only of the two different particles 1 and 8, of

\vblch the one lies in a corner, the other in the middle of the

parallelepiped. In fact we can get the whole lattice by displac-
ing the basic group in the direction of the three rhombohedral

edges, a distance equal to a whole multiple of the length of
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frequencies with periodicities v
l
v2 v3 . . . vss . The first three

frequencies v
1(

v
2 ,

v
3 correspond to those natural frequencies

of the crystal, by which the single interpenetrating simple
lattices are similarly distorted to a first approximation with-

out being compelled to move relatively to one another.

These are the three ordinary acoustic natural periods (one

longitudinal, two transverse). The remaining 3(s
-

1)

frequencies, on the other hand, correspond to another type
of motion of the crystal, namely, to those natural frequencies
with which the single simple lattices oscillate with respect to

one another without distortion. If the basic group contains

only one particle (s
=

1), i.e. if the crystal consists of only a

simple lattice, this second type of motion disappears alto-

gether, and we are left with only the three acoustic natural

frequencies v
lt

v2 ,
v
3

. If, on the other hand, we are dealing
with a crystal, say of the halogen compounds of an alkali,

for example, rock-salt (NaCl), s = 2, there exist, as we have

seen, besides the three acoustic oscillations, three further

natural frequencies of the second type. In consequence
of the regular crystal character of the alkaline halides, these

three natural frequencies exactly coincide, at any rate for

long waves, and give rise to that motion in which the sodium
lattice vibrates approximately as a rigid structure against the

likewise rigid chlorine lattice. We see at once that it is

jusb the natural frequency last considered that will play the

chief part in the optics of these crystals. For when an

electromagnetic wave meets the crystal, the sodium ions

are driven by the electric force of the wave to the one side,

and the oppositely-charged chlorine atoms are drawn to the

opposite side. It is thus just the type of vibration described

above that is brought about. If the frequency of the

external wave approaches closely to that of the natural

period, resonance occurs. These infra-red vibrations, there-

fore, are what determine the course of the refractive index,

especially in the infra-red. They are the so-called "infra-

red dispersion frequencies." It is also in their neighbourhood
that the places of metallic reflection lie which are detected

by the method of residual-rays.
What has just been stated for the special case s = 2

(alkaline halides) may, of course, be immediately generalised.
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For if the basic groups consists of s different particles, it

is just the 8(5
-

1) natural frequencies that determine the

dispersion of the crystal. Among them are those, in the

neighbourhood of which the regions of metallic reflection

(residual rays) lie. If the basic group contains p positive

atomic residues and s - p electrons, the frequencies v4 . . . v3

fall correspondingly into two classes : the first class consists

of 3(p -
1) infra-red frequencies, which arise from the

atomic residues ; the second consists of 3(s
-

p) ultra-violet

frequencies, which are to be ascribed to the influence of the

electrons. The infra-red natural frequencies decide the

course of the refractive index in the infra-red, the position

of the residual rays, and, as we shall see, the atomic heats ;

the ultra-violet natural frequencies, on the other hand, deter-

mine chiefly the refractive indices in the visible and ultra-

violet. Incidentally, the general lattice-theory of Born 1**

confirms the law previously enunciated by Haber 1Sfl that the

frequencies of the first class (infra-red) bear the same ratio to

the second (ultra-violet) class, as regards order of magnitude,
as the square root of the mass of the electron bears to the

square root of the mass of the atom.

After this digression let us now return to our starting-point.

Up to the present we have always considered a wave of

definite length X and with a definite normal direction n, and
we have seen that corresponding to it there are, in the most

general case, 3s natural frequencies v
x . . . vst . Let us now

allow the wave-length A. to vary continuously, keeping the

wave-direction constant, by going from infinitely long waves
to the smallest. Then each of the 3s natural frequencies will

also vary continuously, and will pass through a continuous

range of values. In other words, the 3s natural frequencies
are certain functions of the wave-length A :

From this, however, we learn the fundamental fact that all

these' ranges of values of the single natural frequencies are

only finite in extent and that, therefore, each of the 3s continua
of frequencies automatically breaks off at a highest limiting
frequency.

"
Automatically," i.e. without our arbitrary assist-

ance (as in Debye's case), solely on account .of the analytical
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form of the function fi. This is explained by the fact that

the wave-length X of possible waves in the crystal has a

lower limit set to it : waves of length below a certain lowest

value cannot exist. This is most simply recognised from the

following instructive example. If we consider a simple
cubical lattice having the atomic distance a, and examine,

for example, longitudinal waves, which are being propagated

along an edge of the cube so that all atoms on an edge at

right angles to this side oscillate in the same phase in the

direction of the edge then we see at once that the smallest

wave that is possible here has the length Xmin = 2a. For

this wave, namely, successive planes of the cube swing
in opposite phase, that is, "against" one another. The
functional relation between v and X assumes the special

form :

For infinitely long waves (X
= oo ), v = ;

if we pass on

to shorter waves, v increases continuously, until, for X 2a,

it reaches its maximum value vm . At this limiting frequency
vm the range of possible v's breaks off automatically.

Up to the present we have given the wave-direction (n, the

direction of the normal) a certain fixed value, and have

allowed the wave-length X to vary. We now give the wave-
direction by degrees other values, and at each step we allow

the wave-length to vary from the value oo to the least

possible value. Then the nature of the functional dependence
of the magnitude vi or X, and the position of the limiting

frequencies also change continuously with the wave-direction,
so that we may say: the 3s natural frequencies are, in

general, continuous functions of the wave-length X and of

the wave-direction n :

vi =/i(X, ), (
=

1, 2, 3, 3s) (48)

In it, each of the functions/ breaks off automatically for a

minimum value of the wave-length at an upper limit

(n')max, which itself still depends on the wave-direction.

These equations express the law of dispersion of waves in

crystals, for they determine for each wave the 3s frequencies
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vi and hence also tell us how the rates of propagation

qt
-

vt X depend on the wave-length and the wave-direction.

The dispersion law becomes particularly simple in the region
of long waves : for the three acoustic vibrations the re-

lations I37

v = (49)

hold. In them the three magnitudes g^(n), q^n), and qa (ri)

are three, in general different, functions of the wave-
direction. And further, these are the three velocities of

propagation of the three acoustic vibrations. In the region
of long waves, therefore, the three velocities of propagation
of the three slow acoustic vibrations are independent of the

wave-length to a first approximation.
The dispersion law (for long waves) assumes a very

different appearance for the 3(s
-

1) rapid vibrations
. vv . It assumes the form"4> "5

(i
- 4, 5, 3s) (50)

here the i/.''s are constants, the pi(n)'s are again certain

functions of the wave-direction. The velocities of propaga-
tion here assume the values

qt
= vt\ = V A + pfa) . . . (51)

and would thus be linear functions of the wave-length.We may summarise thus : the elastic spectrum of the most
general crystal, the basic group of which contains s particles,
consists of 3s separate parts (" branches ") . Each part consists
of a finitely extended continuum of frequencies. The three first
parts contain the totality of all slow, acovistic natural fre-
quencies (sometimes called

"characteristic"). The remaining
B(s

-
1) parts include the rapid (infra-red and ultra-violet)natural frequencies, which play the chief part in determiningthe optical d^spers^on and the positions of metallic reflection.

8. Continuation. The Law of Distribution of the Natural
Frequencies

While this knowledge of the general character of the elastic
spectrum is, as we shall soon see, of great value, it is none
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the less insufficient for the question of the energy-content and

molecular heat of the crystal, inasmuch as, even for the

simplest crystal, a strict calculation of the elastic spectrum
is not possible at the present time. 'We know, however, on

the other hand, that \vo need not know the whole details of

the elastic spectrum to calculate the energy-content and the.

molecular heat, but that it sull'toea to know the law according
to which the natural froquencui.s aro distributed over the

elastic spectrum (or its individual " branches "). Thin is

the more true, the closer together the natural frequencies
lie. Now, in reality the iinito crystal possesses, if it con-

sists of the basic group (of s particles) N times repeated,
3Ns natural frequencies, which arc. distributed so that N fre-

quencies fall to caoh of the 8s branches of the upeckrum, If N
becomes infinite, the N individual natural frequencies of each

branch merge into one another to form a continuum, and wo

get exactly the elastic spectrum that we have just been con-

sidering. We see from this, that the more wo are justified

in replacing the finite crystal by one of infinite extent the

better our results if wo know only the distribution law of the

natural frequencies (without knowing their position exactly).
The law of distribution of the natural frequencies, which

was discovered by Horn and Kdnndn and extended by fiorn

in his "Dynamics of the Crystal hattion" to tho most general

typo oC crystal, may bo formulated tlniH : tie.lcot from the,

totality of all clastic wiwcs l-ht- maU yroup, whose Uwjths lie,

Iwiw&en A. and A + d\ and whone- normal direction lies in the.

elementary solid angle
m rfO, jttach of the 3s branches of the

spectrum tfwn contribute
4
dhdil natural frequencies to this

group. Hero F denotes tho volume of tho finite crystal.

9. Continuation, The Atomic Heats at Low, very Low, and

High Temperatures

The knowledge of this law ot distribution allows us to

write down at onco tho thermal capacity of tho crystal con-

sisting of Nit particles. From (42) it IB :
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'/iy (:V.i-*

r.

i = l

(livi

\'J

,kT i )- I/

__
i

. (52)

This formula is to be interpreted as follows : the natural fre-

quencies vi are, by (48), to be expressed as functions of the

wave-length X and the wave-direction n : then the integra-
tion is to be performed with respect to X from the smallest

wave-length A,n (w), which itself depends upon the wave-
direction n, up to the maximum X oo . The result of this

integration still depends on the wavo-diroction and the index
. Finally, integration is to be performed over all directions

(that is, over all elementary solid angles between and 4.tr)

and summation over all 3s branches of the spectrum. But
we have seen that the 8s branches of the spectrum fall into
two groups. The first 8 branches (i 1, '2, 8) contain the

totality of slow acoustic natural frequencies; for these
branches we have the dispersion law (49) which is valid for

long waves. The remaining 3(s
-

1) branches contain the

totality of the quick (infra-red and
ultra-violet) natural fre-

quencies, with the entirely different type of dispersion law
(50), which also holds for long waves. Hence the eug-

&,

gestion naturally occurs of dividing the sum Y of (52) into

two parts, corresponding to the two different groups of fre-

quencies and of writing

where

These still very complicated formula may, according to

Born, be brought into a very simple and comprehensive form
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by limiting our considerations to low temperatures and in-

troducing certain approximations. As we have already re-

cognised, at low temperatures only the long waves contribute

to the energy-content. Hence wo shall apply in formula (53)

all those approximations which are introduced by confmintf

ourselves to long waves. Let us consider first T^. Hero wo
set in place of the v;?s of (50) the constant values j>

(

],
which

are independent of the wave-length A. and of tho wave-

direction. If we do this, we can place the constant factors

A /I IV

\kT) in front of both integration signs, and write

r<*> <=> Jc
,
whoro xi

hv".

The factor in square brackets has, however, a simple moaning.
From the law of distribution of the natural periods wo HOO,

namely, that this factor gives the sum-total of all natural

frequencies that occur in one of tho 8s' branches of tho

spectrum ; it therefore has the value N, which as has already
been said, is the number of basic groups which go to nmktj

up the crystal. If we choose the piece of crystal under con-
sideration such that its size is so that N is equal to tho

Avogadro number, then if wo remember that Nk = 11 for

Tf\ the expression

follows. If we compare this result with (84) we see that 1X')

excepting for the missing factor 8 consists of 8(5
-

1)

Einstein functions. We write the expression in tho form

r<
2> where . (55)

tmj,

in which the abbreviation is obvious. The fact that, in using
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these approximations, we corne across Einstein factors, i.e.

that we encounter the " monochromatic
"
theory, might have

been anticipated. For since we treated the v/s here as con-

stants that are quite independent of wave-length and wave-

direction, these vibrations represent processes which have

nothing to do with the propagation of elastic waves in the

crystal as a whole : and this means that the individual

particles, uncoupled as it were, perform 3(s
-

1) mono-

chromatic vibrations.

The approximate evaluation of the first part T& is quite

different. For here we have to use for the frequencies

"i> vs> V
3J

*ne relations (49), which connect the three acoustic

natural frequencies with wave-length and wave-direction.

Here we have therefore to deal with three real elastic oscilla-

tions, which are propagated in the crystal with the three

different acoustic velocities g[i(n), q%(n}, qs (n), each of which

depends on the direction (n). The crystal acts here as a

dynamic whole, exactly as in Debye's point of view. Hence
we may conjecture that I"* 1 allows itself to be brought
into the form of three Debye functions (45). The more
exact calculation confirms this supposition, and gives us 14

i=l

which, taking Debye's formula (45) into consideration, we

may write in the following immediately intelligible form :

(57)

The three magnitudes Xi here play the part of three upper
limits of frequency. Their values are

where the three magnitudes qt represent certain mean direc-

tions of the acoustic velocities, which therefore no longer
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depend on the wave-direction. From (55) and (57) we get for

the thermal capacity of the piece of crystal considered

r = -
(59)

Now, since N particles of each of the s different kinds of

particles are present, that is one gramme-atom of each kind

of particle exactly for N is the Avogadro number the piece
of crystal contains s gramme-atoms of different sorts of

particles. If, therefore, we cut the crystal into s equal

pieces in such a manner, that each piece comprises only
S

basic groups, then each of these pieces contains a so-called

"mean" gramme-atom. Hence if we now consider only a

r
single one of these pieces, its thermal capacity is ; we call

it the " mean atomic heat
" CV) and we may write

3 3s ^

. (60)

Here the o&i'a have the same meaning as in (58). For the

piece of crystal now under consideration consists of basic
o

groups, and has therefore the volume . Formula (58),
o

however, obviously remains unchanged when we replace in

it N and V by - and -.
s s

The quantity -, the volume of a
o

mean gramme-atom, is also called the mean atomic volume.

In the case of chemical compounds, in which several sorts

of atoms occur in the basic group, and also in the case of

polyatomic elements, in which the basic group contains several

particles of a like sort, we frequently speak of the molecular

heat. In doing so, we follow the usual chemical conception,
inasmuch as we imagine the s particles of the basic group
divided into one or several sub-groups, and regard each sub-

group, taken alone, as a molecule. If then the molecule
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contains q atoms, then qCv is the mean molecular heat ; for

example, the basic group of rock-salt (NaCl) contains one

sodium ion and one chlorine ion. The whole piece of crystal,

which, by definition, contains =
-^

basic groups, comprises

therefore
-^-

sodium ions and the same number of chlorine

ions, that is to say "NaCl-molecules." q is in this special

case equal to 2. Hence 20^ represents the thermal capacity
of N "

NaCl-molecules," that is, the mean molecular heat of

rock-salt.

If among the s particles of the basic group there are p
atomic residues and s p electrons, the number of Einstein

factors in (59) reduces to 3(p
-

1), since the 3(s
-
p] ultr^-

violet frequencies arising from the s - p electrons contribute

only in a vanishingly small degree to the atomic heat as com-

pared with the infra-red. We thus arrive at the law : the

mean molecular heat of a crystal whose basic group includes p
(similar or different] atomic residues, is made up, at a suf-

ficiently low temperature, of three Debye terms (with, in general,

three different upper limits offrequency] and 3(p
-

1) Einstein

terms (in which the 3(p
-

1) infra-red natural frequencies for

long waves appear as frequency numbers],
When we descend to the lowest temperatures, the Einstein

terms disappear exponentially, and only the three Debye terms

remain, for these, as we know, decrease much more slowly.
In them we can further replace all the upper limits of the

three integrals (see (56)) by en
,
so that the integrals thereby

become numerical constants. Eemembering (58) we get the

fundamental law, that the molecular heat of every crystal at

the lowest temperatures is proportional to the third power of

the absolute temperature. So the general lattice theory con-

firms Debye's result. The formula obtained has the following

simple form :
H1

where VA is the " mean atomic volume
"

/ _ mean atomic weight

\ mean density
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and < represents a quantity which, if suitably defined, may be

called the mean acoustic velocity, introduced in place of the

three different acoustic velocities q( , q>2 , qs
.

Also in the other extreme case, for high temperatures, a

very useful formula can he obtained, as II. TMrring'1*2

showed. He started from (52) and developed the exponential
functions in series. The following value is then obtained for

the mean atomic heat :

LJL_

where the coefficients J
lt

J"
a , Jj, . . . depend in a complicated

manner on the elastic constants of the crystals, the atomic

masses, and the atomic distances.

10. Tests of the Born-Karmin Theory

How do matters stand with regard to the testing of the

Born-Kdrmdn Theory? We see at once that it is incom-

parably more difficult than in the case of Debye's Theory : for

even in simple cases, the calculation of the moan atomic
heat of a crystal is very complicated, and requires above all

a more exact knowledge of its elastic behaviour than wo at

present possess. Only by restricting our attention to low
and very low temperatures on the one hand, where the

formulas (60) and (61) may bo applied, and, on the other,
to the region of high temperatures, within the limits of

applicability of Thirring's formula (62), are wo enabled to

carry our calculations for a number of simple substances to

the point of comparison with experimental results. Born
and Kdrmdn themselves, in ono of their first publications 148

tested the formula (61), valid for the lowest temperatures

(Deby&'s !T
3

-law), by comparing its results with those of

experiment. They limited themselves in this case to metals

(Al, Cu, Ag, Pb) which, however at any rate in the usual
form are not proper crystals, but irregular crystalline,

aggregates. For this reason, they proceeded as if the metal
were an isotropic body, and obtained the mean acoustic

velocity the only quantity in (61) which in general requires
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extensive calculation from the following relation which

holds for isotropic bodies :
1H

312
Here ql

and qt
are the velocities of propagation of the

longitudinal and transverse elastic waves, magnitudes, there-

fore, which may be simply calculated from the two elastic

constants of the isotropic body and its density.! The

agreement of the values of Ov thus found with the experi-

mental data is, especially in the case of Al and Cu (and also Pb),

quite good. A. Euckenm has, however, pointed out rightly,

that no weight should be attached to this agreement. For

the values of the elastic constants which Born and Kdrmdn
used for calculating ql

and qt
are those which are correct at

the ordinary room temperature. If we take their dependence
on temperature into account, the good agreement between

theory and experiment disappears. Metals are, indeed, not

isotropic bodies, and hence it is not permissible to use the

observable elastic constants, which depend upon temperature,
in calculating q.

Matters are much more favourable in the case of real

crystals, in which, as experiments by E. Madelung 1$7 show,
the elastic constants vary very little with temperature. But
here the calculation of the mean acoustic velocity q gives rise

in general to notable difficulties,
148 which may, however,

be cleared away in simple cases by a .very practical method
due to L. Hopf and (?. Lechner.'1*9 Hopf and Lechner were
thus enabled successfully to carry out the calculations for

sylvin (KC1), rock-salt (NaCl) fluor-spar (GaF2) and pyrites

(FeS2 ). They proceeded to calculate the quantity q from the

observed values of Cv , assuming the correctness of formula

(61), and they then compared these with the value of q
calculated from elastic data. The result showed very satisfac-

tory agreement, iso

It is of particular interest to test the very clear formula

(60) which gives the mean atomic heat as a sum of three

Debye functions and 3(s
~

1) Einstein functions. Here the

three infra-red natural frequencies v, v, v coincide, and the
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three Einstein functions become equal to one another. If we

introduce the further approximation of replacing the three

different quantities ic* in the Debye formula by a mean value

so, it follows that

+ E(x)} . . . (64)

In this we use the value of sc deduced from formula (58)

by merely replacing ^ in it by a mean value q, which can be

calculated by the method of Eopf and Lechner just mentioned.

hv
x, on the other hand, according to (54),

= ^ ,
where v is the

infra-red natural frequency of the crystal (for long waves),

which may be determined from the dispersion in the infra-

red or by the method of residual rays.

Formula (64) had already been given, previously to Born,

by W. Nernst, 1 who, however, based his argument on a

supposition which is no longer tenable. Nernst started

from the conception that, for example, in the case of rock-

salt, the NaCl-molecules are located upon the points of the

space-lattice, and that the most general state of oscillation

of the lattice arises from the superposition of two modes of

motion, firstly the oscillation of the whole molecules in the

lattice-structure, which give a Dobye term, and secondly the

intra-moleoular oscillations of the two atomSj which, being
almost monochromatic, lead to an Einstein term. The

agreement of the Born-Nernst formula (64) with the ex-

perimental data is not very satisfactory in the case of NaCl
and KC1, but much better in the case of AgCl, which belongs
to the same crystal type.

182 The reason for this is believed

by E. Schrodinger
188 to lie in the excessively rough ap-

proximation inherent in formula (64).

\Finally, Thirring's formula (62) has also been tested, by
Thirring himself,

185 for NaCl, KC1, and, by neglecting certain

factors, for CaE
2
and PeS

2
. Taking into account the variation

of the elastic constants with temperature (which, however, is

be regarded as uncertain and provisional since the values
are only obtained by interpolation) he found good agreement

en theory and experiment. In connection with the

Thirring formula, Bornm has also calculated the atomic
heat of diamond and compared it with experiment. Since in
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this case, however, the elastic constants were unknown, Born

proceeded to evaluate the curves of atomic heai for various

possible values, and to select from them that curve which
conformed most closely to the results of observations. Thus,

rn i

__. .. .
- was obtained for

L^yneJ
the compressibility ;

this is in satisfactory agreement with the

value, probably too small, measured by W. Hicliards, viz.

0-5x10-41.
LdyneJ

From all this we see that the possibilities of testing the

Born-Kdrmdn Theory of Atomic Heats, partly on account of

the great difficulties of calculation, partly on account of our

insufficient knowledge of the elastic behaviour of crystals, are

exceedingly sparse, so that for the present D&bye's much more
tractable formula (if necessary, with the addition of Einstein

terms) appears more useful. If, in spite of this fact, so much

space has been devoted here to the Born-Kdrmdn Theory, the

reason is to be sought in the conviction that this theory has

gone much further than that of Deby& into the kernel of the

matter. For, without a more exact treatment of the structure

of the space-lattice and its dynamics, our knowledge of the

nature of the solid state must without doubt remain faulty.

ii. The Equation of State of a Solid Body

Linking up with this new development of the theory
of atomic heats, a number of investigators, chiefly E.

Grilneisen, S. Ratnowski, and P. Debye,
m have worked

out a theory of the solid state with the object of creating as

a counterpart to the Kinetic Theory of Gases a Kinetic

Theory of Solids. One of the main problems in this con-

nexion is to formulate an "Equation of State," that is, a

relation between pressure (p), volume (V), and temperature

(37), a problem, which, according to the doctrine of thermo-

dynamics, is to be regarded as solved as soon as the "
free

energy
" F of the body is known as a function of the tempera-

ture and the volume.189 Then the pressure, for example, will

follow from the simple equation

l\
. . . . (65)
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which, as a relation between p, V, and T, gives the equation
of state at once. If this is known, we have mastered quanti-

tatively the behaviour of the body for all changes of state.

For example, the coefficients of expansion a, and the com-

pressibility K, result from the well-known formulae

(F is the volume at the zero-point.)

P, Debye 16 was the first to draw attention to the fact that

the model of the solid body which forms the basis of the

atomic heat theories of Einstein, Debye, and Born-Kdrmdn,
is necessarily too highly idealised

; for this idealised solid

body has, as is easily seen, a zero coefficient of expansion. In

fact, if, as has always been assumed hitherto, the forces

which pull the atoms back into their position of equilibrium
are proportional to the first power of their relative displace-

ments (assumption of quasi-elasticity, HooJce's Law), then

the atoms will execute symmetrical oscillations about this

position of rest. If this supposition, viz. HooJce's Law, be

valid for all temperatures, then the mean volume of the

body that is, the volume that it possesses when all atoms are

exactly in their positions of rest must be just as often over-

shot as undershot, however great the amplitude of the heat-

vibrations may be. Hence, if we warm the body from zero

until it possesses the volume FO, and if we assume that all

atoms are at rest at zero, then its mean volume at any tem-

perature will also be equal to VQ. The body, therefore, does

not change its mean, observable volume with rise of tempera-
ture ;

its coefficient of expansion is therefore 0. If we desire to

represent the actual behaviour of the solid body, namely, its

expansion when heated, as known to us from thousandfold ex-

perience, we are necessarily obliged, according to Debye, to re-

place Hooke's Law of Force by an expression involving higher

powers of the variation of atomic distance. Then the oscilla-

tions of the atoms become unsymmetrical, and there occurs a

displacement of their position of rest as the energy of vibration

increases. If we arrange the generalisation of Hooke's Law
so that a greater force is necessary to bring the atoms nearer

together than to separate them, then the change in the
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position of rest occurs in such a manner that for increasing

energy of vibration, that is, for rise of temperature, the

relative distances of the atoms increase, and hence the body
increases in volume. Debye has extended the theory in this

sense. Among other things this gives us the law previously de-

duced by Grun&isen* that at sufficiently low temperatures the

thermal coefficient of expansion a is proportional to the specific
heat. Moreover, the very small change in compressibility
with temperature is well accounted for on Debye's Theory.

12. The Thermal Conductivity of Solid Bodies according to Debye

The importance of Debye's Theory is by no means confined

to thermal expansion. On the contrary, it became manifest

that another important group of phenomena require this

generalisation of Hooke's Law. In the idealised solid body,
in which the elastic forces obey HooJce's Law, the elastic

waves will become superposed without disturbance, and will

penetrate the whole body without becoming weakened. If

we imagine the idealised body as a horizontal, infinitely

extended plate of finite thickness, and if we transmit a

powerful motion (high temperature) to the upper layer of

atoms, while we keep the lower layer at rest (i.e. at zero

temperature), then an elastic energy current (heat current)
will pass continually from above to below. An energy

gradient (temperature gradient) does not, however, exist

in the body, since, on account of the undamped character

of the wave, the mean density of energy is everywhere the

same. Since, in general, the conductivity for heat is equal
to the flux of heat divided by the gradient of temperature,
it follows that the idealised solid body possesses an infinite

thermal conductivity. The case becomes different, however,
if we extend HooJce's Law in the manner described, and thus

pass over to the " real
"

solid body. The waves in the body
will then, on account of the departure of the equations of

motion from linearity, no loriger pass over one another un-

disturbed. On the contrary, an oscillation already present

will, in consequence of the fluctuations in density caused by
it, disturb the oscillations superimposed upon it, with the

effect that a scattering, and therefore a weakening of the

waves in the body results, in precisely the same way as a
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"
cloudy

" medium scatters and weakens light passing through
it. Hence, in the case taken, a temperature gradient is set

up in the plate from- the top to the bottom. In the case of

the real body we thus arrive at a finite thermal conductivity.
The mathematical development of this conception led Debye to

the law 162 that the thermal conductivity of crystals is inversely

proportional to the absolute temperature (if
we confine ourselves

to temperatures which are so high that classical statistics are

applicable). This deduction seems to be in excellent agree-
ment with experimental results obtained by A. Euckm.*

13. The Electron Theory of Metals and its Modification by the

Quantum Theory

If matters are already complicated in the intrinsically

clear case of crystals, the position becomes still more
difficult when we turn to metals which, in general, con-

sist of an irregular conglomerate of crystallites. In this

case the conductivities, namely, of heat and electricity, are

particularly deceptive. According to the classical theories of

P. Drude,m E, Riecke,m and H. A. Lorentz,m these pheno-
mena are brought about by the free conductivity-electrons,

which, like gas-molecules, fly about in the space between the

fixed atomic residues, exchange energy with these upon
collision, and so take part in the establishment of thermal

equilibrium. Thus the conduction of electricity is explained
as follows : in a piece of metal of uniform temperature, an

equal number of electrons fly, on the average, in each

direction through an element of surface. Hence, on the

average, there is no transport of electrical charges through
this element of surface, that is, no electric current is flowing
in the piece of metal. If now we apply a potential difference

to the ends of the metal, an electric field exists in the metal,
and this field impresses upon the electrons during their "free

paths
"

(i.e. their paths between two encounters with atoms)
a certain one-sided additional velocity which is super-

imposed upon the irregular heat-motion. Now, therefore,

more electrons will pass per second through the element of

surface in one direction than in the other, and since the

electrons carry a negative charge, and so move against the

field, i.e. in a direction opposite to the field, we have now an
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electric current in the metal. The mathematical calculation

of this simple conception gives for the electrical conductivity

o- of the metal i fi'

Here N is the number of electrons per unit of volume, e and

m charge and mass of the electrons, q their average velocity,

and I their free path. If we write the expression (67) in the

form
* m

. (67ft)

we may, according to the assumptions of the classical theory,

replace the mean kinetic energy \nicj
2 of the electrons by fcT.

For since, as we assumed, the electrons take part in

establishing heat-equilibruim, the law of equipartition
of

kinetic energy applies to their motion, and there is thus

allocated to each of the three degrees of freedom of the

electrons the energy %kT. In this way we arrive at the

formula

(676)' ' ' ^ }
-

t ~
QkT

'

Analogously, we get from Drude's Theory the coefficient of

thermal conductivity
168

. ... . (68)

so that a combination of the two formulas leads to the

fundamental relation

T (69)

which is the law of Wiedemann-Franz and of Lorenz. 169 It

states that the ratio of the thermal to the electrical conductivity

has the same value for all pure metals and is proportional to

the absolute temperature.
Thus all appeared in the best of order. The classical

theory appeared here also to have worked successfully and

the law of equipartition celebrated a triumph. But upon
closer inspection, gaps appeared in the apparently solid

theoretical structure, and serious doubts arose. For if the
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free electrons really took part in the thermal equilibrium,

and hence claimed their full share, $NkT (per unit of

volume), in the equal division of kinetic energy, then this

share of energy should be plainly noticeable in tho atomic

heat of the body, namely, to tho extent of $N*&, where N*
denotes the number of electrons in a gramme-atom. Such

an increase in the atomic heat of tho rnotals aa compared
with the non-metals (which contain no, or vanishingly few,

free electrons) has never been observed. This difficulty could

be avoided by assuming that the number of electrons is small

compared with the number of atoms per unit volume, and

then their contribution to the atomic hoab would be relatively

small. But then wo should expect from (676) much smaller

conductivities than experiment has disclosed, unless wo were
to assume high values, that are improbable, for the mean froo

path.

Further, JET. A. LorsntgW has shown, as we have seen,

that, if the law of equipartition for the motion of the electrons

is assumed, the metals would radiate in tho region of long
waves according to RayUiyli'& Law, whereas we have un-

questionably to expect, especially afc low temperatures, tho

radiation to take place according to Planck's Law.
The calculated dependence of the conductivity on tempera-

ture can only be made to agree with experience by making
particular assumptions at high temperatures, whereas no

assumptions seem to be able to make calculation and obser-

vation agree for low temperatures. At high temperatures
the resistance of the metals increases proportionally to

I
the temperature, that is, tr decreases with ,,* This can

only be reconciled with (07/>), if the product Nlq li inde-

pendent of the temperature. If we assume with /. J.

Thomson that N increases proportionately to >jT
t fchon,

since q is likewise proportional to Vi1

,
i must decrease with

fp
a hypothesis which, as wa shall see, has latterly been

upheld by several investigators.

Now, although the agreement between theory and experi-
ment could thus be compelled by special atsumptions at high
temperatures, the region of low temperatures revealed itself



as the vulnerable point of the theory. For experiments by

S Xamerlingh-Onnes the laboratory for low tempera-

toes at Leyden had shown that the resistance of metals

at very low temperatures (the experiments extended as far

down as 1-6 abs.J falls away to a quite extraordinary degree,

and practically disappears before the zero-point is reached

At anv rate the resistance cannot, as follows in view of what

has just been said from formula (676), sink proportionately

to only the first power of the temperature; on the contrary

the fall is without doubt proportional
to a higher power.

That the Wiedemann-Franz Law also ceases to be valid m
this region, has been proved by experiments of 0. H. Lees

and W. Meissner.

In order to escape from all these difficulties the quantum

theory was appealed to, and attempts were made, m the most

varied ways, to make it harmonise with the existing theory.

A first attack was ventured by W. Nernst and Kamerhngh-

Onnes ' who gave for the resistance of the metals empirical

formula which linked up directly with the form of Planck s

energy equation (9) and which gave the change in the resist-

ance with temperature satisfactorily. F. A. Lind&niann

and W Wien conceived more detailed theories. Linde-

mann accepts in his first paper J. J. Tlwmsoris hypothesis,

according to which N is proportional
to JT, and retains the

equipartition law for the motion_of
the electrons, so that q

also becomes proportional
to JT. Then, according to (676),

the variation of the resistance - with the temperature depends
or

entvr&ly on the mean free path I. But this is, according to

well-known considerations of the theory of gases, the greater

the smaller the
" radius of action

"
of the metallic atoms ;

for

the electrons can pursue greater paths freely, i.e. without

collisions, the smaller the hindrances set in their path. The

novel part of Lindemann's Theory is the fact that he brings

the radius of action of the atom into relation with its ampli-

tude of swing in its heat-motion. For it is at once obvious

that the atoms in. this heat-motion will cover a greater space

hi a given time, and their sphere of action will be the greater,

fee larger their amplitude of oscillation, i.e. the higher the

temperature. Thus the mean free path also becomes a
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function of the temperature, inasmuch as it is brought into

relation with the energy of vibration of the atoms. But, for

the latter term, Lindemann inserts tho value given by the

quantum theory, and finds for the resistance tho formula 18

vnr

.*'/'

J&Afi

VXi
+ . (70)

where v denotes the frequency of tho atoms (again the mono-

chromatic theory) ; A and J3 aro constants. For high tem-

peratures W then becomes proportional to tho temperature

T; for low temperatures W decreases exponentially with
hv

c
~
'M1

to a constant value JER With the help o thia formula,

Lindemann succeeds in representing the observations quitu

well (the formula contains two constants which can be mani-

pulated) ; but, since the law of equipartition has been retained

for the electrons, the difficulties of the excessive atomic boat

and of Rayleigh's radiation formula remain, Moreover, thiw

theory is unable to explain tho departures from tho Wwde-
mann-Franz Law at low temperatures; for the moan froo

path I the only quantity dependent on T which ocourB in cr

disappears entirely from the formula (09).

W. Wien attacked tho question much more radically than

Lindemann, In order once and for all to gob rid of tho

contribution of the electrons to tho atomic heatthis in Urn

weak point of all theories which make use of tho law of

equipartition ho assumed that tho electrons do not takes

part in the thermal equilibrium, but possess a velocity /

which is independent of the temperatures. Moreover, ho
makes the number N of tho electrons par unit volume wjunt
for all temperatures. Then, according to (67), this variation

of - with temperature is again determined only by thu

dependence of the moan freo path I on the temparatum
W'ien, in a manner similar to that o Lindemnnn, oonnaofcB I

with the energy of vibration of tho metallic atoms, taking,

however, the complete elastic spectrum into account accord-

ing to Debye, He thus gets for the roiiatanoe tho valuo.

5
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"m
r vdv

W - const. ~AT~~"" . . . (71)

For high temperatures this formula gives W const. T, i,e

proportionality with the temperature. For low temperatures
it follows that TF-> const. T2

,
i.e. a parabolic decrease.

The observations are very well represented by Wien's formula.

But, above all, the unsatisfactory fact remains that this

method does not lead us on to a theory of heat-conduction",

,

unless we make new assumptions, nor to the Wiedemann-
Franis Law. For, by the condition that the motion of the

electrons takes place quite independently of the temperature,
Wien has taken away the possibility of also ascribing the

transport of heat to the electrons.

This difficulty arises again in a more recent paper of

F. A. Lindeinannm in which, in continuation of th con-

ceptions of Born and Kdrmdn, the supposition is introduced

that just as the atoms in a crystal the electrons in a metal

form a lattice. F. HaberM ft has also adopted a similar hypo-
thesis. The conduction of electricity is then explained by

supposing this electron lattice to move practically as a rigid

structure relatively to the atomic lattice and so through the

metal. This model has many advantages. Since, in the

heat-motion, in which the electron lattice naturally takes

part, the electronic vibrations, on account of their mass, are

extremely rapid (high frequency), these vibrations of the

electron, according to PlanoJc's formula for the energy, make
no appreciable contribution to the atomic heat. In addition

the abnormal conductivity (supra-oonduotivity) which has

been observed at very low temperatures may, if we use

earlier considerations by J". 8tar% t
m be explained without

difficulty by the conception that at these very low tempera-
tures at which the atomic space-lattice is practically at rest,

the electronic lattice glides almost unimpeded through the

gaps of the atomic lattice.

O. BoreUus,*** in a sketch which was recently published,
uses ideas similar to those of Lindemann.

Finally, we may refer to a paper by JET, Etwtftld
w which,
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in contrast to the preceding investigations, attacks the ques-
tion from a more phenomenological point of view without

making use of a particular model. Por if, in the formulae
for a- and y, (67) and (68), we bring into evidence the energy
E =

fynruf of the electrons by writing the equations thus :
185

asdjsiM
V m

(72)

A
3e2

'
_

dT

as the expression which represents the Wiedemann-Franz
Law. Herzfeld then shows that, if we compare the result

with observation, the formula (73) can be made to agree well

with the actual measurements if we set Planck's expression

for E. (The factor -J has been introduced because

the energy of the electrons is solely kinetic.) The values for

v which have to be used stand in no recognisable relation to

the atomic frequencies. A paper by F. v. J3awer 186 works

along similar lines.

If we survey the whole field of the conduction of heat and

electricity in metals we recognise that here the last word
has not been spoken, and that a great deal of hard work will

be necessary to clear up finally the extraordinarily com-

plicated relationships. But much would doubtless be gained
for the theory if in future the observations, as far as possible,

are no longer made on crystal aggregates, but on metal

crystals that are pure and homogeneous.



CHAPTBE V

The Intrusion of Quanta into the Theory of Gases

st The Heat of Rotation of Diatomic Gases according to the

**'
Quantum Theory

T T 7HILB the molecular theory of the solid state thusW gained new nourishment from the doctrine of

quanta^

the kinetic theory of gases could no longer be preserved from

he influx of J new views. W. Nernst had pointed out
the influx

01^ um _effects are to be expected m he

, -i , _. xi,-il^n ann Q.lsn in tll8
di- and polyatomic g

molecule. Let us take as

an example the diatomic

gas hydrogen, the mole-

cule of which we may

picture provisionally
as a

rigid "dumb-bell "(Kg. 6).

The knobs of the dumb-bell

are the hydrogen atoms,

the grip represents their

chemical bond. Such a

molecule is known to

possess, besides its transla-

tory motion (three degrees

of freedom), the possibility

of rotating about an axis at right angles to the line joining the

atoms (two degrees of freedom, corresponding to the two axes

dotted in the figure). Eotation about the line joining the

atoms does not if we accept Boltemann's conception of the

absolutely rigid smooth atom come into play in the ex-

change of energy by collision and hence in the distribution

of energy among the separate degrees of freedom : for this

68

FIG. 6.
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rotation cannot be changed by collision. Considered from
the new point of view of quanta, which rejects

"
rigidity

" and
" smoothness

"
as an unjustified idealisation, the position is as

follows : The moment of inertia of the molecule relatively to

the line joining the atoms is extremely small compared with
the moment of inertia about either of the axes at right angles
to this line. But it is known that rotations which take place
about axes with small moments of inertia occur with much

greater rapidity than those about axes with large moments of

inertia (the same energy having been imparted in each case).

If, therefore, wo identify the revolutions per second with fre-

quencies, and use the Planck energy expression for the energy
of rotation (which is not strictly correct quantitatively), a line

of argument which has already been frequently applied shows
us that the rotation about the line joining the atoms possesses

only a wnishingly small share of the energy. For the same
reason (high frequencies) the degrees of freedom, which

correspond to the vibration of the atoms in the molecule,
become of importance only at high temperatures, As a result

.

of all this, classical statistics gives us the value 2
2

IsT

for the mean energy of rotation of the hydrogen molecule ;

per gramme-molecule it therefore becomes NkT = ET.
Hence that part of the 'molecular heat lohioh arises from

rotation is equal to B, that -is, about 1'98 , 1, and it is in-
*

dog.'

dependent of the temperature. In crass contradiction to this,

A. Euckenm found experimentally that the rotation part of

the molecular heat of hydrogen has the value E demanded by
the classical theory only at high temperatures. On the other

hand, it gradually decreases as wo pass to lower temperatures
and approaches asymptotically the value zero at the abso-

lute zero. In the immediate neighbourhood of absolute zero,

hydrogen behaves as a monatomio gas. EittJceris result was
confirmed by experiments conducted by K. tieheel and W.
JETewse,

189 who, however, measured the values of the molec-

ular heat only for three temperatures (92
a

, 197, and 289

on the absolute scale). This falling off of the rotational heat

is without doubt a quantum-effect, similar to the decrease in

the atomic heat of solid bodies.
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The first attempt to calculate this phenomenon theoretically,

is due to A. Einstein and 0. Stern, who proceeded as

follows : If J and v are the moment of inertia and the

number of revolutions per second of the molecule respectively,

then its rotational energy is

If, to simplify matters, we now suppose that all molecules

rotate with the same mean number of revolutions v per second,

then we can introduce for the corresponding mean energy of

rotation

.... (75)

the theoretical quantum value 191

_g =
k^

v
(according to Planck's first theory) (76)

e
kT -l

or

Er = k~
v

+-?r (Planck's second theory) . (77)

From (76) or (77), by combining with (75), we obtain v as a

JTJ?

function of T. H finally we form and multiply by the

Aaogeubro number N, then we get the share of the energy of

rotation In the molecular heat, and we see how it depends on

the temperature. It thus appeared that only'by using the

Expression (77) for Er would we be enabled to get a satis-

faetory connexion agreeing with Eucken's measurements, a

iaefc which Einstein and Stern used at the time as an argu-
ment for the existence of a zero-point energy. It must, how-

ever, be emphasised that this theory can only be regarded as

ft first attempt to find general bearings and that it does not
fulfil more rigorous requirements. For the Planck energy
formulae used, (76) or (77) are valid, as is shown by their

genetis, only for configurations whose frequency v is a con-
stant quantity independent of the temperature. Here, on
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the contrary, we have made use of a mean speed of rotation

v, dependent on the temperature.
P. Ehrenfest

* in 1918 built up a theory of the heat due to

rotation on a stricter basis. He had, however, to confine

himself to configurations with one degree of freedom, that is,

to rotations of the molecule around a fixed axis, as at that

time an extension of the quantum theory to several dogrecw

of freedom had not yet been worked out. The expression

thus obtained for the heat of rotation was then, in order to

take into account both degrees of freedom, simply multiplied

by 2, a method whioh readily suggests itself, but is not justi-

fiable. Ehrenfest started, in his calculation, from the original

form of the quantum hypothesis, according to whioh fch

energy of linear oscillators may only be whole multiples of hv t

and accordingly made the condition that the rotational energy
of a configuration with one degree of freedom (fixed axis) may

hv
only consist of whole multiples of -. The factor appears,

because the energy of rotation in contrast with the yibm-

tional energy of the oscillator is solely kinetic by nature,

The Ehrenfest condition is, therefore, according to (74) :

~
(n
-

0, 1, 2, 8 . , . (78)

hence

nil

and by substitution in (78)

(
- 0, 1, 3, 3 , . ,) . (79)

(n
**

0, 1, 2, 8 , . ,) . (HO)

Hence the molecules can only rotate with quits definite, di$orti

speeds vn ,
and correspondingly acquire only a seritt of dirnrt

rotational energies J5JW, quite in agr6&mnt with th of

Planck's quantum theory, It is noteworthy that thete dis-

crete rotational energies are related to one another as th

squares of the whole numbers, whereas the enargieg of the

Planck oscillators are proportional to the whole number*
themselves. With the discovery of the diiorete valuet (80)
of the energy, the dynamical part of the problem was wived.



been extended in accordance with the quantum theory), then

the mean rotational energy of a molecule is known to be equal
00

to E^)
' wn . Multiplication byN and differentiation with

respect to T give us immediately the heat due to rotation.193

Ehrenfest thus obtained for the relationship between the

rotational heat and the temperature a curve which could, it is

true, be made to agree well with the measurements obtained

at low temperatures by choosing the arbitrary constant J (the

moment of inertia) suitably, but at high temperatures it showed,

before reaching the classical value R, a maximum and a sub-

sequent minimum, which did not correspond with the existing

observations.

We may note here an important consequence of equation

(79), since it has played a noteworthy rdle in the further

development of the quantum theory. If, namely, we write

down the angular momentum (the moment of momentum *M
)

of the molecule, that is, the" quantity p = J x 27rv, then it

follows from (79) that only the special quantum values

*-f (n-0,1,2,3 . .
.)

. (81)

of the turning-moment exist. This relation may also be
deduced directly from the theory of the quantum of action as

formulated in (30). For, if we select as our general co-

ordinate, in. this ease q, the angle of rotation <, then the

eorr^ponding momentum or impulse p is known to be
acme other than the moment of momentum.198 It follows
feom tfai% since jp is independent of 0,.that

nh . . (82)
*r,

o

m



In the same way, on the basis of Planck's first theory,

namely, the conception that the special quantum rates of

rotation vn are the only possible ones, and using the dumb-bell

model, the author 196 has recently carried out the strict calcula-

tion for structures with two degrees of freedom (free axes of

rotation), making use of the later ideas of the quantum theory.
This stricter method likewise gives us curves for the rotational

heat which are useless, for they also have a maximum and
a subsequent minimum, as in Ehrenfest's case. Only by
making special subsidiary assumptions, such as excluding
certain quantum states, can we get curves which rise steadily
with increasing temperature, and which agree, at least to a

certain extent, with observation.197

FIG. 7.

Not much more satisfactory results were obtained in those

investigations which, again with the use of the dumb-bell

model, were based on Planck's second theory. According to

this theory, the discrete values vn of the rotational speeds are

not the only possible ones ;
on the contrary, the molecule can

rotate with all rotational speeds between and oo
,
and hence

can assume all values of rotational energy between and oo,

exactly like the Planck oscillators in Planck's second theory.
The peculiarity of the special quantum values (80) for the

energy here consists in the following : imagine the energies
Er plotted as abscisses (Fig. 7) and the corresponding prob-
abilities w as ordinates; then a step-ladder curve results,
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the steps of which lie exactly at the values Ety. The prob-
ability that a given value J8r of the rotational energy will

appear is therefore constant within the range of energy between
E r and }3 +

,
but changes suddenly at the ends of this range.

According to Planck's first theory, which allows only the

quantum values Sff, the encircled points alone have a

meaning. Only at those points is the probability other than
zero, while all intermediate values of the energy possess the

probability zero, that is, do not occur.
In this case, too, the problem was first solved for one

degree of freedom (fixed axis of rotation). E. HolmW and
/. v. Weyssenhoff found, in agreement with one another, a

steadily rising curve for the rotational heat, which fitted the

observations well at low temperatures, but undoubtedly went
too high at higher temperatures (from about 140 abs. up-
wards).
But when the modern development of the quantum hypo-

thesis for several degrees of freedom, to which we shall be
introduced later, was available, a stricter calculation for

free axes of rotation, i.e. for two degrees of freedom, could be
carried out. This problem was attacked on the one hand by
M. Planck,* on the other by Frau 8. Rotszayn but was
treated differently in each case. Planck started with the

premise that this problem belongs to the category of so-called
"
degenerate

"
problems. This term is to convey the follow-

ing : the molecule rotates, when no external forces act

on it, according to the doctrines of mechanics, with con-

stant speed in a spatially-fixed plane, The position of

this plane in space must, so Planck argues, be of no im-

portance for the statistical state of the molecule. Hence the

condition of rotation of the molecule in the sense of the

quantum theory is determined by a single quantity, namely,
the rotational energy. In spite of the fact, therefore, that

the problem is originally and naturally a problem of two

degrees of freedom for the position of the molecule in space
is determined by two angles we must, according to Planck,
treat it in the quantum theory as a problem of only one

degree of freedom. The two degrees of freedom coalesce, as

it were ; they are "coherent,"

In contrast to this, Frau Rot&zayn proceeds to turn the
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problem into a non-degenerate one by the addition of an ex-

ternal field, and after solving this problem, reduces the field

of force till it vanishes. This method which was also used

by the author in the paper above cited, appears to be par-

ticularly advantageous, when the calculation is based on
Planck's first theory, for peculiar difficulties arise in "

degen-
erate

"
cases. Success here decides in favour of the second

method. For while Planch finds a curvem which rises above

the classical value to a maximum, and then descends asymp-
totically towards the value B and is therefore of no use

the calculation of Frau Rotszayn gives a steadily rising curve,

which agrees well with the measurements for lower and higher

temperatures ; only the value^observed at T = 197 abs. lies

about 10 per cent too low.203

\b

FIG. 8.

While all the above-mentioned investigations are based on
the dumb-bell model, which can only be regarded as a pro-

visional, schematic construction, P. 8. Epstein
20* in 1916

carried out the corresponding calculations for another mole-

cular model proposed by N. Bohr.m This model of the

hydrogen molecule, to which we shall return later, is built up
of two positive hydrogen atoms, each of which carry a single

positive charge, and around the connecting line of which two

electrons, diametrically opposite, rotate in a fixed circle at a

fixed rate (see Fig. 8). Since the equilibrium in this purely
electrical system is determined by the play of the Coulomb
attractions and the centrifugal forces, and since the radius of

the electron is determined by a quantum condition, this model

possesses the advantage that all its dimensions are completely



fixed, so that there is no longer any question of the arbitrari-

ness of the moment of inertia. The " dumb-bell knobs
"
are

represented here by the two positively-charged hydrogen

atoms; the rotations of the molecule hitherto considered

would therefore correspond to those motions in which the

molecule rotates with a moment of inertia / about an axis

at right angles to the line joining the atoms. But to this

there must very plainly be added the rotation of the system

about the axis of symmetry (i.e. the line joining the atoms),

which results from the extremely rapid rotation of the elec-

trons. The moment of inertia corresponding to this axis is,

in consequence of the extremely small mass of the electrons,

very small compared with J". The whole system obviously

possesses, if we regard it approximately as rigid, the properties

of a symmetrical top. Its motion is therefore, in consequence
of its own rotation about the axis of symmetry, not a rotation,

but instead the well-known motion, "regular precession."
206

Epstein treated the problem from this point of view but could

not obtain agreement at low temperatures with the moment
of inertia calculated from the model itself,

207 namely, / = 2 '82

x 10 ~ 41
. Presumably, this failure depends on the fact that

the model does not correspond with reality, and in fact we
shall see later, that well-founded doubts have arisen as to the
correctness of the Bohr model. We must therefore admit,

unfortunately as one of a number of instances in the quantum
theory, that the important problem of the rotational heat of

hydrogen still awaits solution.

z. The Bjerrom Infra-red Rotation-spectrum

N. BjerrumM* has applied the relation (79) in a very
interesting manner to the infra-red absorption of polyatomic
gaseous compounds. These gases (for example HOI, HBr,
GO, H2 in the form of steam, but on the other hand not
the elementary gases H2 , 2 ,

Na ,
C1

2) show, according to the
investigations of S. P. LanghyW F. Paschen* H. Rubens,H. Rubens and E. AschUnassm H. Bubens and G. Hettner ais

W. Bwrmeuter, Eva v. Bohr** extensive absorption bands
IB the short- and long-wave infra-red. While in the long-

mye mfea-red we account for the absorption by the rotating
raoiemile, which, cpmposed of positively and negatively



charged atoms, act like electric double poles and hence in

turning emit and absorb radiation, Bjerrum was the first to

point out that the molecular \rotation must also make itself

noticeable in the short-wave infra-red. For if there exists

in this region a linear vibration VQ of the ions in the molecule

relatively to one another and hence an absorption at this

point and if, in addition, the whole molecule rotates at the

speed vji, then it is known that there will be produced as a

result of the composition of the vibration with the rotation 216

two new vibrations (and, correspondingly, two new regions

of absorption) having the periods v + vr and VQ
- vr , sym-

metrically disposed on both sides of the ionic vibration vo.

On the whole, then, we have three points of absorption :

vr>
VQ

- vr, VQ + v,., to which we must add the non-rotational

state vo as a fourth. But if now, according to Planck's first

theory, the molecule can only rotate with discrete speeds of

rotation vn [see (79)], we get symmetrically to the original

position of absorption v VQ and, on both sides of it, a series

of furthers/discrete equidistant positions of absorption :

h
V = VQ + Vn = VQ +

h
V -

VQ
- Vn = V -

A 27*
*" '

(n - 1,2,8 ...) . (83)

These discrete equidistant positions of absorption have

actually been found by Eva v. Bahr in the case of water

vapour and gaseous hydrochloric acid, and were measured
later with still greater accuracy by H. Rubens and G. Hettner
for water vapour. In an examination carried out on an
extensive scale E. S. Jwes 217 has once more thoroughly
investigated the hydrogen halides (HOI, HBr, HF) and con-

firmed the law (83) for the position of the absorption lines.

It was thereby found that the middle line VQ was always
missing. From the standpoint of the theory here described
this would mean that the non-rotational state does not exist,
that is, that the molecules always rotate (zero-point rotation).

A. Euckenp* who discussed the results of E. v. Bahr,
which were at that time the only ones known, deduced from
the good agreement between observation and calculation that
Planck's second theory is not valid, for the experiments



may affcer all be explained, surprising as it may seem, on the

basis of bis second tbeory (continuous "classical" absorp-
tion ; all speeds of rotation possible). Tbis curious result is

explained as follows: Let w(Sr)dEr be tbe probability that

a molecule possesses exactly tbe rotational energy JEr ',
hence

for N molecules Nw(Er}dEr will be tbe number that will

possess exactly tbe rotational energy Er . These molecules

rotate therefore according to (78) with the speed

J

The quantity w(Er) is here, according to Planck's second

theory, the step-ladder curve pictured in Fig. 7. Planck's
calculation then leads to the following result : the absorption
of an external radiation offrequency v* is not as one should

expect proportional to the number of molecules having a
rotational speed vr = v*, that is, to the quantity w(Er) bitt to

its differential coefficient
( r\ This differential coefficient

is, however, as Fig. 7 shows, everywhere equal to zero,

excepting at the special quantum energy-values E^\ that is,
at the rotational speeds vn . It follows from this, that here
also, from the standpoint of Planck's second theory, absorption
takes place only at the special quantum rates of rotation vn .

It thus comes about that, at present at any rate, the infra-
red absorption spectra of the polyatomic gases, contrary to
all expectation, do not decide one of the most fundamental

gjesfeoiis
of the whole quantum theory, whether, namely,Planeks first or second theory is correct. An importantrsm&rk must be added here. The deductions of the relation

which gives the position of the infra-red absorption bands arebaM m.accordance with the classical and half in accordance

, aT^ fl

27' u
F r althou h the rotational

r. e determined by the quantum theory, the resolu-
t of the oscillatoon KO into the two components VQdetermined by the classical methods. How to attack



3. The Degeneration of Gases

The phenomena described above which wore observotl in

the case of polyatomic gases (falling-alt of tho molaoular huat,

and infra-red absorption) justify fully tho application of tho

quantum theory to motions of rotation. On tho other hand,

the attempts to go a step farther arid to apply it to tho

translational energy of yases rest upon a much more insecure

basis. If this step is taken, the hitherto exceptional pogition

occupied by the monatomio gases, whoso molecules contain

only translational energy, becomes destroyed, for then they,

too, must succumb to the quantum law. This problem
has been attacked from various quarters [0. Sackur,** //.

Tetrode,**
1 W. H. Kmsom^ W, L&m and A. Sommerfeld^

P. Soh&rnr^ M. Planck*] Thus, for example, Tetrode,

JKeesom, LMIZ and Somm&rfeld imagine tho thermal motion

of the gas split up into a spectrum of natural frequencies, and

they then distribute the energy in quanta, that is, according
to formula (9), over the individual natural frequencies, quite

analogously to the manner of D&bye and Jhirn-Kdrmdn in

the case of solid bodies. Sclwrrer and PUmek, on tho other

hand, apply the quantum hypothesis directly to tha motion

of the individual gas-atoms, basing their argumimt on fche

modern formulation of tho quantum conditions for Hoveral

degrees of freedom. How such a quantum resolution of tho

translator/ motion is effected, is perhaps mont easily sewn

by the following simple example (Sch^rrer) : Lot a gai-abom
of mass m fly to and fro in a oube-ahapod apaoo of lide n
with the speed v parallel to one of tho edges. Jt then

executes a sort of oscillation with the period /, If we
4aC&

set its kinetic energy, JEJ - -|wy
a

, according to Pianettes finfe

hv
theory n * (n 0, 1, 2, 8 . .

.)
then it follows that

h



hence

Jand

Hence the velocity of the atom and its translatory energy

can acquire only discrete, quantum-determined values.

The calculations of the above-named investigators lead to

two important main results, at least in qualitative agreement ;

in the first place, there results an alteration in the gas laws

at very low temperatures. The necessity for this
"
degenera-

tion
"

of the monatomic gases had already been recognised by
Nernst, who deduced it on the basis of his new heat theorem.228

For if the equation of state of ideal gases

fp
= pressure . \

J[ V volume of a gramme-atom \ ,

ftp
.v

pV = Ml\ R = ab8olute gas-constant I

' ( }

\T = temperature
'

were exactly true for all temperatures down to the lowest,

then the maximum work A, which could be gained from

the isothermal expansion of the gas from the volume Fx to

the volume T2 , would have, as we know, for all temperatures
the value

V V*

A - pdV - BT~ - ET logc
2

V, V,
]

For all temperatures down to absolute zero, -5
= R log (^j

would differfrom zero, in direct contradiction to the condition

(38) of Nernst's Theorem. Hence it follows that in the region
of the lowest temperatures, the equation of state (85) must
tmdergo modification. In fact, experiments of 0. SacTcurW
on hydrogen and helium appear to speak in favour of the
existence of this "

degeneration."

4. The Chemical Constants of Monatomic Gases

The second main result given by the application of the

quantum theory to monatomic gases, is an extremely in-

foresting relation of the Planck constant h to the so-called



"chemical constant" of the gas, a quantity which plays

an important part in changes of the abate of aggregation

(vaporisation, sublimation) and in chemical states of equi-

librium. But it is here specially emphasised that the re-

lationship just mentioned IB not hound to the. umlimifvbly

hypothetical resolution of tho trauslatory energy into quanta.

On the contrary, 0. Ntorn haa succcodod in doduoing it un-

objectionably, witfwut applying tlifi quantum thewy to the gm.
The original method, which

'

Stern adopts, may bo shortly

sketched here. Consider the process of sublimation, i.e. the

passage from tho solid into tho vapour state. Lot tho

vapour obey tho gas laws, and lot its density he negligible)

compared with that of tho condensed solid. Then olausiofti

thermodynamics gives for tho pressure p of the saturated

vapour as a function of the temperature the following

equation : <

ET + I log T . (80)

Here X is the heat of vaporisation (per gramme-atom) at

absolute zero, I$P is the energy of the condensed solid (per

gramme-atom) at the temperature T\ the constant CT

, which
is the chemical constant of the vapouriaing substance,
remains undetermined, according io thermodynamics. On
the other hand, the integral on the right-hand iid of

equation (86), which contains the energy of the solid

material, may be completely calculated upon the basis of

our assured knowledge of the energy-content of the solids.

We only require to assume the solid to be a Born-Kdrmdn
crystal, and hence to use the quantum-theoretical value (41)

for E%\ If w now restrict ourselves to high temperatures,
to a region, therefore, in which the classical theory is ralid,

(96) assumes the form

ir

log (87)
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(The 3N quantities vi here form the elastic spectrum of the

solid body ; v is their geometric mean.) The formulation of

this equation constitutes the first step of Stern's deduction.

It gives the result of thermodynamics, extended by the

application of the quantum theory to the condensed sub-

stance. The second step is the formulation, in accordance

with molecular theory, of a vapour-pressure formula for high

temperatures, in the region therefore of classical statistics.

Here, also, the Born-Rdrmdn solid model is used for the con-

densed substance, and, on the basis of known laws of

probability, the number of the atoms is calculated which are

in statistical equilibrium in the vapour phase. In this way
the density of the vapour, and hence, as a result of the gas

laws, its pressure, are given. So Stern finds

logp = -^ - i log T + log [&$?] (88)

Here m denotes the mass of an atom, and A.' is the work
which is necessary to bring N atoms (N is the Avogadro
number) from complete rest to the gaseous state. An un-

determined constant naturally does not appear in this formula

deduced from pure molecular theory. For the molecular

model is completely determinate, and hence gives the absolute

value of the vapour pressure, not only its temperature co-

efficient, as in the case of thermodynamics. A comparison
of (87) with (88) shows, firstly, that

(89)

and secondly, that the chemical constant C has the value

- log S . . . (90)

Eelation (89) may be interpreted by making the supposition
that the solid body already possesses an energy amounting to
3.W

} -FT at the absolute zero, that is, a "zero-point energy/' to

i

which the latent heat of vaporisation X must be added, in



atoms completely froo from their union in tho

ion (90) gives UH tho solution of tho problem

(jives the. chemical constant of tJke, vumnhnnic

lotion of ilw atomic mass and thv wiiverml

nd k. Nowhere, however, in tho whole

? should bo omphaHiHod once more- baa the

hesia beon applied to tho gas itfltslf.

make formula (90) available^ for oonipariHon
it 229 wurnay expodiorjtly introduce tho molec-

mN, and sot k * ./: then

log M, whoru C = log "J-
10-17

,e bho baso 10 instead of the natural base a lor

i, and measure the vapour pressure not in

re but in atmospheres, we get the ohemioal

id by N&rnst, which is related to tftirri value

6"
2-B026

6-0067

y got the wimplo oxpresaion

G'o + Si Iogj
Af, where G" - - 1'60 , (91)

a,s been brilliantly verified by experiment, Tho

rustworthy measurements of vapour prasaure
tates of equilibrium give in the oaae of hydro-
1 mercury the values

0-15,
- 1-05 O'OB,

- 1'02 0-03

:ore justified in saying with A'torn that the

) for the ohemioal constant of the tnonatomio

etioally and experimentally one of the beat

a of the Quantum Theory,



CHAPTBE VI

The Quantum Theory of the Optical Series. The
Development of the Quantum Theory for several

Degrees of Freedom 28

i. The Thomson and the Rutherford Atomic Models

'HT^HE greatest advance since M. v. Lane's discovery of the

J_ method of Bontgen-spectroscopy for determining crystal

structure was made in the realm of atomic theory in 1913,

when the Danish physjeist Niels Bohr placed the atomic

models in the service of the quantum theory. Bohr's labours

have in their turn reacted on the quantum theory and fertil-

ised it, and thus a marvellous abundance of notable successes

have been achieved in recent years through the interaction be-

tween the dynamics of the atom and the quantum hypothesis.

Among serviceable atomic models, the one proposed by
J". J. Thomson long occupied a much favoured position ; accord-

ing to it, the electropositive part of an atom, which constitutes

the most important part of its mass, is supposed to be a

sphere of "atomic dimensions" (radius about 10 ~ 8
cms.)

filled with a positive space charge in the interior of which the

negative parts, the electrons, rest in a stable position of equi-
librium. This model has the great advantage of explaining
on purely electrical grounds the possibility of "

quasi-elastic-

ally bound
"

electrons, i.e. such electrons as, being displaced
from then- position of rest, are drawn back into it by a force
which is proportional to the displacement. And it was just
with the help of such electrons that, as is well known, P.

Drude, W. Voigt,
1*3* M. Planck,* and H. A. Lorentz***

succeeded in building up large regions of theoretical optics,

namely, the theory of dispersion and absorption, and the

magneto-optical effects (magneto-rotation and Zeeman effect).
84



THOMSON AND

Moreover, the Thomson atomic model was able, by following

the classical doctrine of the theory of electrons, to do what

must be demanded of every serviceable atomic model, viss. to

explain the emission, as a result of the oscillation of its

electrons, of sharp, i.e. essentially monochromatic "
spectral

lines," the position of which, on account of tho quasi-elastic

restoring force,
288 was independent of tho intensity of tho

excitation, that is, of tho energy of tho oscillations,

In three important points, on tho. other hand, the model

failed completely. In the first plaou no success at all, unless

with complicated and artificial hypotheses invented ad two,

attended efforts to deduce from Tfwmnaria model tho formulae

for the optical aeries, for example, tho simple formula for tho

Balmer series of hydrogen.
98' Secondly, the modal could not

account for the division of tho spectral lines in an electric

field as observed and closely studied by /, Storkm (Stark

effect), in spite of the fact that it had boon found raoit

valuable, in the hands of II. A , Lorent*, for explaining and

calculating the Z&einan effect.*** Thirdly, it was not in a

position to explain the large individual deflections, somobiraeH

exceeding 90, which, according to It Qwjer and Manden^
a-partioles undergo in passing through thin metallic foils,

For on their way through tho metallic foil, the a-partiolos,

which are known to be doubly charged helium atoms, oomo
into the neighbourhood of tho metallic atoms and are more
or less deflected from their straight paths by the electric fields

of the atoms. If, now, the metallic atoms wore Thomson

atoms, the electric field of these atoms would attain its

greatest value at the surface of tho positive sphere, at a

distance therefor of about 10
" 8 cms, from the centre of the

atom. For from the surface outwards the field decreases,

according to Coulomb's Law, with
, while it grows from thew Hit' **

centre to the surface proportionately to r. Those a-partioles,

therefore, which pass close to the surface of the positive

sphere, must undergo the greatest deflection. An easy ap-

proximate calculation shows, however, that the field at this

distance from the centre is far from being strong enough to

explain the great deflections which G-erigw and JMarariten have
observed. This weighty reason led E, Rutherford* 1 to scvt up,
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instead of the Thomson model, a new one, which was able to

explain the large deflections of the a-rays. According to the

Rutherford atomic picture, the electropositive part of the

atom is compressed into an extremely small space
Ma the so-

called nucleus. Its charge E consists in general of z positive

elementary charges e, so that E = ze. Here z is, according to

a hypothesis of van den JSroefe,
253 the atomic number of the

element, i.e. the number which gives the position of the

element in the series of the periodic table. Thus, for example,
z 1 for hydrogen, 2 for helium, 3 for lithium, and so on.

About this nucleus the electrons describe planetary paths,

that is, circles or Kepler ellipses with the nucleus as focus,

since the electrons are attracted by it in accordance with

Coulomb's Law (inversely proportional to the square of the

distance).
In the electrically neutral atom having the atomic number

z, z electrons circle round the nucleus. For example, the

neutral hydrogen atom consists of a singly charged nucleus

(E =
e) around which one electron revolves in a circular or

elliptic path.
That this Rutherford model is actually able to explain the

cause of large deflections of the a-particles is seen at onoe
;

for the field-strength of the nucleus, in contrast to Thomson's

model, increases strongly up to the immediate neighbourhood
of the nucleus, in accordance with Coulomb's Law; hence,

if the positively charged a-particles come very close to the

nucleus that is, much nearer than 10 " 8 cms. then they are

exposed to the extremely powerful repulsion of the nucleus.

On closer examination, the Rutherford atomic model dis-

appoints us seriously : for the revolutions per second, v, of

the electrons depend on the energy of the system.M* If,

therefore, we suppose, .according to the classical electron

theory, that an electron revolving at v revolutions sends out

an electromagnetic radiation of frequency v, then, since the

system loses energy by this radiation, v must diminish cor-

respondingly. But this means that the atom is unable to emit

a sharp, homogeneous spectral line.

2. Bohr's Model of the Atom

It thus appears that we are obliged to reject this model at

the very outset. But the history of physics has decided
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otherwise. With deep-sighted intuition, Niels Bohr saw the

possibilities
of Rutherford's model and brought it under the

quantum theory by making three bold hypotheses."" In the

first place, he assumed that the electron (or electrons) cannot
revolve around the nucleus in all paths possible according to

the view of mechanics, but only in certain discrete orbits

determined by the quantum theory. If wo restrict ourselves,
as Bohr did initially, to circular paths, then only those paths
of an electron are allowable from the view of the quantum
theory for which the moment of momentum (angular mo-

mentum) of the revolving electron is a wholo multiple of

-1, in exact agreement with the quantum condition (81) or
STT

(82) for the rotating molecule,

This gives, in the simplest

case for the quantum paths of

the electrons, a discrete family

of concentric circles around

the nucleus, with radii, which

are related to one another as

the squares of the wholo

numbers (1 : 4= : 9 : 16 :

--
).

See Fig. 9. -

Secondly, these "allow-

able" orbits are stationary;

they are in a certain sense

stable states of motion. This stability is gained by making
the radical condition that the electron in striking contrast

with everything that the classical theory has taught us

shall not radiate when in the stationary paths. Since by
this "decree" the loss of energy is abolished, the electron

can continually revolve in such a "quantum path." That

there are such "non-radiating" paths in the atom, is be-

yond doubt. Among other things, the constancy, in time,

of the para- and ferro-magnetism of bodies, which is

generated by revolving electrons, speaks in favour of this

view. But how electrodynamics must be altered in order to

guarantee the non-radiation of the quantum paths, and only
of these, is a question which as yet remains unanswered. As

we have now abolished the "classical" radiation of the

9<



original quantum rule, &onr s tnira condition

takes effect : when the electron passes from one allowable

quantum orbit, in which the energy is W^ into another

allowable quantum path of energy Wv energy amounting to

Wz - W\ is radiated in the form of an energy-quantum hv of

homogeneous, monochromatic radiation. The frequency of

the radiation emitted is determined by "Bohr's Frequency
Condition :

"

,. _ Wz
- W1

h
(92)

We can follow Einstein 2*8 in imagining the passage from
the state of higher energy to the state of lower energy as a

sort of radio-active disintegration, the occurrence of which in

time is determined by chance. The details of this passage and
the release of energy accompanying it are, however, entirely
obscure up to the present.

3. The Hydrogen Type of Series according to Bohr's Atomic
Model

However bold and unorthodox Bohr's three hypotheses

may have appeared, their success was surprising. If we apply
them to a "hydrogen type" of Rutherford-sAom in which
a single electron revolves around a positive nucleus with a

s-fold charge, we get
2" for the frequencies of the spectral

lines, which the electron emits in passing from the nth to the

sth quantum path, the following values :

-n
2) [e,m charge and mass]

of electrons

s, n whole numbers
(93)

If we here set z = 1 (hydrogen), s = 2, % =
3, 4, 5 . . . we

get in exactly the same form the empirical expression for the

Balmer series of gloiving hydrogen
M8

(-.,*, 5...) ,



For the constant 2V which appears in the empirical formula,

e so-called Eydberg number, Bohr's Theory therefore gives
the expression

If we use here the well-known values

- 4-774 x 10
- 10

(Millikan) h B'55 x 10 - ^
(Planck)

R - 1-77 , 107

we

then it follows from (95) that

tf - 3'27 . 10"

while the empirical Rydb&rg number has the value 3-29 . 10".

This striking agreement and the resolution of the Rydberg
number into universal constants is one of the main achieve-

ments of Bohr's Theory,**
9 and forms a strong argument for

its innate power. We may say that, according to Bohr's

original theory, the individual lines of the Balmer series (JFJ,

H/j, JETy,
. .

.)
are omitted when tho electron jumps from the

3rd, 4th, 5th ... orbit into tho 2nd.

With this statement, however, the achievements of formula

(93) are nob exhausted. For ifc includes, as we easily see,

further spectral series of hydrogen. Namely, if we set s 1,

n = 2, 8, 4 ... we get the ultra-violet series that was found

and measured by ljyman.
m IE on the other hand we set

s a 3, n 4, 5, 6 . . . we get the infra-red Bergmann series,

the first two lines of which were measured by P, Pasohen^
The element which follows hydrogen in the Periodic System

is helium (atomic number 2). While, however, the con-

stitution of the neutral helium atom with its two electrons

is already more complicated according to the latest investi-

gations, the two electrons circle around the nucleus in two
different orbits the simply ionised helium atom, which has

therefore a single positive charge, is entirely
" of the hydrogen

type ;

"
for it consists of a doubly-charged positive nucleus

around which an electron rotates. The sole difference, as

compared with the hydrogen atom, thus consists in the

doubling of the nuclear charge, # 2. The series emitted
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from the positive helium atom may therefore, according to

(93), be comprised in the formula

. (96)

where N is again the Rydberg number as denned in (98). If

we here set s = 8, ?i = 4, 5, 6 . . . we get the so-called

"
principal series of hydrogen

"
which was observed by

Fowler 282 and very recently measured with great care by JF
7

.

Paschen.m For s = 4, n =
5, 6, 1 . . .we get the so-called

" second subsidiary series of hydrogen," which was observed

by Pickering
2M and Evans. Both series were, before the

advent of Bohr's Theory, falsely ascribed to hydrogen.
A new and extremely noteworthy result of Bohr's Theory is

revealed, if we allow for the movement of the nucleus in our

calculations. For, in reality, the nucleus is not stationary,

but nucleus and electron revolve about their common centre

of gravity. By taking this fact into account we are led to

a slightly altered expression for the Bydberg constant. In

place of (95) we get the formula

. (97)

M
in which M denotes the mass of the nucleus. It follows

from this that for different elements, for instance, hydrogen
and helium, the Rydberg constant differs somewhat and is

smaller for hydrogen than for helium (since MH <C ^He)- In

general, the value of the Rydberg constant increases with

increase of atomic weight tending towards a limiting value.

All this is in perfect agreement with the results of many
years of spectroscopic research.

In the same way as emission, absorption has a quantum-
like character, according to Bohr's model. If light, say of

the first Balmer line (Ha), falls upon a hydrogen atom, a

quantum hv of this external Ha radiation is used to "raise
"

the electron into the third quantum orbit. An amount of

energy 7ivjja is taken from the external radiation, that is, light
from\the line Ha is absorbed.
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4. The Structure of the Periodic System

Even in his earliest papers Bohr endeavoured to construct

for the higher elements as well (Li, Be, B, 0, etc.), in con-

nexion with the Periodic System, suitable atomic models

with several rings of electrons, each occupied by several

electrons, in which, for example, the well-known octaves of

the system are reproduced by a regular arrangement of the

external electrons which recurs at every eighth olemont,
while the number of the electrons revolving in the outermost

ring is equal to the valency of the clement in question.

W. Kosselm arrived at a similar structure of the atoms as

a result of a profound investigation of tho formation of mole-

cules from atoms. Also, L. V6gard t
w A. Sommerfeld,

1 * and
R. Ladenburg

m have constructed analogous atomic models,

particularly taking into account tho well-known up-and-down
curve of atomic volumes, and using them to explain other

periodically varying properties (paramagnetism, ionic colour).
These considerations, although they are tending indisputably
tckm-^hAjiht lines as far as the general rinciles are con-general principles are con-

cerned, areXot yet firmly established in detail.

5. The Quantum Hypothesis for Several Degrees of Freedom

While the quantum hypothesis in its most primitive form
demonstrated in this way its innate power by entering the

field of atomic dynamics, it had, in doing so, gained little as

far as its own development was concerned. But the fruits of

Bohr's Theory ripened more rapidly than could have been
divined. Already the year 1916 brought a decisive develop-
ment : almost simultaneously, Planck and Sommerfeld inde-

pendently found the solution of a problem that had long been
a burning question, namely, the extension of the quantum
theory to several degrees offreedom. Sommerfeldm retained a
close connexion with Bohr's Theory in attacking the problem,
The first main condition of this theory related to the choice

of
"
allowable

"
stationary orbits among all those mechanically

possible. According to this, as we saw, only those orbits

were allowed for which the moment of momentum (Impuls-
TL

moment] p is a whole multiple of
rt

. This may also be
ATT
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expressed according to (81) and (82) thus : among all mechan-
ically possible paths, only those are allowable and stationary
for which the phase-integral fulfils the condition :

tpdq = nh . . . . (98)

In this qiiantum condition we are to replace according to

(82) the general co-ordinate q by the angle of rotation (the" azimuth ") <, the impulsep by the "
impulse (or momentum)

corresponding to <," namely, p (the moment of momentum).
The integration is thereby to be extended over the whole range
of values of the variable q, that is, in the present case from

tO 27T.

In the case of the original Bohr Theory, which considers

only circular orbits, there naturally exists only a single
quantum condition, namely, that for the case q =

, since
the angle of rotation

<j>
is the only variable of the path.

Matters are otherwise, when we reject the limitation to
circular orbits, and hence take ZepZer-ellipses into account.
Then each point of the path is determined by two variables,

namely, by the distance r of the electron from the nucleus,
which is at the focus of the ellipse, and by the angle < (the" azimuth ") which r makes with a fixed direction (say with the
straight line, which joins the nucleus to the perihelion). In
this case we are presented with a problem of two degrees of

freedom, with two generalised co-ordinates, r and (polar
co-ordinates). The simple extension of the quantum hypo-
thesis by Sommerfeld now consists in setting up in this case

two^ quantum conditions of the form (98), one for the co-
ordinate <, which agrees with the single quantum condition of
Bohr's Theory, and a new one for the co-ordinate r, so that
the selection of the stationary orbits is here determined by
the two following equations :

2ir

\ nh. . . . (99)

\prdr = n'h. . . .

n and ri are here whole numbers, $+ a,ndpr are the impulses
(momenta) corresponding to the co-ordinates < and r. The
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integration in (100) is to be taken over tho full range of

values of r, that is, from tho smallest value r,u i,, (perihelion)

to the greatest value rniax (aphelion) and back to the smallest

rmln> (99) is called the azimuthal quantum condition, n being

the azimuthal quantum number ; (100) is the radial quantum
condition, n the radial quantum number.

In a corresponding manner tho extension may be carried

out for more than two degrees of freedom. If the system haw

/degrees of freedom, and if it ia therefore characterised by
the / generalised co-ordinates qv ga , </,,

, . . and the norm-

spending impulses pv ptt p, . .
., then

movements of the system are limited

conditions :

and the corre-

the "allowable"

by the / quantum

'> \ \ (101)

are positive whole numbers).

In every one of the / phase-integrals the integration is to

be performed over the full range of values of the co-ordinate

in question.
A difficulty, which arose hero from the outset, was the

question as to which co-ordi nates ought to be chosen for the

application of the quantum rub (101), or whether the choice

is immaterial. In general, wo may characterise a system of

several degrees of freedom by various types of co-ordinates ;

for instance, we may describe the Keplar movement of the

electron either by polar co-ordinates r and <p,
or by Cartesian

co-ordinates x and y. This question is the more urgent,

when one considers that the separate phase-integrals \pidqi, do

not really become constants for every ohoioe of co-ordinates,

as is required by the quantum rule (101).
a82 P. S. Epstein

M8

and K, 8ohwan8oJhUd IM have solved, independently of one

another, this problem of the " oorrect choice of co-ordinates
"

to a certain extent. Incidentally, an interesting and sur-

prising relation of the quantum rules (101) to a long-known
theorem of classical dynamics was revealed, which had been

propounded by JaooU and HamUton, and had hitherto been

successfully applied in celestial mechanics. Finally, quite

lately, A, MmUin,** by modifying the expression (101), has
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put forward a quantum hypothesis which has the advantage
of being independent of the choice of co-ordinates. But a

closer discussion of these abstract investigations would lead

us too far here.

The second formulation of the quantum hypothesis for

several degrees of freedom is due, as already mentioned, to

M. Planck. It is, as it were, more cautious in its nature

than the more radical attack of Sommerfeld. PlancJc, con-

tinuing directly from the division of the phase-plane of linear

oscillators already discussed, starts from the so-called Gibbs

phase-space to deal with more complicated systems. For a

system of /degrees of freedom, which is characterised by the

co-ordinates qlt 22 2/ an<i tne impulses plt p2
. . . Pf,

the Cribb's phase-space is that 2/ dimensional space, the points
of which possess the 2/ co-ordinates ^ . . . p/.

Bach point
of the phase-space (phase-points) represents, therefore, a

definite momentary state of the system in question. Planck

now gives this phase-space, in exact analogy to the phase-

plane, a cellular structure, by bringing into prominence
certain specially distinguished boundary surfaces. At the

f

same time the size of the cells is proportional to In/. The
j

points of intersection of those boundary surfaces then repre-
sent the distinctive quantum states or phases of the system

(that is, according to Planck's first theory the only possible,
the "allowable" conditions). In contrast with Sommerfeld's

Theory, in which the motion of a system of / degrees of

freedom is always determined by / quantum conditions, in

Planck's, under certain circumstances, the case may occur

that fewer quantum conditions than degrees of freedom exist,

so that several (" coherent ") degrees of freedom are limited

by a single quantum condition.

6. Sommerfeld's Theory of Relativistic Fine-structure

That these theories had found the kernel of the matter was
soon to be shown by applying them to Bohr's atomic model.

According to them from among all the mechanically possible

paths, which the electron can describe about the 0-fold

positively charged nucleus, the allowable, stationary paths
must be determined by the two quantum conditions (99) and

(100). This gives, in place of the discrete, quantised circles



of BO/H', discretely quantised Kepler ellipses, among which

also the Uo/w circles tiro included, as special cases. And
further, the ellipses are quantum-determined, both with re-

ference to their sizes (i.e.
to their major axes), and to their

form (i.e.
the relation of the axes to one another), so that here

every orbit, as compared with Bohr, is characterised by two

quantum numbers n and n'.267 In place of formula (93) for

the hydrogen type of series, wo got the general formula :
268

Nzz

(102)

Here again N, the Rydberg constant, is given by (95), or

more exactly (the motion of the nucleus being taken into

account) by (97) ;
s and s' are the two quantum numbers

(azimuthal and radial) of the final orbit of the electron; n
and n' are the quantum numbers of its initial orbit. Since

also, as a result of this more complete view of Sommerfeld;
the number of allowable orbits is greatly increased, as com-

pared with those arising from Bohr's Theory (owing to the

addition of the ellipses), the electrons have a great many
more possibilities in passing from ono orbib to another, that is,

the chances of generating spectral lines are multiplied. But
we easily recognise the following fact : if we choose as the

final orbit of the electron any one of those orbits, for which
the sum of the quantum numbers s + $' has a definite value,

say s + s' 2, and as initial orbit, any one of those paths,
for which n + n' has a definite value, say n + n' 8, then

all the different transitions of the electrons from any one of
these initial orbits to any one of these final orbits generate

always the same line (in the ease of the figures above chosen
it will be the first Balms? line) ; for according to (102) the

frequency of the line emitted depends only upon the sum
s + s', and the sum n + n', and on the other hand not on the

separate values of s, s', n, n'. It would thus appear as if

nothing is gained physically by Sommerf&ld's elaboration of

the theory as compared with Bohr's original theory. How-
ever, as Bohr had already pointed out, the calculations are

incomplete in one important respect, which become of funda-

mental importance when consistently taken into account,
and which represents the main achievement of Sommerfeld' a
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theory of spectral lines. Namely, the velocities of the

electrons, which appear in these problems, cannot be con-

sidered negligibly small compared with the velocity of light.
In this case, however, we cannot, as we know, calculate by
the methods of classical mechanics, which regards the mass
of the electron as constant, but must take our stand upon the

theory of relativity, and hence take into account the variations

of the mass of the electron with its speed. Sommerfeld com-

pleted the calculation in this respect. The paths of the

electron and the nucleus differ, in this refinement of the

theory, from the ordinary Kepler ellipse in that the perihelion
of the orbit advances in the course of time, and that the path
loses its closed character. This has the effect that the energy
of the electron in the stationary quantum-chosen orbits which
here also are determined by (99) and (100) is no longer

solely dependent on the sum of the quantum numbers as in

the case of the non-relativistic Kepler motion, but that the

quantum numbers n and ri also enter, separately, into the

expression for the energy. Only as a first approximation,
therefore, i.e. when the relativity correction is neglected,
will the frequency v of the spectral line emitted depend on
the quantum sums s + s' and n + n' alone, as (102) shows.

If we take into account the relativistic change of mass of the

electron, on the other hand, v will also depend on the

individual values of s, s', n, w'.269 It follows, therefore, that

the various possibilities, above considered, of the generation of a

definite spectral line, that is, the passage of an electron from

any one of the initial orbits s + s' = constant to any one of the

final orbits n + n' = constant, no longer produce exactly the

same line, but give rise to slightly different lines, which, how-

ever, on account of the smallness of the relativity effect, lie

very close together. This is Sommerfeld's explanation of the

fine-structure of the spectral lines in the case of the hydrogen

type of spectra. For example, according to Sowimerfeld, the

first line of the Balmer series (the red hydrogen line J3"a) must
consist of five components, which are arranged in two chief

groups (of two and three each). The mean distance of these

two groups from one another should amount, according to the

theory,
270 to about 0'126A; the best measurements of the

hydrogen doublet gave the value 0-124& (Pa^ohen, Meissner).
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If this agreement already speaks strongly in favour of Sommer-

feld's Theory, the exact measurements, by F. Pasoh&n, of the

fine-structure of the lines of positive helium (Fowler series) have

given a still more convincing proof of its correctness
; almost

without an exception, all the components required by the

theory of tlw fine-structure appeared on tfie photographic plate,

and thus proved strikingly the existence of the stationary paths

of the electron and its reMtivistic, ohtinge of mass.

Two interesting consequences may yet ho mentioned here ;

they are directly connected with Sommerf&ld' 8 Theory and

Paschen's observations. First o! all they havo rendered

possible the use of the fine-structure measurements for a

direct
"
spectroscopio

"
determination of the three funda-

mental constants e, m (mass of the electron at infinitely low

speeds), and h. Secondly, K. GlUadier*n was able to

show that we only find the speotrosoopio observations, for

example, the size of the hydrogen doublet, in agreement with

the theory, when wo use for the variation in the mass of tho

electron tho formula given by tho theory of relativity. On
tho other hand, Abraham's Theory of tho rigid electron loadH

to formulas which do not agree with experiment,

7, Higher Elements

We thus see that Huth&rford's atomic modal as further

developed by Bohr and Sommerfield far exceeded the ex-

pectations which it could reasonably be expected to fulfil. At

any rate, it has revealed to us tho optical series o hydrogen
and helium with undreamed-of precision as far as the finest

details. But beyond those primary gains, it has undertaken

a further series of successful attacks, Thus LandAW was
successful in calculating the two series-systems ol neutral

helium (helium and parhelium) by taking, in contra-

distinction to Bohr, a model of the neutral helium atom in

which the two electrons circle around the double positive
nucleus in two different orbits, either co-planar or else

inclined at an angle to one another. In this ease then, tho

external electron, the leaps of which generate the radiation,
moves in a field in which the simple Coulomb Law no longer
holds, on account of thes disturbing influence of the inner
electron. Examples of this type which differ from that of

7
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hydrogen have been generally investigated by Sommerfeld,
who has shown 2'8 that by giving up the Coulomb field we

arrive, to a first and second approximation, at the Bydberg
and Eitz forms of the series laws. A very promising

beginning in setting up a quantum theory of the spectral

lines was thus made.

8. The Stark Effect and the Zeeraan Effect in Bohr's Theory
of the Atom

Under the circumstances the question forces itself upon us,

whether the atomic model in its present state of development
is able to account for the Stark effect, that is, the splitting up of

the spectral lines as a result of the action of an external electric

field on the electrons emitting the lines. JFor, as we may
remember, the original Thomson model had completely failed

just at this point. And how do matters stand as regards the

Ze&man effect, the splitting up of spectral lines as a result of

an external magnetic field? Could the new model explain

these phenomena as well as the old ? Both questions have

fortunately been answered in the affirmative. As regards the

Stark effect, P. S. Epstein, in an important paper, succeeded

in demonstrating the following : if we calculate the motion of

the electron under the influence of the nucleus and the

external field, according to the methods usual in celestial

mechanics, and then choose from among all mechanically

possible motions the allowable stationary orbits by applying
the modern quantum rules for several degrees of freedom, and

if, thirdly, we allow the electron to leap from one of these

stationary paths into another (whereby we limit the infinite

number of possible passages by a "principle of selection"

presently to be discussed), then the Bohr frequency formula (92)

gives with the most admirable accuracy and completeness, both

as regards position and number, all the components of the

resolved lines as observed by Stark in the cases of hydrogen
and positive helium. This astonishing result must be re-

garded as a further strong support of the correctness of

Bohr's model and its system of quanta. The theory of the

explanation of the Zeeman effect has up to the present not

been quite so successful. It is true that Debye ZTI and
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> have been able to derive the normal Zeeman
Dn of the original line into a triplet when the

ration is perpendicular to the lines of force) by
rom the model. The explanation, however, of

nt phenomena in this field has not yet been

L: firstly, the anomalous Zeeman effect and its

Preston rule), and secondly, the fact, discovered

,nd Back, that even in the case of linos with a

fine-structure, the normal triplet is formed as

field grows. Further investigation will, it may
ravel those difficulties.

Principles of Selection of Rubinowicz and Bohr

as the foregoing considerations deal only with

Df lines in the spectrum, i.e. with their frequently,

confronted with the problem of their form of

. their intensity and polarisation. Moreover, the

iestion had yet to be answered, whether all leaps
on from any one stationary path to any other

or whether the number of allowable transitions

dted by some "principle of selection." Thin

i/mentally, a question of intensity, for the position
:ded as follows : the forbidden transitions oorro-

D intensity. The solution of this whole complex
has been greatly advanced quite recently. In

je, A, RubinQiuicz,m by applying Lho law of tho

of the moment of momentum (impnln-montsnl-)
m. atom + radiated wave, arrived at a principle
bnd a rule of polarisation of tho following form :

the hydrogen type, which are removed from tho

external fields of force, tho asnmuthal quantum
the electron [see formula (99)] can only alter by
1, when emission takes place. In the first case,

diated is linearly polarised, in the two other

,rly. The position of the plane of the orbit

shanged during the process of emission, In
atoms differing from the hydrogen type, and

iplicated structure, the position ii less simple ;

be total moment of momentum of all th

ling part of the system (w know that thin
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impulse remains constant during the motion), equal to a

whole number, n*, times
,

it is just the changes in this

number n* during the emission which must be limited by the

principle of selection in the same manner, as, in the case

above, the alterations in the azimuthal quantum number of

the individual electron in its leaps were limited. Here also,

zero change in the azimuthal quantum number gives linear

polarisation, changes by + 1, on the other hand, lead to

circular polarisation. In place of the orbital plane we get

the " invariable plane
"

(at right angles to the total moments
of momentum or impulse-moments), the position of which in

space remains unaltered. If, finally, the atom is exposed to

an external field, say a homogeneous electric field (Stark

effect) or a homogeneous magnetic field (Zeeman effect), then,

as we know, only that component of the total turning

impulse remains constant during the motion of the masses

forming parts of the atom which is parallel to the external

field. If we set these components of impulse = w^, then

only the alteration of this number n
: will be limited by the

principle of selection (that is, the alterations must be O
x + 1).

The principle of selection is thus clearly weakened in its

action by the external field, and can, if fields of irregular

strength and direction act on the atom, become completely

illusory, as, for example, in the case of electric discharges.

By means of entirely different considerations, N. Bohr 281

arrived at results which coincide, in essentials, with those of

Bubinowicz, but exceed them greatly in range. Bohr started

from the fact that in the limit for large quantum numbers,
when the successive stationary states of the atom differ very
little in the energy they involve, the frequency that the
electron emits in its passage between neighbouring states

becomes identical with the rate of revolution in the stationary
orbit.282 The electron therefore emits, according to Bohr's

frequency condition, the same line that it sends out accord-

ing to the classical theory of electrons. In other words, for
very high quantum numbers, the quantum theory passes over
into the classical theory. (Bohr's "Principle of Correspon-
dence or Analogy.") Arguing from this principle, Bohr pro-



ceeds as follows : according to classical mechanics, the motion

of the electron in Bohr's atom may be represented as the super-

position of component harmonic vibrations of the frequency :

Here, T
: . . . r/ are whole numbers which in general may

have all values between - oo and + co
;
the (

i
. . . o>

;
- are

certain constants which depend on the character of the

motion : / is the number of degrees of freedom. Let the

amplitude of the partial vibration characterised by the

numbers r
:
to T/ be A ri . . . A f/. Then, according to classical

electrodynamics, vjw is the frequency of the radiated partial

wave (ra . . .
iy)

and A^ . . , A*/ is a measure of its in-

tensity. On the other hand, the following result is derived

from the quantum theory (Bohr's frequency formula) for high

quantum numbers : in the transition from an initial statu

characterised by the quantum numbers mL ,
w

a
. . . m/ into a

final state corresponding to the quantum numbers n^ . . ,
/-,

a line of frequency

"QU
= nh- n

i)
M

i + wta~ TO
8j
w2 + . . . + w/-M/w/ . . .

is emitted. Here the quantities w
jl

. . .
>/

arc Iho same.

constants as in (103). But, according to liohr'n Principle of

Analogy, for high quantum numbers via =
vcju. Houoo thoi'u

follows from a comparison of (108) with (104)

TI
= m

t
~ n

lt
T
2
= wi

a
-

n% . . ., . . . 77 w/ -/,.. (105)

i.e. the
"
classical

"
partial vibration (^ . . , T/) corresponds t

that quantum transition, in which tha quantum numbers alter

by exactly ^ . . . T/. The polarisation and intensity of the

wave emitted during this quantum transition may be, octlmUatcd

from the form of vibration and amplitude of the
"
corre&pwidiny

classical
"
partial oscillation. This principle which has boon

derived for high quantum numbers is extrapolated by JBokr

with great boldness over the region of all quantum numbers.
Thus the important "principle of correspondence

"
is obtained.

If in the development of the electronic motion in terms of

partial vibrations the term (f^ ?
2

. . , T/) ia missing, than
the corresponding transition

mi
~ n

i
" ^H m%

- Wa Tj,
. . ., % -

llf f/



is not present. Hence there follows, for example, for atoms

of the hydrogen type in a field free from force, the law that

the azimuthal quantum number can in all emissions only change

by + 1 or -
1, both of which lead to circularly polarised

radiation. This law is somewhat more limited in form than

that of Rubinowicz.

Both the principles of selection and the rules for the

polarisation and the intensity have stood the test of compari-
son with experiment. Rubinowicz himself showed that his

principle of selection and the rule of polarisation are in agree-

ment with Paschen's measurements of the fine-structure of

the helium lines, and further with the observations of the

Stark effect and the normal Zeeman effect. P. S. Epstein
283

and H. A. Kramer's
28* went still further, and were able to

prove by profound investigations, based on Bohr's Theory, that

the calculations of intensity along the lines sketched above

were also in surprising agreement with observation. Finally,

Sommerfeld and Kossel 28S in an interesting study have applied
the Rubinowicz principle of selection to spectra differing from

the hydrogen type as well, and have shown that it is able to

explain why certain series appear more readily and are more
favoured than others, as it were, and that, by the selection of

the "possible
"

transitions, it sets a limit to the multiplicity
of possible combinations in a manner which, so it appears,

entirely agrees with experience.

10. Collision of Electrons on the Basis of the Bohr Atom

While in this way, through the interpretation and unravell-

ing of the universe and the almost bewildering abundance of

spectroscopic observations, the conviction of the correctness

of Bohr's atomic model deepened more and more, a series of

observations of quite another kind became known and contri-

buted considerably to the consolidation of Bohr's Theory.
These were the investigations already mentioned earlier in

connexion with the light-quantum hypothesis, which dealt

with the collision of free electrons with gas molecules and
atoms. These researches were conducted particularly by
J. Franck and G. Hertz aaa and, in succession, by a considerable
number of American investigators in a systematic manner.
The manifold results of these interesting researches may be
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sketched here schematically by a simple example. What

have we to expect when electrons collide with a Bohr Atom V

As a simple type of Bohr atom, let us choose a model in which

2 electrons revolve around a *-fold positively charged nucleus

in stationary quantum paths. The nature and spatial arrange-

ment of these paths, as well as the distribution of the electrons

among the individual paths will be left open, and wo shall

Fro. 10.

make only the simplifying assumption that one electron the

so-called valency electron rewlv&s alone m thfi aut&rmotst

orbit (1) (see Fig. 10). Let this bo the "
normal," uuexoifced

state of the atom. The hydrogen atom ($ 1) ia, as we know,
constituted in this way, and, of the neutral complicated atoma,
the atoms of the vapours of the alkali metals (Li, Na, K, lib,

Os) very probably also fall under this scheme. If by any
addition of energy the electron is

"
raised

"
from its normal



orbit (1) to a higher orbit (that is, one having more energy),

say into the orbit (2), (3), (4) and so forth, and if it "falls"

from these back into orbit (1),
then the 1, 2, 3 ... line of the

so-called "Absorption-series of the unecccited atom" (principal

series) is emitted. The frequencies of the lines emitted are

regulated by Bohr's frequency condition (92), i.e. that the loss

of energy Wn - W
l
incurred in passing from the wth to the

first orbit is equal to a quantum hvntl of the line emitted :

Wn-W^ hvn>l.... (106)

The additional energy required to "
raise

"
the electron to the

higher energy level can be obtained in two ways : firstly by

absorption of external radiation ; secondly (and that is the case

we are dealing with here) by electronic impact. If external

radiation of frequency v
Wil

falls upon the atom, a quantum
hvn<i of this radiation is absorbed and is used to raise the

electron from the energy level W
1
to the higher level Wu

W-L + hvn,r In falling from this to the original level, the

electron then emits the light corresponding to the line absorbed.

The circumstance is further noteworthy, that the electron,

when it is raised to the level (2), has no other choice than to

return to the initial level, whereas from orbit (4) it can make
one of three possible transitions to (3), (2), and (1). If,

therefore, the atom has absorbed light corresponding to the

line vz>l from the external radiation, it will re-emit this line

with its full complement of energy. The first line of the

absorption series is, therefore, in contrast with all other lines,

a so-called resonance line.

If the energy required to raise the electron is furnished by
the impact of an outside electron, then as FrancJc and Herts
were the first to prove the intruding foreign electron will be
reflected from the atom perfectly elastically (according to the
mechanical laws of elastic impact), as long as its energy
remains below a certain critical value ER . If this energy
value is reached, the impinging electron loses all its energy,
and gives it up to the electron of the atom which has been
struck (" inelastic impact "). What does this mean according
to Bohr's view of the atom ? Obviously EA is nothing other
than Ws

- Wv that is, the energy which is necessary to raise
the electron from its normal state in the atom to the orbit (2).



The result of this electronic impact, which adds energy of

amount ER to the atom must therefore be the emission of

the resonance line. If this view represents the kernel of the

matter, then the energy ER must be connected with the

frequency v2n of the resonance line by the quantum relation

Ex -ton .... (107)

This relationship has been excellently verified by experiment.

Thus Tate and Foote, for example, find in the case of

sodium, that the first inelastic electronic impact takes place

when the impinging electron is accelerated by a potential

of VR - 2-2 volts, the so-called resonance potential. Tho

energy communicated by this potential to the impinging
electron is

3-37-10~ iax_'i?~A
300 ~!Tx"102

On the other hand, the resonance line that is under con-

sideration here is the JD-line, hence

6-545

5-893
hv h. 3-38 10~ ia

We thus see that the relation (107) is fulfilled with great

accuracy. The same holds for potassium (Vn * 1'SG volts,

,-.ER =. 247 - 10- 12
,
X
ai
- 7-685 1Q- 5

,-. ton - 2-G6 10" la
).

In the case of the inert gases (helium, neon, oto.) and the

vapours of mercury, zinc and cadmium, similar qualitative and

quantitative relations with some modifications occur, Tho

excitation, by electronic impact, of the mercury resonance lino

X = 2-536 10 - c
,
that is 2-53G/, discovered by Franck and

Hertz, and already referred to, presents a oharaoteriatio

example. The observed resonance potential is here 4-0 voltH,

while from the relation

the value VR = 4=-86 volts is deduced.

If the energy of the impinging electron is increased beyond
ER, then an "

inelastic
"

impact, accompanied by complete
loss of the energy, is to be expected every time as soon as M



various additions of energy the electron attached to the atom

is raised successively to the 3rd, 4th, 5th . . . level of energy.

If, finally, E = #, = W^ - W
lt

then the energy of the

impinging electron is just sufficient to remove the electron

attached to the atom to infinity, i.e. to ionise the atom. E^
is thus the ionisation energy, and the voltage corresponding

qnATTT
to it, FQQ = ,

is called the ionisation potential. From
6

the relation (106) we get immediately the important equation

That is to say, the ionisation energy is equal to the quantum
which corresponds to the last line of the absorption series, that is,

to the " series limit." This quantum relation has also been

excellently confirmed in all cases. For sodium, for example,

Tate and Foote found : V& = 5-13 volts, which gives an

ionisation energy of the value E^Q = 8*17 10 ~ 12
. On tKe

other hand, the limit of the principal series has the wave-

length AQO j
= 2-413 10 - 5

,
from which hVao 1

= 8'14 10 - 12
,

in striking agreement with the value of E^ .

For mercury vapour, the limit in question of the principal

series A^ = 1-188 10 - 5
. From this follows, according to

(lOS^-Foo = 10-4 volts while the measurements of various

workers gave the value 10-2 to 10*3 volts (Tate, Bergen,

Davis and Goucher ; Hughes &nd.Dixon; Bishop
m

). From
all these examples, which could be considerably multiplied,

the conclusion may be drawn with convincing clearness that

the Bohr conceptions have laid bare the nature of the con-

struction and the mode of action of the atom with un-

precedented lucidity.

n. Einstein's Deduction of Planck's Law of Radiation on the

Basis of the Bohr Atom

Under these circumstances the suggestion naturally arises to

refound the law of black-body radiation by taking as the ele-

mentary absorbing and emitting structure Bohr's model in

place of the linear oscillator used by Planck. Einstein Mfl has
taken this step. In a highly important study he investigated
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the equilibrium of energy and momentum between black-body
radiation and a generalised Bohr model, which, stripped of all

special properties, has only to fulfil the quantum condition of

being able to assume a discrete series of different states. For

the interaction between the radiation and the atom absorption

(Einstrahlung) and emission (Ausstralilung) Einstein intro-

duces the following simple hypotheses : the frequency of tho

emissions, i.e. the transitions, accompanied by loss of energy,
of the atom from a condition (2) of higher energy, Ez , to

a condition (1) of lower energy, Ev shall follow tho same
statistical law as that which governs the disintegration of

radioactive bodies, i.e. tho number of transitions 2 -> 1 in tho

time dt, or, as wo may say, the number of atoms (2) that "
dis-

integrate" in this time is proportional to dt
JVJ,,

where 2V2
denotes the number of atoms momentarily in the state (2).

But, according to Einstein, a different law regulates the

processes called into existence by the effect of external radi-

ation. Under the influence of external radiation two things

may happen : either an atom may pass from state (1) to stato

(2) by taking up energy, this is the "proper positive absorp-
tion." Or the case may also occur, that, as a result of tho

phase-relation between tho Held of tho external radiation and
the atom, the atom loses energy through tho action of tho im-

pinging radiation, and hence passes from stato (2) to atate (1)

("negative absorption"). The rate at which both kinda of

transition are repeated is then proportional to the mtonaity
K.v of the external radiation : tho number of transitions 1 ~ 2

associated with positive absorption in the time dt is therefore

proportional to N^tKM ;
the number of transitions 2 -* 1 as-

sociated with negative absorption is proportional to N^dtK.?.
Here Nj_ is the number of atoms momentarily in the state (1).

JN^ and N% are determined by tho laws ot distribution known
from the theory of gases and statistical mathematics and en-

larged in conformity with tho quantum theory. There follows

from the energy equilibrium between in-coming and out-going
radiation at tho temperature T



where k is Boltzmann's constant, and A is a constant inde-

pendent of the temperature. From Wieris Displacement Law

(4) it follows, firstly that A is proportional to v3 and secondly
that Ez

- EI is proportional to v. If, therefore, we write

EZ - M
l
= hv . . . (110)

we recognise in this expression Bohr's frequency condition (92).

In this way Kv assumes the form of Planok's Law of Kadia-

tion, arising in a surprisingly simple and elegant manner from

a minimum of hypotheses of a general character. Einstein,

in pursuing and deepening these conceptions by writing down
the expression for the equilibrium of the momenta in addition

to the energies of the in-coming and out-going radiation, was led

to the remarkable conclusion that the radiation of Bohr atoms

cannot take place in spherical waves, as the classical theory
of electrons requires, but that the process of emission must

have a particular direction like the shot from a cannon. We
cannot fail to recognise that this brings the conception that

radiation has a quantum-like structure (light-quantum hypo-

thesis) within realisable bounds.



CHAPTEB VII

The Quantum Theory of Rontgen Spectra

i. The Analysis of Rontgen Spectra

T~)ABALLEL with the development of the science of optical

J_ spectra, a theory of Bontgen spectra has been developed of

late years upon bhe same basis. This theory has already shed

much light on the structure of atoms and thus forms a

desirable extension of the theory of optical spectra. The

investigations of Ch. Barkla, W, If. and W. L. Bragg, Mosel&y
and Darwin, Siegbahn and FrinianW* among others, have

shown that by the impact of cathode rays upon the anti-

cathode of a Bontgen tube two kinds of Bontgen rays arise :

first, the so-called "impact radiation" (Bremsslrahlunc/) con-

sisting of an extensive and continuous range of wave-lengths

(similar to the continuous background of visible spectra) ;

secondly, the " characteristic radiation," a typical line-spectrum,
the structure of which depends so essentially on the material

of the anti-cathode that a glance at this spectrum suffices us

to deduce immediately and unmistakably the nature of the

material of which the anti-cathode is composed. Thus along-
side the optical spectrum analysis of Bunson and Kirchhoff a

Eontgen- or X-ray analysis presents itself. It has further

been shown that the characteristic X-ray spectrum is a

purely atomic property, and, indeed, an additive one. If we
examine, for example, the X-ray spectrum, which is emitted

by an anti-cathode of brass (copper + zinc), we find the

lines of both copper and zinc unaltered and occupying the

same positions as if only one metal were present in turn. No
new lines appear. Accordingly we are led to suppose that

the line-spectrum arises in the atoms of the anti-cathode, and
is generated there by the impinging electrons of the cathode

109
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and a still longer-wave .M-series.

The most curious feature of these spectra is their connexion,

by a definite law, with the atomic number of their element in

the periodic system. If we plot the position of a certain line

(say the first line Ka of the Z"-series) for the successive

elements of the periodic system, a perfectly regular progres-
sive shift is revealed: the line advances with increasing
atomic number steadily towards the shorter waves. The re-

gularity of this advance is such that we can recognise gaps or.

false positions of elements in the periodic system immediately

by an excessive jump. Now, according to the hypothesis,

already mentioned, of Rutherford, v. d. SroeJc, and Bohr, the

atomic number of an element is nothing other than the

number of its nuclear charge, that is, the number of elemen-

tary positive charges of its nucleus. If to this we add the

phenomenon just discussed, according to which the steady
advance of the nuclear charge in the series of the elements is

reflected in the steady displacement of the X-ray lines, then

we are forced to the view that the origin of the X-ray spectra

must be localised in the immediate neighbourhood of the nucleus,

that is, in the inmost part of the atom. For in this region the

nucleus clearly has the greatest power and is least disturbed

by external electrons, and hence it is here, too, that the growth
of the nuclear charge will make itself most felt.

The connexion between the position of the X-ray lines and
the atomic number z was first formulated by G. Moseley.

zn

He found for the frequency of Ka
(first line of the .K-series)

and La (first line of the .L-series) the empirical relation

- N(z
3

(111)

where N is the Bydberg number.
The similarity of these relations, which are only approxi-
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mately valid, with Bohr's formula (93) for the series of the

hydrogen type is so striking, that it was an obvious step to

seek to find the explanation of the BOntgen series by arguing
on the basis of Bohr's model.

This problem was attacked chiefly by W. Kossel^ A.

Sommerfeld, L. Vegurd** P. Debye,
m J. Kroo, and A.

Smekal?! And thus, in addition to the theory of the optical

spectra which take their origin at the periphery of the atom,
a theory of the Eontgen spectra has arisen which leads us

Fro. 11.

into the inmost regions of the atom. According to this theory
we may picture to ourselves, in general terms, the emission

of the Eontgen spectra as follows : we consider a neutral

Bohr atom, consisting of a *-fold nucleus, around which
z electrons revolve. These z electrons may be arranged in

different rings. The innermost, single-quantum ring, the so-

called JST-ring, carries, let us say, 2h electrons in its normal
state ; let the second ring, the JD-ring, be a two-quantum ring

occupied by jpa electrons, the third, three-quantum, the .M-ring

withjp8 electrons, and so on (Fig. 11). The question whether
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we can reach our goal with this conception of the ring by
assuming the quantum numbers to increase as we go outwards,
and whether we are to take the rings as co-planar or inclined
to one another will be left open. The preparation for the
emission of the ^-series consists in this, that by the addition
of energywhether by absorption of external radiation or by
electronic impact an electron of the

JBT-ring is removed to in-

finity, that is, the atom is, so to speak, ionised "
inside/' i.e.

in the Z-ring. If the energy of the atom before this inner
ionisation = W

,
and after the ionisation = WKt then the

amount WK - W
G of energy must be provided. Hence every

radiation, the energy quantum of which satisfies the condition
Jiv ;>WK - W

,
can on being absorbed effect the tearing of the

electron out of the Z-ring. If we allow the v of the external
radiation to grow slowly from small values, then, at the point

VK
= _

, a sudden increase of the absorption occurs,

because from this point onwards the external radiant energy
is used for the "ionisation of the -BT-ring." Thus an absorp-
tion-band extends from v = VK towards higher frequencies, the

edge of the band lying at VR. This phenomenon of the "
edge

of the absorption-band" has already been interpreted above

in the sense of the hypothesis of light-quanta. If the addition

of energy is provided by the impact of a strange electron,

coming from without, then its energy must be ~E 5>WK - WQ ,

that is, E> hvK,
a relation, which we have already deduced

earlier from the standpoint of the quantum hypothesis of light.

By ionisation of the X-ring the atom is now prepared for

JT-emission. If now an electron falls from the 2-quantum
L-ring into the 1-quantum .ET-ring, filling up, so to speak, the

gap produced there, then the first line of the -ZT-series, Ka ,

will be emitted. If on the other hand the gap in the Z-ring
is filled by an electron of the 3-quantum M-ring, or the

4-quantum JNT-ring, Kp or 2L, result respectively. The position
is quite analogous as regards the L- and If-series. If, by the

addition of energy (absorption or electron-impact), an electron

of the ir-ring is battered off, that is if the i-ring is ionised,

then the atom is prepared for the emission of the i-series.

If, now, the gap in the 2-quantum L-ring is filled by an
electron of the 3-quantum .M-ring, the first line of the
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La., results ;
if it is filled by an electron of the

.W-ring, the
second line of the D-series, Ly , results (the notation is not
quite consistent but will serve the present purpose), and so
forth.

The converse phenomenon to line emission, viz. line absorp-
tion, with which we are acquainted in visible spectra, appears
at first sight to be missing here. That is, however, as W.
Kosselm recently showed, an error. It is true that the ejected
electron of the Z-ring, for example, cannot in general be

caught upon the L-, M-, or JY-ring, because all places on them
are already occupied. An absorption of the lines Jfa ,

JS'
j3j j

}

is therefore in this case impossible. But the electron of the'

K-iing can certainly come to rest on an unoccupied quantum
orbit outside the occupied rings, that is, outside the surface
of the atom. In this process a "line" is actually absorbed,
namely, that line of which the hv is equal to the energy-
difference between the JT-ring and the final orbit of the ejected
electron. This refinement of our considerations shows, then,
that the electron from tho JT-ring does not need to be raised

immediately to infinity, but that line absorptions may occur
before the edge of the band of absorption is reached.

2. The Fine-structure of Rontgen Lines

It is particularly noteworthy that Sommerfeld succeeded
also in the field of X-ray spectra in explaining the fine-

structure of the linos by calling in the aid of the theory of

relativity. Thus, for example, the 2-quantum i-orbit is

"double"; it can occur as a circle (n'
=

0, n =
2) or as an

ellipse
299

(ri
=> 1, n 1). Hence the line which is emitted

by the electron of which the J/-ring is tho initial orbit, namely,
Ka ,

is a doublet (Ka and Ka-). In just the same way, those
lines for which tho I/-orbit is the final orbit of the electron

are doublets, namely, tho lino !/ (more exactly Zv) to which

LP is added to make a doublet; further, Ly which forms
a doublet with LS, and so forth. The distance between the

components of the doublets (expressed in frequencies) comes
out, according to Sommerfeld's Theory, as approximately pro-

portional to the fourth power of the atomic number z. Hence
here, in the X-ray region, where we are dealing for the most

part with elements having fairly high atomic numbers, the

8
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doublets appear macroscopically enlarged as compared with

the microscopic hydrogen-doublet (z
=

1). During the emis-

sion of X-rays the electron approaches very near to the

highly-charged nucleus, and hence the relativistic effects of

the resolution of the lines are much greater than in the case

of the optical spectra, in which the electron is moving at the

surface of the atom, where it is almost entirely screened from
the action of the strong nucleus by the remaining electrons.

With the help of the following relation deduced theoretically

and adapted to experimental evidence,

Z/-doublet

H-doublet
=

(a
-

3-6)
4

. (112)

Sonvmerfeld was able to calculate the hydrogen-doublet from

the observed ^-doublets, and compare it with the results of

experiment. The agreement is very satisfactory.

3. The Distribution of Electrons among the Rings. Objections
to the Ring-arrangement of Electrons

The quantitative calculation of the simplest case, namely,
the emission of Ka , led Debye to the conclusion that the

.ST-ring in the normal state consists of three electrons. To
this Kroo, by elaborating the calculation, adds the con-

clusion that the i-ring contains in its normal state nine

electrons. With these two distribution numbers, ^ = 3,

p2
= 9, the position of Ka could be represented as a function

of the atomic number z for all elements. The emission of Ka

takes place according to the following obvious scheme :

) lonisation of the JT-ring,

)
Emission of Ka .

The two distribution numbers (Besetzimgszahlen) thus found

for the two innermost rings excite our attention. For on
the basis of the Periodic System with its periods of eight
we ought to expect, according to Kossel, the numbers 2 and 8.
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The strange occurrence of the numbers 3 and 9 becomes
an objection, when we consider the case of sodium (z = 11).

Here, according to Kossel, we should expect the numbers 2,

8, 1, since in all probability an electron (the valency electron)
revolves alone, as in the case of all alkali metals, around the

outside quantum orbit (M-ring). In any case it is impossible
that the two innermost rings together should, in the normal

state, contain 12 (= 3 + 9) electrons. If we attempt to go
a step further still on the basis oE I&oo's numbers 3 and 9,

and to set up a formula, which represents for all z'a the

position of La in conformity with observation, and thereby
to determine the number of electrons j/3 on the

Jkf-ring, we
find, as A. Smekal*00 showed, that this mode of representation
is impossible with any combination 3, 9, jp8

. Nor do we fare

better if we incline the various rings to one another, and take
their interaction into account. The suspicion is forced upon
us, that perhaps the whole conception of the arrangement
into plane rings does not correspond with fact, but that, rather,
the electrons in the atom form spatially symmetrical figures.
This suspicion is very much strengthened by a series of pro-
found investigations carried out by M. Born and A . Land6.m

Following on M. Horn's investigations of the dynamics of

the crystal-lattice, which wo discussed in detail earlier in

connection with the atomic heat of solids, the two in-

vestigators asked themselves the question, whether it is

possible to build up the cubic crystal-lattice of the alkaline

halides (NaCl, NaBr, Nal ; KOI, KBr, KI, etc.) from ions of

Bohr atoms, by taking into account only the mutual electro-

static forces; and whether this method, if possible, would
enable them to prophesy the crystal properties (lattice-con-

stant, compressibility) from the atomic models of the two
constituent ions. The answer to this question has been, on

the whole, in the affirmative. But when the calculation of

the compressibility of these crystals was carried out, the

remarkable result manifested itself that crystals are found to

be too soft, that is, insufficiently rigid, if the conception of the

ring-arrangement of electrons in the atom is maintained. On
the other hand, we get good agreement with the observations

if, following Born, we introduce the hypothesis that the

electrons are arranged spatially, A complex of eight electrons,



as occurs in sodium, potassium, etc., does not therefore occupy
a plane 8-ring ;

the eight electrons describe paths of cubical

symmetry. Into the still obscure region of these "
spatial

"

electron paths, A. Land&wi has made some successful in-

cursions.

From all that has been said it would appear to be certain

that in dealing with Bontgen spectra, too, we can no longer be

content with the arrangement of the electron rings in planes,

and that the whole quantitative theory of the Edntgen series,

including Sommer/eld's fine-structure of the K- and the L-

doublets, must be built up on a fresh foundation.



CHAPTER VIII

Phenomena of Molecular Models

i. Dispersion and Magneto-rotation of the H 2 Molecule

WHILE
the X-ray spectra and the spectra of the optical

series arise from the atoms of the elements (and hence
their theory links up with tho atomic models), there is a series
of phenomena which, in the case of polyatomic substances,
are peculiar to the molecules, and the theory of which,
therefore, is founded on the molecular models. Chief among
these are the normal dispersion, the rotation of the plane of

polarisation in the magnetic field (magneto-rotation), and,
further, the great and complicated subject of band-spectra.

Up till a few years ago, dinpersion and magneto-rotation had
been exclusively treated from the standpoint of the Thomson
model, that is, with tho help of quasi-elastically bound
electrons, and this explanation had served in turn as a

powerful support for thia model. Nevertheless, discrepancies
in these theories had long boon known. For example,
measurements calculated upon the basis of the dispersion
theories of Drude, Voigt, or Planck led to values for the ratio

/ p \
of the charge to the mass of tho electron ( ) which, in com-

\rncj

parison with the direct measurements of this quantity (based
upon the deflection of the cathode- or /3-rays in the electric

and magnetic fields) which were much too small. When,
however, the Thomson model became displaced by the

Rutherford-Bohr model, and the successes of the Bohr atomic
model increased at an undreamed-of rate, the question arose
whether an unobjectionable theory of dispersion and magneto-
rotation could not ba founded upon these new views. The
difficult position, into which wo are brought by this problem,
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the molecule reacts upon external waves (dispersion). It is

true that W. Kosselm has, in a detailed study already

referred to above, pointed out the general guiding lines along

which, from the chemical point of view, the building-up of

the molecule from atoms must be carried out, but the details

of this construction remain open. Only in a few of the

simplest cases have detailed molecular pictures been con-

structed and closely tested. Thus Bohr, as we remarked in

discussing the atomic heat of gases, has already proposed a

model of the diatomic hydrogen molecule. It has the follow-

ing construction (see Eig. 8) : two singly-positive nuclei (that

is, each consisting of only a single positive charge) are

separated by the distance 2&. In the vertical plane which

bisects the line joining the nuclei, two electrons rotate,

diametrally opposite one another, on a circle of diameter 2.
The equilibrium of the Coulomb and the centrifugal forces

requires that a = 6^/3. By means of this relation, and by the

quantum condition that each electron must have the moment

of momentum -^-, the model is completely determined in all
2ir

its dimensions and speeds. It was this model which was
the first to be proposed : it was examined by P. Debye so*

with reference to its dispersion. On account of its sym-
metrical structure the molecule possesses no electrical mo-
ment in its normal state. If, on the other hand, it is struck

by an external light wave, the motion of its electrons is

periodically disturbed ; they depart from the normal quantum
path, fall into forced vibration, and thus generate an electric

moment which changes periodically in step with the external

wave. Thus the original motion of the primary wave is

changed, and dispersion results. We may conceive this as

follows : Let c be the velocity of the primary wave in vaciio.

The oscillations of the electrons generate a secondary wave
which spreads out from the molecules. All these secondary
waves combine with the primary wave to a form new wave
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3. moves with the altered velocity q, the value of which

xds on the frequency of the primary wave. But just

3 tb.e phenomenon of dispersion. The electronic vibra-

occur here are not oscillations about positions of

.
as in the case of the quasi-elastic model, but

3/fcion.s about stationary paths. Moreover, hero, the force

ag the electrons, as opposed to the usual classical

Les of dispersion, is anisotropic (that is, the electron is

by different forces in different directions) ; above all, by
5 of this anisotropy, it was possible to explain a,way the,

re&ment in the value of -L, which had previously bom
mo

: to I>B too small ; and Debye succeeded, on the basis of

normal value of
, in deducing from the theory tho

vn>o

ved dispersion curve of hydrogen, that is, the curve

>. sHows how its coefficient of refraction depends on the

-length. It should be noted that in the formula for the

oient of refraction, no single constant is arbitrary, but

;he dispersion formula is made up entirely of universal

ing the same method (calculus of disturbances), P.
Ter sos has calculated the rotation of the plane of

isation which linearly polarised light undergoes in its

ge through hydrogen under the influence of a magnetic
His efforts were equally successful.

:. Objections to Bohr's Model of the Hydrogen Molecule

spite of the successes which the Bohr model of the

>gen molecule has won, a list of weighty objections to

s accumulated in the course of time. That the con-
iion -which the rotation (more accurately, the regular
ssiora) of this molecule makes to the molecular heat at

emperatures, does not correspond with the observations

iiGken, has been shown by P. S, Epstein, as we have
3Ly mentioned. Also at high temperatures, when the
ations of the two nuclei relatively to one another oon-
be to the molecular heat, no agreement between theory
>"bservation has been found in the case of the J3okr model,

recently showed,



Further, the model must possess, in consequence of the

revolving electrons, an almost fixed magnetic moment parallel
to the

l

axis of the nucleus, that is to say, it must be equivalent
to a molecular elementary magnet, which endeavours to set

itself, in an external magnetic field, parallel to the lines

of force. Hydrogen ought, therefore, to be paramagnetic,
whereas it is diamagnetic.

Another very important objection, to which Nernst in

particular drew attention, is the following : if we calciilate

the work which is necessary to separate the molecule into

its two atoms, the so-called heat of dissociation, we get
307 the

value, 61,000 calories. On the other hand, Langmuir s08 found

84,000 oals., Isnardi 95,000 cals., J. FrancJc, P. Knipping
and Thea Kriiger* 81,000 ( 5700) cals. In any case, the

calculated heat of dissociation comes out 25 per cent, too

small.810a

Finally, W. Lenz 311 has recently increased the objections
to the hydrogen model by an important one based on a

theory of band-spectra, which we shall discuss below. He
proved that the band-lines of hydrogen and nitrogen can

exhibit the observed Zeeman effect, only if these molecules

possess no moment of momentum around the nuclear axis.

The fact that the two electrons in Bohr's molecular model

revolve in the same sense, however, endows it with just such

a moment of momentum. On the whole, the Bohr model does

not seem to correspond to reality ; the arrangement of the two

nuclei and electrons must plainly be quite different. No
satisfactory model, however, has yet been found.

3. Models of Higher Molecules

Matters are no better in the case of models of the more

complicated molecules. It is true that Sommerfeld* and
F. Pewter sis have also worked out the theories of dispersion
and magneto-rotation in the case of the more general Bohr
models (N2 and 2) which are constaucted on the lines of the

hydrogen model. According to Sommerfeld, four electrons

revolve about the line joining the two nuclei in the case of

oxygen, each of which acts with an effective charge + 20
;
in

the case of nitrogen, a ring of six electrons rotates about the

nuclear axis, while the nuclei carry triple effective .charges.
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Sovrvnierf&ld was able to obtain agreement with observation only

by setting up for each electron of a valency ring of 2s-eleotrons

the unaccountably strange quantum condition : moment of

momentum = o~\/s, undoubtedly a most unsatisfactory
air

result. Gerda Laskim obtained better results with some-

what different models, which she chose in such a way that

the specific heat of the two gases at high temperatures agreed
with the observations of Pier, According to her ideas, the

nitrogen molecule must consist of two seven-fold positive nuclei,

each of which is closely surrounded by a 1-quantum ring of

two (or three) electrons. The "valency ring" in the central

vertical plane is 2-quantum and contains ten (or eight)
electrons. Analogously, the oxygen molecule consists of two

eight-fold positive nuclei, each encircled by a 1-quantum ring
of two (or three) electrons, whereas the 2-quantum valency

ring contains twelve (or ten) electrons. The same objections

apply to some extent to these models of Sommerfeld and LasJci

as to the hydrogen model. For example, they give no account

of why oxygen should be paramagnetic, and nitrogen, on the

other hand, diamagnetio. Moreover, the above-mentioned

objection of Lenz applies in full force to these models
;
for

they all possess moments of momentum around the nuclear

axis. In conclusion, we feel bound to admit that the exact

constitution of even the simplest models is at present unknown
to us.

4. The Quantum Theory of Band-spectra

To conclude this chapter, we shall turn our attention to the

band-spectra, and collect together shortly what the quantum
theory has been able to assert about them up to the present
time. That they belong to molecules and compounds may
nowadays be regarded as certain. The first attempt to con-

struct a logical quantum theory of band-spectra was under-

taken by K. SQhwarzscliild*1* who clearly recognised the

importance of the rotation of the molecule in the production
of these spectra. His conceptions may be defined as follows :

a system of electrons revolves at a definite quantum distance

around a molecule which itself rotates according to quantum
conditions, the assumption being made for the sake of



simplicity that the motion of the electrons is not influenced

by the motion of the molecule. If JS?U is the quantum energy
of the oleotronH, /*/',. thu quantised rotational energy of the

molecule, then K + E,- /'/' in tho total energy of the system.
If tho three chief moments of inertia of tho molecule Jare

equal to one another, then it follows, just as in
(80), that

whore n denotes tho rotational quantum number. Therefore

E En +
a

mjria
HrrV

' '
( '

If, now, tho HVHtum passus from QUO quantum state having
thu t,botronic energy A'u and the rotational quantum number
n into another quantum Htato having tho electronic energy JE7'

and the rotational quantum numher w', then it follows from

Bohr's frequency formula (92) that tha frequency of the line

radiated is given by

If we keep all tho quantum numburs which ocour her, except-

ing n, constant, and allow n to vary, than we get a series of

linos progressing towards the violet and having the frequencies

v - a 4- & a
(a and 6 are constants) , (116)

This is a formula whioh had already been given empirically

by Dmlandreg, and whioh is approximately true for the lines

of many bands.

Following Sohwarmhild, T, H&wllng&r *18 and W. Lew,
in particular, have further developed and refined the quantum

theory of band-spectra. For example, Lewt has pictured the

molecule as a symmetrical top having two moments of inertia

and a rotational rigidity (moment of momentum) around the

axis of the figure, and henee deals from the outset with a regular

precession of the molecule in place of a rotation. Using
Bohr's frequency formula, and applying the principles of

selection, he obtained the following general formula for the

lines of a band :

v a 4- bn -f c
2

(a, b, o are eonstwati) . (116)
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which is obeyed, according to Heurlinger, in the case of the
so-called

"
cyanogen

"
lines of nitrogen, for example. In

addition to the lines given by (116), Lenz's Theory requires the
occurrence of the sorios given by the formula

+
g)
+ C1^ ' - (H7)

for the case that the molecule really possesses a finite moment

of momentum about its axis of figure. A series which follows

this law does not, however, exist in the cyanogen bands, ac-

cording to Heurlinger. Lenz deduces from this the conclusion

already mentioned, that the nitrogen model does not possess
a rotational rigidity about its axis. By calculating the

Zeeman effects of the band lines, and comparing them with

observation, Lenz was able to confirm this, and to extend it to

the hydrogen molecule.

The infra-red Bjerrum absorption bands of the diatomic and

polyatomic gas compounds, which we had discussed at length
in Chapter V, belong to the general type of band-spectra. If

we are to deduce them from a theory consistently founded on

quanta and not, as we did earlier, half according to the

quantum, half according to the classical theory we must
follow closely the course pursued above, with the difference

that, in place of the energy of the electronic system there will

appear the energy of the atoms,320 with which the rotational

energy of the molecule is combined, as a first approximation,

additively. The logical carrying out of this calculation (in

which Sokr's frequency formula and the principle of corre-

spondence are applied), which was undertaken by Heurlinger 821

and the author,822 gives for the structure of the "fluted" ab-

sorption bands an arrangement of lines which at first sight
does not appear to agree with the beautiful and exact measure-

ments of Iwes.828 The theory gives for the position of the

absorption lines a formula

v = VQ (
n + |) ~T, (n

- 1, 2, 3 . .
.) (118)

and therefore requires that all neighbouring lines be equi-

distant, including the two in the middle (n 0). On the other

hand, Imas* observations show with indubitable clearness that

the interval between the two middle lines is twice as great as



the interval between all neighbouring lines. This apparent
contradiction is explained, as A. KratzerW* recently showed,
in a surprising fashion, if we take into account the intensity
of the absorption lines according to Bohr's Principle of Analogy.
For it then appears that the first absorption line to the right
of the middle i/ -line, namely, the line

h

(which is derived from formula. (118) by setting n = and

using the positive sign for the second term) is of vanishingly
small intensity. This line is generated when the molecule

passes over from an initial rotationless and vibrationless state

into the final state in which the two ions oscillate relatively

to one another with one quantum, and in which, at the same

time, the molecule rotates as a whole with one quantum. The
rotationless and vibrationless state has, however, a vanishingly
small probability ;

the number of transitions from this initial

state per second, and therefore the intensity of the correspond-

ing absorption line, is hence vanishingly small. By the dis-

appearance of the first line to the right of the middle position
VQ ,

the structure of the lines as observed by Imes is actually

reproduced, as one may easily recognise ;
in the formula, the

" middle" of the line structure is displaced from the point v

to the right by the amount Q-TT- ^ne absorption lines group

themselves equidistantly and symmetrically on both sides of

the missing
"
middle," v = v + -S-. ^is s^e f affairs

may be expressed by writing, in formal agreement with (83),

' nh
(n-1,2,3 . .

.)'

where
h

. (119)

From the constant interval between neighbouring lines, namely

, . . . (120)

the moment of inertia of the rotating molecule can be cal-

culated with great accuracy.
8a8



CHAPT.EE IX

The Future

IN
the preceding pages the author has attempted to give

in broad outline the most important features of the
doctrine ol! quanta, its origin, its development, and its

ramifications. If we now survey the whole structure, as

it stands before us, from its foundations to the highest story,
we cannot avoid a feeling of admiration ; admiration for the

few who clear-sightedly recognised the necessity for the new
doctrine and fought against tradition, thus laying the founda-

tions for the astonishing successes which have sprung from
the quantum theory in so short a time.

None the less, no one who studies the quantum theory
will be spared bitter disappointment. For we must admit

that, in spite of a comprehensive formulation of quantum
rules, we have not come one step nearer to understanding
the heart of the matter. That there are discrete mechanical

and electrical systems, characterised by quantum conditions

and marked out from the infinite continuity of
"

classically"

possible states, appears certain. But where does the deeper
cause lie, which brings about this discontinuity in nature?

Will a knowledge of the nature of electricity and of the con-

stitution of the electromagnetic field serve to read the riddle ?

And even if wo do not set ourselves so distant a goal, there

remains an abundance of unanswered questions. The
decision has not yet been made, as to whether, as Planck's

first theory requires, only quantum-allowed states exist (or

are stable), or whether, aocording to Planck's second formula-

tion, the intermediate states are also possible. We are still

completely in the dark about the details of the absorption

and emission process, and do not in the least understand

125
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why the energy quanta ejected explosively as radiation

should form themselves into the trains of waves which we
observe far away from the atom. Is radiation really pro-

pagated in the manner claimed by the classical theory, or

has it also a quantum character ?

Over all these problems there hovers at the present time
a mysterious obscurity. In spite of the enormous empirical
and theoretical material which lies before us, the flame of

thought which shall illumine the obscurity is still wanting.
Let us hope that the day is not far distant when the mighty
labours of our generation will be brought to a successful

conclusion.
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32 In order to determine the constants h and k -which occur in the

radiation formula, we can, instead of using the equation : Xmax . T =
const., compare other relations with the measurement of the total

radiation. For example, we can proceed as follows : At a constant

temperature T we measure the ratio of the intensity of radiation for two
different wave-lengths \

}
and \2 (isothermal method). Now this ratio

is, according to (15)

whore C
lie

V

From this relation, since everything excepting C is known, C, that is,

- may be calculated. Another method is the following : we measure for
h
ti

a fixed wave-length \ the ratio of the intensity of radiation at two
different temperatures Z\ and Tz (isoohromatio method). Then it follows

that

This is a relation from which 0, that is,- can again be calculated.

With the help of these methods, the researches, (or example, of
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C
9851
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MIf -we apply Boltummris relation S = k log W (quoted in note 16),

which connects the entropy S with the probability of state W, to one

gramme-molecule of an ideal gas, then by calculating the probability of

a cerbain state, i.e. a certain distribution of velocities among the

molecules, we arrive at the following value for the entropy of the gas

S kN(% log 17 + log 7) + const.
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Of., for example, If. Planck, Lectures on the Theory of Radiation

(1906), 143.) Here N is the number of molecules in a gramme-

molecule (Avogadro's number), U the energy, F the volume of the gas.

Now, according to the Second Law of Thermodynamics,

dU + pdV-_-
must be a complete differential, where p and T denote pressure and

temperature of the gas. Hence the relation

\3?JU~ ~T

must hold. This gives

*E =
,

i e. ju
= lcNT

-

If we compare this with the equation of state of an ideal gas in thermo-

dynamics, p = ,
we get for the absolute gas constant R the value

from which formula (19) of the text follows.

38 M. Planck, Ann. d. Phys. 4, 564-556 (1901).

36 Compare, for example, the table of the values of Avogadro's number

given in the repoit of J. Perrin at the Solvay Congress in Brussels
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38 Of., for example, W. Gibbs' Elements of Statistical Mechanics,

Chapter V.
*OThe term "mean value "

may be taken as referring to time or to

space. If we select a definite atom, and follow it a long time upon its

zig-zag path, and from the mean of the values which its kinetic energy

assumes in the course of time, we get the "time-mean." If, on the

other hand, we select a large number of identical atoms of the gas at a

particular instant and again form the mean of the values of the kinetic

energies which these atoms possess at the instant in question, we get

the "
space-mean.."

UK as is the elongation of the oscillator (electron) vibrating with the

aa-teral frequency, then a = A sin (2-m<i), where A is the amplitude and
I the tiros ; the mean kinetic energy becomes
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The mean potential energy is :

V= m2m>*aP = m . sin2

Hence, as stated, L = F: i.e. the mean kinetic energy = the mean
potential energy.

J. H. Jeans, Phil. Mag. 10, 91 (1905).
43 JET. A. Lorentz, Proc. Kon. Akad. v. Wefc., Amsterdam 1903, p. GGG.

The theory of electrons (Toubner, Leipzig 1909), Oh. II.
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Abhand

lungen dor Deutsoheu Bunsen-Gosellschaft. Nr. 7. v. A. Euclcen

Halle, W. Knapp 1914 pp. 10 ct seq.
48 By a suitable modification of classical statistics in the sense of the

quantum theory, we can obtain the expression (9) for the mean energy
of an oscillator in the following manner which is worthy of notice.

Let a number N of similar oscillators with the most varied values for

fcho energy be given. We require to find how great is the probability

w, that an oscillator possess a certain energy value 17; or, otherwise

expressed, how many of the N oscillators possess the energy U. In
order to answer this question, we find it best to take first of all the

standpoint of Gibbs' statistical mechanics, that is, of "classical"

statistics. In place of the special case in question, namely, that of the

linear oscillator, let us consider at once quite generally a system of /

degrees of freedom, and characterise it by / generalised co-ordinates

2i2a <^ and by the corresponding impulses or momenta jDjjOj . . . p/:

(Here, the impulse j)i is thus defined: form the kinetic energy of

the system as a function of the generalised velocities g_i
= -^ the

"\j-
.

-
at

*>,. .
)

In particular, the linear oscillator (vibrating electron) will
Oft,:/

be described by a oo-ordinato g, namely, the elongation of the electron,

and the impulse p ~ m -.. In general, therefore, 2/ quaiititios are
Civ

necessary in order to define completely the momentary state of a

system. Hence we can represent this momentary state by a point
(" phase-point") in the 2/-dimensional space in which fa . . . p/ (of the
"
phase-space") are co-ordinates.

We now consider a number N of similar systems of this kind,
which are in thcrmodynamic equilibrium with a very large reservoir
at the temperature T. Then the probability that the co-ordinates
and impulses lie in the small intervals ql

. . . q r + dglf etc., and
Pi ' #1 ' d&vQfa'i that ia, that the "

phase-point
"

of the system lie

in the element da = d&dqy . , . dgj, dp^dp^ , . . dpf of the phase-
space is, according to Gibbs,



Hero E iti the energy of the system, and Tt is the constant defined in

(19). Tho integration in the denominator is to be taken over all

possible values of the 2/ quantities q1
. , . pf, or, as we may say, over

all possible "phases," or over the whole region of the phase-space
concerned.

Among the N systems there are then Nw, whose phase-points lie in

the element dn of the phase-space. This is therefore a " distribution "

of the N systems over the phase-space. This distribution is called

Canonical ; it represents a generalisation of Maxwell's familiar law of

distribution of velocities which may be deduced from it by special-

ising it for the case of the gas-atom, that is, by setting/ =3.
The sum of all probabilities is naturally 1. Indeed, it is at once

clear that

1.

f _

Je

For the mean value of the energy E we get

[

Je

If we apply this equation to the linear oscillator we get

/7 *L

JJUe kT

n
JJe

W

Now,

i.e.

2

2m

If we introduce the auxiliary variables and 77, defined by

[I-
= 7r>/2\/2ln

J i) 1
1 1? ~=r, tuid hence dgoy =
^ N/29JI ""^

we get

U =
I
2 + 7J

2

and, therefore, it suggests itself to us to write

where <^ is a parametric angle. If we interpret f and 17 as Cartesian co-

ordinates of a point in the plane, then *J U and
</>

are the polar co-ordinates
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of this point. The element of surface d^dy is written in polar co-ordinates
as we know, thus

hence

Hence

vdU
(I

IcT
00

( -."
*r

dUd<i> Je &a
o

in agreement with (24). This is the standpoint of classical statistics.

The Quantum statistics of the oscillator may be immediately deduced
from th's, if we elaborate the canonical law of distribution

and integrate with respect

Wv

dqdp

If we here again introduce dydp =

to
(f, wo get

_. if

c rW
a

6
rrdU

as the probability that the energy of the oscillators lies between U and
U+dU.
Now the quantum theory demands that the energy U shall assume only

the discrete values Z7
, Uv D^, . . . 37,,. The transition may best be

effected by laying down the condition : M shall only be able to assume the
values contained in the narrow intervals between ZJ and U + , Uj and
U"i + ,

and generally Un and Un + a. Then dU - a, and the integral in

the denominator changes into a sum. Thus it follows that

T a

J <

10,

thus ia eliminated
;

if we now proceed to the limit a 0, w remains
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unaltered. Hence wn is the canonical distribution function generalised
for quantum conditions, and hence, among N oscillators, Nwn have an
energy of the value Un .

Wo now get for the mean energy
u

>? _Ji
^e A!r

n

Now, according to the first form of the quantum theory,

v (n - 0, 1, 2, 3 ... oo
).

Un = ne

Therefore

If we set . for convenionce, then

Further,

from which we get

dec

U
1 ~

in agreement with (9)

The canonical distribution may ho still further generalised by the intro-

duction of certain "weight factors," which are intended to express the

fact that the individual quantum states of the system considered have,

apriori, different probabilities. This happens, for example, if each quantum
state may be realised in different ways, and if the number of these possi-

bilities of realisation is different for the different quantum states. Then,
the different states will have different "weights," and a "

weight factor"

pn has to be included in the experimental function a ~w RQ that the can-

onical distribution function assumes the form

Pn

Ji
k-f

,

Here depends on the temperature ; pn , on the other hand, does not.
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49 A. Einstein, Ann. d. Phys. 17, 182 (1905) ; 20, 199 (1900) ; Vorhandl.
d. deutsch. physikal. Ges. 11, 482 (1909) ;

Boricht Einstein auf dem
Solvay-Kongress in Brussels 1911

;
of. A, Euclcen, Die Theorie der

Strahlung und aor Quanten ; Abhandl. d. aeubsch. Bunsen-Gesellschaft,
Nr. 7 (Hallo, W. Knapp 1914), pp. 330 et seq. Of. also W. Wien,

Vorlosungen iibor nouore Probleme der theoi'otischen Physik (Teubnev,

Leipzig and Berlin 1918), 4, Vorlesung. II. A. Lorentz, Les thteieB

statistiques on thermodynamiquo (Toubner, Leipzig and Berlin 191 C),

42 et seq.

80 A. Einstein, Ann. d. Phys. 17, 132 (1905).
81 A. Einstein, Phys. Zoibsohr. 10, 185 (1909).

82 This formula may bo deduced as follows : Firstly, from e = E - lii

bho frequently used relation

follows. In ordor now fco calculate fcho two quantities ~& (mean of the

squares of the energy) and (Ef (nquaro of the mean energy), which
are known to aiffor from each other in general, we ao best to take the

standpoint of Gibbs* statistical mechanics (seo note 48). According to

this, the probability that the co-ordinates and impulses lie in the small
intervals 2j . . -, g: + dfa, etc., ^ . . . p l -\- dpv etc, that is, that the
"
pliase-point" lios in the element dq^lq^ . , . dg/d^dp^ . . . dpj-

= dti

at tho "
phaso-spaoo" :

K

Then tho mean at the energy follows in the usual way :

Likewise,

.-, ^ .

Je
kT(ln

r _ B v
jM h

'

l

'dn)
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Therefore,

THE QUANTUM THEORY

TtT*
dT'

We also arrive at the same formula, if instead of the classical
canonical distribution function, we start from the quantum distribution
function

The mean energy of radiation of frequency v in the volume v is

vu vdv, where the monochromatic density of radiation is

it Planck's Law is taken as the basis. (Of., for example, M. Planch,
Lectures on the Theory of Radiation, Engl. Transl.)
According to formula (28) deduced in the previous note, it therefore

follows that

If we eliminate T on the right-hand side by substituting for ekT its

value 1 + ^^!, it follows that

= uvvdv . hv +

i.e.

The second term on the right is required by the Undulatory Theory
for at each point of the volume v the most varied trains of waves of
radiation cross one another's paths with every possible amplitude and
phase The interference of all these waves thus generates at the pointconsidered an intensity, which varies continually, and hence the energyof the volume v also varies. If We calculate the mean of the squareof the energy, i.e.

, we find precisely the second term of the above
formula. (Of. , for example, ff. A . Lorentz, Les, theories statistics en
thermodynamique (Teubner,. Leipzig and Berlin), 1916, pp. 114 et sea.)

the7rv lT 18^^ Wre
.

r
' eXplained bythe classioal "Adulatory

suSe S^fit f f
nd> Ifc b6COmea endowed wifch meaniQg w

suppose that the radiant energy consists of a certain whole number
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n) ol finite energy_complexes of the value hi>. For then E = n'hv
and therefore E n hv, where n is the mean about which the number
n varies. If S = n -_n be the variation of the number

, then it

follows that e = E - E -
Shv,_

where 2 = 52 hW. But, according to
a woll-known law of statistics, S^= n._ (Of.,_for example, H. A. Lorentz,
loc. citn 26 and 27.) Hence <=

2 = nfeV =~E hv. This is exactly the
first term in the above formula.

54.4. Einstein, Ann. d. Phys. 17, 144 (1905).
58 J. J. Thomson, Conduction of Electricity through Gases.
56.4. Einstein, Ann. d. Phys. 17, 147 (1905).
87 Of. B. Pohl and P. Pringsheim, Die lichtelektrisohen Erschein-

ungen. Saramlung Vieweg Heft 1 (Braunschweig 1914).

584.. Einstein, Ann. d. Phys. 17, 145 (1905).

59 E. A. Millikan, Phys. Zeitschr. 17, 217 (1916).

60 According to Pohl and Pringsheim, we have to distinguish between
the normal and the selective photo-effect : in the case of the normal
effect the number of electrons torn off (per calorie of the light-energy

absorbed) is independent of the orientatitin of the electrical vector of the

light-wave, and increases, starting from an upper limit of the wave-

length, in general uniformly as the wave-length decreases. In the case

of tihe.selective effect, on the other hand, which only appears when the

electrical vector of the light-wave possesses a component vertical to the

metallic surface, the number of electrons torn off (per calorie of light-

energy absorbed) shows a decided maximum at a definite wave-length.
01 Oh. Barkla, Phil. Mag. 7, 543, 812 ; 15, 218. Jahrb. d. Badioak-

tivitafc u. Elektronik, 5, p. 239, 1908. Ch. Barkla and Sadler, Phil. Mag.

17, 789. Ch. Barkla, Jahrb. d. Badioaktivitat u. Elektronik, 1910, p.

12. If. de Broglie, 0. B. 25 May and 15 June 1914, p. 1785. Ch. BarTda,

Phil. Mag. 16, 550.-E. Wagner. Ann. d. Phys. 46, 868 (1915); Sit-

zungsber. d. bayer. Akad. 1916, p. 33.

62 D. L. Webster, Proc. Americ. Acad. 2, 90 (1916) ; Physic. Beview, 7,

587 (1916).
63 E. Wagner, Ann. d. Phys. 46, 868 (1915).

64 Of., for example, E. Wagner, Phys. Zeitschr. 18, 443 (1917). The

value that Wagner calculates for h is : h = 6-62 . 10-27.

68 W. Duane and F. L. Hunt, Phyaic. Beview, 6, 166 (1915).

664.. W. Hull and M. Rice, Proc. Americ. Acad. 2, 265 (1916).

67 E. Wagner, Phys. Zeitschr. 18, 440 et seq. (1917) ;
Ann. d. Phys. 57,

401 (1918).
es.F. Dessauer and E. Back, Ber. d. deutsch. physikal. Ges. 21, 168

(1919).
69,7. Franck and 6f. Hertz, Verhandl. d. deutsch. physikal. Ges. 16

512 (1914).
70 The critical potential measured by FrancJc and Herts amounted to

7 4-9 volts = electrostatic units, and therefore the critical energy
800

o! the electron is

4^. M -io.^
eV~

300



\ = 25364 = 2-536. 10 -5.

Hence we must get

a fr -h
c o i,

eV^ 4'77d. 10 -10. 4-9. 2-536. 10 -5eV= fc-, i.e. fc - = 3W^W5
= 6-59.10-27

and this is in good agreement with the results of other measurements.
71 Cf., for example, J". Stark, Prinzipien der Atomdynamlk II. (S.

Hirzel, Leipzig 1911), Chs. IV and V.

72 J. Stark, Ber. d. deutsch. phys. Ges. 10, 713 (1908) ; Phys. Zeitschr.

8, 913 (1907) ; 9, 767 (1908).

Canal-rays are positively charged particles of matter, which move in a

vacuum tube in the direction : anode to cathode
;
the latter is pierced

with holes through which the canal-rays pass into the space behind the

cathode. If we generate such canal-rays in a vacuum tuhe filled with

hydrogen, we find that the series lines of hydrogen are emitted. Now,
if we observe this emission spectroscopically "from the front," that is, so

that the canal-rays are moving towards the observer, we see, firstly, at

its usual place in the spectrum, the sharp series line (line of rest,
" in-

tensity of rest ") ; secondly, we see displaced towards the violet, a

broadened strip (line of motion, "intensity of motion" or "dynamic
intensity"). These lines represent the series line emitted by the

moving canal-ray particles, which is displaced towards the region of

higher frequencies on account of the Doppler effect. Since the canal-rays
do not possess a single uniform velocity, and since particles with all

possible velocities occur, the displaced strip is not sharp, but softened

and broadened. The "intensity at rest
"

is therefore emitted when the

quickly moving canal particles strike "
resting

"
molecules, i.e. gas-

molecules which are moving comparatively slowly and irregularly, and
excite these to emit the series lines. The "

intensity of motion," on the

other hand, is excited by the unidirectionalty moving canal particles

themselves, when they hit gas-molecules.

Now, it is very remarkable that the interval between the intensity of

rest and that of motion is not filled in, bub that the emission of the in-

tensity of motion becomes observable only above a certain velocity.
Stark interpreted this fact in terms of the light-quantum hypothesis
thus : If fynv

2 is the kinetic energy of a canal-ray particle, and if the

fraction awu*(a> 1) is transformed into a light-quantum hv upon
collision with a gas-molecule, then we must have hv < ?wu2

-,
that is, the

2
spectral line of frequency / can be generated only by canal-rays, the

velocity of which >A/?5~ \ am
The proportionality between the critical velocity and xjv has been

fairly well borne out.

It should be remarked here that J. Stark has lately abandoned the
theory of light-quanta. (Of. J. Stark, Verh. d. deutsch. physik. Ges. 16,
304 (1904) ; 18, 42 (1916).)
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73 J. Stark, Phys. Zeitaohr. 9, 86, 356 (1908). J. Stark and W.
Shaking, Phys. Zeitschr. 9, 481 (1908). J. Stark, Phys. Zeifcschr. 9,

389 (1908).

In those papers J. Stark defends the view that the band-spoctra arc

ainittod when a "valency electron" belonging to the atom or molecule

is pushed out of its normal position and then returns again to its initial

position, counterbalancing the work done in displacement. If tho

energy of deformation (valency energy) E is changed into a light-

quantum, then wo must have hv E, i.o. v
h

All linoa of tho

band must therefore lio below the edge v
K
V It tho valency energy

JS IB changed by chemical processes, tho baud-spectrum must bo dia-

plaoed accordingly,
74.4 Einstein, Ann. d. Phys. 17, 148 (1905).
78,7'. Stark, Phys. Zoitsohr. 9, 889 (1908) ;

Ann. d. Phys. 38, 407 (1012).

Tho fundamental law of photochemical decomposition enunciated by
tftark and Mnstein states : It a molecule dissociates at all owing to the

absorption of radiation of frequency v, then it will absorb an amount of

energy hv when it dissociates, This energy, therefore, represents tho

hoat of reaction, which will bo sot free upon recombination of the

produotn of decomposition.
Thin law was later deduced by A, Einstein for the range of validity of

TPian'a Law of Radiation without tho assistance of tho light-quantum

hypothesis, by purely thermodynamical mothndu. (Of, Ann. d. Phya.
37, 882 (1012), and 38, 881 (1912),)

70 JS. Wcerbwg, Ber. d. Berl. Akad. d. Wias. 1911, p. 746; 1918, p.

644; 1914, p. 872; 1915, p. 280; 1910, p. 814; 1918, pp. 800, 1228. Cf.

also "NaturwlBHenaohaften," 6, 489 (1917).
77,21. A. Lwznia, Phys. Zotteohr. 11, 1250 (1910).

78 M. Planok, Ber. cl. doutsoh. physikal. Qos. 13, 188 (1011); Ann. d.

Phys. 37, 612 (1912).
79 On account of the continuous (classical) absorption, all energy values

of the oscillator in an elementary region, say between nt and (n + l)c,

are equally probable. Tho moan energy in. the nth elementary region

is, therefore,

n + (n+l)t . ..

/n as _,_-,-_-. as
(fj, 4. ^) (

Prom the canonical law of distribution extended in the sense of the

quantum theory, it then follows that

Kf

kT
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(of. note 48). If we further set e = hv it follows that

hv hi>

hv

In place of relation (7) of the text we get here

TT "Y77
h

K-'^V "2

and this leads to PZanc&'s Law of Eadiation.

80 M. Planck, Sitzungsber. d. Kgl. Preuss. Akad. d. Wiss. 3 April,

1913, p. 350; ibid., 30 July 1914, p. 918; ibid., 8 July 1915, p. 512.

81 A. Einstein and 0. Stern, Ann. d. Phys. 40, 551 (1913).

82 W. Nernst, Verhandl. d. dentsch. physikal. Ges. 18, 83 (1916 .

83 F. Richwrz, Wiedem. Ann. 52, 410 (1894).
84 Report by P. Langevin at the Solvay Congress in Brussels, 1911.

Of. A. Eucken, Die Theorie der Strahlung und der Quanten. Abhandl. d.

deutsch. Bunsen-Ges., Nr. 7 (W. Knapp, Halle 1914), pp. 318 ei seq.

85^. Einstein and W. J. de Haas, Verhandl. d. deutsoh. physikal. Ges.

17, 152, 203, 420 (1915). A. Einstein ibid., 18, 173 1916). W. J. de

Haas, ibid., 18, 423 (1916).
88.27. Beck, Ann. d. Phys. 60, 109 (1919).
87 Report by Planck at the Solvay Congress in Brussels, 1911. See

A. Eticken, Die Theorie der Strahlung und der Quanten. Abhandl. d.

deutsoh. Bunsen-Ges., Nr. 7 (W. Knapp, Halle 1914), p. 77.

88 If 2 is the elongation of a linearly vibrating electron of mass m (os-

cillator) and v its period of oscillation, then the energy of this configur-
ation is

The first term represents the kinetic and the second the potential energy.

Now the impulse (the momentum) is p = m-j^. Therefore, we may write
d/t

= 1-
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The curves / const., that m, those curves in the phase-plane, which
correspond to the states of constant energy of the oscillator, are therefore
ellipses with the semi-axes

and b =

For a cMnito value of U wo gob a completely definite ellipse The
phaHo.pomt of the oscillators would continually revolve in this ellipse

if tho electron, without omitting or absorbing, wore to execute pure har-
monic oscillations : for then its energy would remain permanently constant
If wo allow U to vary continuously, i.e. if wo give it other and again
other values m continuous succession, we get an unlimited manifold of
concentric ellipses.

The quantum theory, as formulated in (80) in the text, selects from this
infinite manifold a discrete set of ellipses, and distinguishes them as the
"quantised" ellipses which correspond to the "characteristic states "of
tho oscillator. To those belong the "quantum energy-values" U , Ult

Now tho nth ellipse encloses an area nh. The area of tho wth ellipse
in, however,

Un
ira,t . b,t

sr

heiioe we iniiHt have

nh i.e. Un = rihv

tliat is, in the nth quantum atate lite oscillator possesses an amount of

v-nwgy nt nh.
WA. Somnurfeld, Phya. Zoitaohr. 12, 1037 (1911). Report by A.

tiainmerfdd at the Solvay (Jongross in Brussels, 1911. Of. A. Rucken,
Die Thearia dor Stmhlung and dor Quanteu. Abhandl. d. deutsch.

BiHiaou-aoB., Nr. 7 (W. Knapp, Hallo 1914), p. 252.
90 Itoport by tioHimerfeld at the Solvay Oougresa, 1911.
01 A. Sommtrfdd and I\ Debyo, Ann. d. Phys. 41, 878 (1918).
92 Of., for example, tho recent smiamary by JB. SohrOdinger, Der

Kuorgioinhalt dcr JfoHtktirpor inn Llohto dor nouoron Forschuugi Phyw.
Zelteohr. 20, '120, 450, 474 (1919). A complete set of references accom-

paniofl this aooomit.

8 Qua grammo-atom of a HubHtanco, tho atomic weight of which is a,
i defined aa tlia quantity a grammas of tho substance. For example,
one gramrao-atom of csoppor is equal to 08-57 grammes of copper, since

6H-67 is the atomic weight of oopper. Exactly analogous is the

doflnitiou of the gramme-molecule (alao called "
mol"). One gramme-

moloculo of oxygen is B2 grammes of oxygon, for the molecular weight
of oxygen (diatomic) in 82.

If o la the Hpeoiflo heat of a substance of atomic weight a, it signifies

that OH gramme of the Bubstanoe requires an amount of heat c to raise

its temperature by 1" 0. Henoe we must communicate to a gramme-atom
10
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ft':.

of the substance, i.e. to a grammes of it, an amount of heat C = ca in

order to raise its temperature by 1 0. is then called the atomic heat.

94 The equality of the mean potential and the mean kinetic' energies is

true here as in the case of the linear Planck oscillator (vibrating electron),

cf. note 41. This equality is, in general, always present when the forces

which act upon the atoms and restore them to their positions of rest

(zero positions) are linear functions of the relative displacements of the

atoms, that is, when the force is "quasi-elastic," tliat is, proportional
to the displacement from the zero position. Of. in this connexion

L. Boltzmann, Wiener Ber. 63 (11), 731 (1871), and F. Bicharz, Wied,

Ann. 67, 702 (1899).

WDulong and Petit, Ann. de chim. et de phys. 10, 395 (1819).
96 The quantity usually obtained by measurement is not the atomic

heat at constant volume Cv, but the atomic heat at constant pressure Cp.

For this we get values which in general fluctuate about the value 6'4

cal./deg. The calculation of C,, from Cp is based on the thermo-

dynamically deduced formula

-?VT

where o is the cubical coefficient of thermal expansion, K the (isothermal)

cubical compressibility, and F the atomic volume = ato:tnic
^gJL*.

density
97 E.g. we find

for silver at

aluminium 58
C

copper
lead

iodine

zinc

17

17C

25 C

17 C

0.

0.

C.

C.

C.

C.

Cp = 5-82

Cp = 6-33

Cp = 6-64

O, = 6-03

98^. H. Weber, Poggend. Ann. 147, 311 (1872) ; 154, 367, 553 (1875).
99 As a possible way out, the "

agglomeration hypothesis," supported by
F. Eicharss [Marburger Ber. 1904, p. 1], C. Benedicks [Ann. d. Phys. 42,
133 (1913)] and others, has been put forward. According to this, as the

temperature falls the number of degrees of freedom of the system
diminishes by

"
freezing-in," as it were, in that certain linkages become

completely rigid. According to this, however, the compressibility should
decrease greatly as the temperature falls, which, according to E. Gril-
neisen's measurements is not the case [Verh. d. deutsch. phys. G-es. 13,
491 (1911)]. Compare also in this connexion the report of E. ScTvrQ-

dinger quoted in note 92.

1004. Einstein, Ann. d. Phys. 22, 180, 800 (1907).
101 Of. A. Einstein, Ann. d. Phys. 35, 683 ff. (1911), also the report by

Einstein at the Solvay Congress in Brussels, 1911 ; see A. Eucken, Die
TheoriederStrahlungundder Quanten. Abhandl. d. deutsch. Bunsen-Ges.,
Nr. 7 (W. Knapp, Halle 1914), pp. 330 et seq.

1024. Einstein, Ann. d. Phys. 34, 170, 590 (1911) ; 35, 679 (1911).
103 The nature of the dependence of the frequency v on the three
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quantities A, p, K may, according to Einstein (loc. cit.), be obtained by a

simple dimensional calculation. If we assume that v depends only on the

mass in of the atoms, their distance apart d, and the compressibility K of

the body, then an equation of the following form must hold

V = C . TO* . & . K?.

C is here a numerical constant ; x, y and z are numbers which remain to

be determined.

The dimensions of the frequency [>] are [t
-
1] ;

the dimensions of m and
d are [TO] and [i], and the dimensions of the compressibility K follow from

its definition :

_ increase in volume_
increase in pressure x original volume

K has therefore the dimensions

[-

1 "I rsurfaoel ^
LpressureJ L force J L

We thus get the following dimensional equation

Hence

as - =
; y -f * = ;

2e = - 1

from which we get

a = -
i; 2/=+4; = - $

We have therefore,

v = Cm-i $/-*.

Let N be Avogadro's number, i.e. the number of atoms in the gramme-
atom. Then the atomic weight of the body is numerically equal to the

mass of the gramme-atom, i.e.

A = mN.

If we imagine the atoms arranged upon a cubical space-lattice with

sides d, then the density must satisfy the equation

TO
p= d*

from this it follows that

d = m^ p~^
and hence

m
from which, it follows that
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Evnstein determines the factor C by assuming simply that only the

twenty-six neighbouring atoms act upon the displaced atom.
104 F. A. Lindemann, Phys. Zeitschr. 11, 609 (1910). Lindemanrfs

formula may be shortly deduced thus : Let r = a sin (2irj/i) be the elonga-

tion of an atom which is vibrating with the amplitude a and the frequency
v. The mean energy of this atom is

a = f()'
J

+ f (2HV = f - (SMa = !feVma.

At the melting-point, according to Lindemann's conception, a is of the

same order as d (distance apart of atoms). On the other hand, the mean

energy of the atoms at high temperatures = 3&21

, or, at the melting-point

3/cTg. (The melting-point, as a rule, is high.) From this it follows that

const.

But we have (see note 103)

A

Hence

v = const. - const. Ta
-

. A~% .

108 JB. Gruneisen, Ann. d. Phys. 39, 291 et seq. (1912).
106 E. Madelung, Nachr. d. kgl. Ges. d. Wiss. zu Gottingen, mathern.-

physikal. Klasse 1909, p. 100, and 1910, p. 1.

107 W. Sutherland, Phil. Mag. (6), 20, G57 (1910).
108 If n and K are the coefficients of refraction and extinction, of a

substance respectively, then, according to Maxwell's Theory, its reflect-

ing power is

B,= (
n ~ 1

)

2 + K2

(n + I)
2 + K2

'

If we require the point of maximum reflection, we have to form the

equation Q~ = 0, which gives after reduction the following relation :

From this we see that the position of maximum reflection does not

coincide exactly with the position of maximum absorption (
= V

\0tt /
but that it lies the nearer to it, the less the coefficient of refraction

varies with the frequency. On the other hand, the point of maximum
absorption lies, according to the dispersion theory, in the immediate
neighbourhood of the natural frequency vv.

109 S. Rubens and E. F. Nichols, Wiedem. Ann. 60, 418 (1897). Also
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H. Rubens and If. Hollnagel, Bar. d. kgl. preuss. Akad. d. Wiss. 1910,

p. 45; H. Hollnagel, Dissert. Berlin 1910; H. Rubens, Ber. d. kgl.

preuss. Akad. d. Wiss. 1918, p. 518
;
H. Rubens and H. v, Wartenberg,

ibid., 1914, p. 169.

As an example wo give here the following small table in -which \
denotes the wavo-longbh of the "

residual
"

rays, as given by the above

investigators.

no Of., however, note 108.

Ill W, N&rn&t and .F. 4, Lindewann, Sitssungsbor. d. kgl. preuss.

Akad. d. Wiss. 1911, p. 494 ;
W. Nernst, Ann. d. Phys. 36, 426 (1911).

113 Tho following short table gives the values for v which are calculated

from JDinstem's formula (85), Lindemnnn's formula (86), from the

"residual rays" (see note 109), and from the observed atomic heat

according to an empirical formula (40) proposed by Nernst and

Lindemann. For more detailed data with, in part, corrected numerical

factors BOO C. E. Blow, Ann. d. Phys. 42, 1397 (1918).

118 W. N&rnst, F. Koreft
F. A- Lindemann, Unterauchungen iiber die

anosdflaohe Warmo boi tiefon Tomporaturen. I. u. II. Sitzungsber. d.

kgl. preuss. Akad. d. Wins. 1910, 8 March. IP. Nernst, idem III., ibid.,

UU1, 9 March. F. A. LwUmann, idom IV., ibid., 1911, 9 March. W.

N&rnst and F. A. Lindemann, idem V., ibid., 1911, 27 April. W. Nernst

and V. A. liwdflwwwm, idem VI., ibid., 1912, 12 Dec.-VF. Nernst, idem

VII ibid., 1912, 12 Deo. W. N&rnst and F. Sohwers, idem Yin., loo.

oii.,'1914. W. Nftrnit, Der Enorgieinhalt fester Btofle. Ann. d. Phys.

ill W. Nrnt t
Die theoretisohen und exporimentellen Grundlagen des

neuen Warmeflatssefl. (W. Knapp, Halle 1918.)

18 The First Law states : If d'Q is the heat supplied to a system, d A
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the work done on the system from outside, then the increase of energy
U of the system is given by

dU = d'Q + d'A.

The Second Law states : if d'Q is supplied reversibly at the temperature

T, then
<

-^ is the complete differential of the entropy S, hence

Let us follow Helmholiss and introduce the " free energy" F defined by

F=U- T-8.
Then it follows that

dF = dU - T.dS - S . dT = d'Q + d'A - T.dS- S.dT

i.e. dP = d'A - S . dT

for every reversible process.

If the process is isothermal (dT = 0) then it follows that dF = d'A

or, for a finite change of state, Ft
- F

1
- A. If we set A' = - A, so

that A' is the work gained, we get

2?\
- Ft

= A'.

That is, the work gained in the isothermal reversible process which is,

as may be shown, the maximum obtainable is equal to the decrease of

free energy.

Further, it follows, since at constant volume V the work d'A = 0,

that

(U),--
8 r

Therefore, formulating these expressions for two states, we get

or, finally, if we write for short I7a
- U2

= U'

A' - U' - T(^A '\A u ~ T
(w)v

an equation much used in physical chemistry.

Since, now, according to Nernsfs heat theorem,

(A'
-

U') vanishes for T = 0, being above the first order.

Hence

and hence also

.

r=o ?>

9)77
or lira %& - lira
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This i equation (99) of the text.

Fr m
1?

= ~
St ifc foll WS fu*fcnQr that gi-^i

~
J'a) = S2

- S or

151

and hotico Nernst's Theorem may bo formulated thus

Mm
( o

that IB, in Me neighbourhood of the absolute zero all processes
without change of entropy.

118 Cf .
, for example, M. Planck, Lectures on Thermodynamics Planck

goos further than Nernst inasmuch as he postulates that not only the
difference of tho entropies S,

- S
t

is zero at absolute zero (see previous
note) but also that bho individual values themselves become zero. Hence
according to Planck, afc tho absolute zero of temperature the entropy of
every chemically homogeneous body is ecpial to aero. From this the con-
clusion given in the text,

may be deduced immediately.
in Iho last nofco)

It follows from the relation (occurring

U = - TS

and from Planclc's version of Nernst's Theorem, that F - U vanishes for
T 0, boing of higher order than the first.

Honuo

or, finally,

. 0.

liv
117 For low temperatures, that is, for high values of x ~ JBwstein's

KfJ. 9

formula (84) takes tho following form : Go = SBsc'e"*. The falling-off at

low toiaporaturos therefore follows an exponential law ; more exactly,

varfos as

10
const

--jr-.

118 W. Nernst and P. A. Lindemann, Sitzungsber. d. kgl. preuss. Akad.

d, Wise. 1911, p. 4M 5 Zoiteehr. f. Blektroohemie, 17, 817 (1911).

1194. JBiiutoin, Ant), d. IJhys. 35, 679 (1911).

120 For if wo regard the atoms as mass-points, then each atom has three

degrees of freedom ;
the whole body has therefore 8tf degrees of freedom.

Aa Is proved in mechanics, however (of. R. H. Weber and R. Qans,



121 P. Delye, Ann. d. Plays. 39, 789 (1912).

122 M. Born and Th. v. Kdrmdn, Phys. Zeitschr. 13, 297 (1912) ; 14,

15, 65 (1913). Of. also M. Born, Ann. d. Phys. 44, 605 (1914) ; M. Born,

Dynamik der Kristallgitter (Teubner, Leipzig and Berlin 1915).

123 Of., for example, JR. Ortvay, tJber die Abzahlung der Eigenschwiii-

gungen fester Korper. Ann. d. Phys. 42, 745 (1913).

Ortvay considers the natural frequencies of an elastic cube, each side

of which has the length L. There are found to be three groups of natural

frequencies. The first two groups are the transversal frequencies, the

third group is the group of the longitudinal frequencies. That the trans-

versal frequencies form two groups (moreover identical) is easily seen*

For in the case of a transversal vibration, which is propagated in, say, the

direction of the ce-axis, iwo equal alternatives are probable, namely, that

the particles vibrate parallel to the y- or to the s-axis. In the case of the

longitudinal oscillations, however, there is naturally only one group ; for

in the case of propagation along the cc-axis there is only one possibility,

namely, that the particles vibrate parallel to the cc-axis. The frequencies

of the first two groups are characterised by the values

v = v = c

2L

the third group by

2L

Here c
t
and

Cj
are the velocities of propagation of transversal and longitu-

dinal waves in the body, whereas a, b, c are arbitrary positive whole

numbers. If therefore we give a, b, c all possible values in all possible com-

binations, we get all the possible transversal and longitudinal natural fre-

quencies, which together form the elastic spectrum of the cube. If now
we inquire how many transversal natural frequencies of the first group
fall below v, this means nothing else than inquiring how many trios of

values (a, b, c) fulfil the condition

Ja2 + b3 + c2<~
c
t

Imagine a, b, c as co-ordinates of a point in space. Then all possible trios

(a, b, c) of values are represented by the total "lattice-points" of the

positive space octant, and the above question is answered by counting how

many lattice-points are at a distance less than ^"from the origin (0, 0, 0).
t
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AJl these lattice-points lie within the positive octant of the sphere whose

radius is -~ . Since now otie lattice-point is assigned to every volume of
c
t

magnitude 1 namely, every olomontary oubo tho required number of

lattice-points, provided thai it is sufficiently largo, is equal to the volunio

of the positive spherical octant of radius --", i.e. is equal to
C

L

8* 3\

2Lv\

"ct. ) 8 c?

If V I/1 in the volunio of tho given cubical body, then tho number
of tho transverse natural frequencies below v belonging to the first

group is

7 SB
^

1
V v

l
^t

The number belonging to tho second group is the aaiiie, that, is

4.7T T*1 V
9
. ,--. ~.

Finally, the number of the longitudinal frequencies corresponding to

these is

We thus get for the total of all natural frequencies bolow

Z a Z, + ^a + Z 15 7( a + ..
:
, U8.

Tho total of natural frequencies in tho interval v , . . v -I- V follows by
differentiation with respect to v

and this is just formula (4B) of tho text,

134 In formula (48) for Z(v)dv lot us replace, according to formula (4.A)

of the text, tho factor

f'u

i)R
JcT.

ekf



If we now set
hv and

* =
, we get

/Cx

8* - I)
2

128 A table showing how the Debye function Cv depends on Xrn is given

by Nernst (Die theoretischen und experimentellen Grundlagen des neuen

Warmesatzes. W. Knapp, Halle 1918, p. 201). In it the simple

Einstein function [formula (34) of the text] is also tabulated.

126 If T is great, then xm is small compared with 1
;
then we may

replace in the integral of (45) ex by 1 in the numerator, and ex - 1 by x

in the denominator. It then follows that

G = -= 3E.

127 If Tis small, then xm is large, and we may replace the upper
limit of the integral as a first approximation by oo . The integral will

thus become a numerical constant independent of xm , and it follows that

. const. =
95! const. v'L = const. T3

.

128 From the theory of elasticity it follows that

GI
,
^W^) and c^^SLEM

where K is the compressibility, p the density, and <r the ratio

transverse contraction

longitudinal dilatation'

A
If we insert these values in (44) and note further that V -

, formula
P

(46) of the text follows.
129 As the number of frequencies below v is proportional to p' t

we get,

for example, the following picture : if we divide the interval from to

vm into 10 parts, and if only one natural frequency lies in the first

division, then in the following divisions there will be 7, 19, 37, 61, 91,

127, 169, 217, 271 natural frequencies ; i.e. the natural frequencies crowd

continually closer together.
P. Debye, Arm. d. Phys. 39, 789 (1912) ;

W. Nernst and W. A.

Lmdemaam, Sitzungsbei. d. Berl. Akad. d. "Wiss. 1912, p. 1160.

ltt.4. Eiicken and F. Schwers, Verhandl. d. deutsch. physikal. Ges.

15, 578 (1918) ; W. Nernst and F. Schwers, Sitzungsber. d. Berl. Akad. d.

Wiss. 1914, p. 35S ; P. GrrVmih&r, Ann. d. Phya. 51, 828 (1916) ; W. H.
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Keesotn and Kamerlingh-Onwn, Amsterdam Proo. 17, 894 (1915). Of.

also the graphic tables by E. Schrttdinger, Phys. Zeitsohr. 20, 498 (1919).
182 If wo introduce into equation (44) of the text,

'1

8 Vcf

a " moan acoustic velocity
"

c, by the obvious definition812
S"e?

+
^

then for tho ordor of magnitude of tho smallest wave-length \m in< there

follows

c

"w

If now tho atoms in tho cubical space-lattice, for example, are arranged
so as to be a distance a apart, then Na* = F, and hence

8
183 For references see note 122.

184 Of. Born, Dynamik dor Kristallgittor, 19.

188 Ji\ Haber, Vorh. d. doutsoh. phys. GOB. 13, 1117 (1911).
For if tho atomic residua (mass m) and tho electron (mass /.) aro held

to their aoro positions by forces of the samo ordor of magnitude, and if

they vibrato independently of one another (a simplifying supposition) tho

equation of vibration of tho atom is mx + a?x 0, the solution of which is

a
03 m Asinl j- H. Tho infra-rod frequency of the atom is, therefore,

jvsr~ T.-,and correspondingly, tho ultra-violet frequency of tho electron
jSirvWt

is /-- , ;. Houoo Habeas Law follows: vr : vv N//U, : s/w. Tho

general Bpaoo-lattico theory of M. Born confirms this law and shows that

in tho lattice1

, too, atomic residues and electrons appear upon an equal

footing, and are acted upon by forces of the same order of magnitude.
186 Of. M, Born and Tim. v, Kdrm&n, Phys. Zoitschr. 13, 297 (1912).
We may treat this problem, which is of course one-dimensional, most

simply thus : If wo imagine an endless chain of points o equal mass m
disposed along the x-axis at a distance apart a, and if wo suppose for

simplicity that oaoh mass-point only aote upon its two neighbours, then

tho equation of motion of the nth point is
\



This represents a process which is periodic in space and time, that is v a

wave "which is propagated along the chain in the direction of increasing

x. The frequency of this wave is v, its length is A. Then, if after p

points the same displacement is to recur, pa must = A, and hence it

actually follows that

> . F_ , , ,
2iro~l

XH+P = A sin Zirvt - (n + p)

= A sin [2r - n?^\ = as.

V * /

In order to find the relation between j> and \ (that is, the " law of dis-

persion"), let us insert the above formula in the equation of motion.

Then it follows that

sin Iwi - (n + 1)-^ + sin 2

. l~ 27rflf] I, 2ira\
sin 2iri/i - n . (1 - cos -

1.

That is,

(2irv)"m = 4a sin 2
1 YUJ

= -sd- sin
( )= vm sin

( ),
if we set -A/ = vm .

jrVw \A/ V^-y TTiWt

137 Of. J5orn, Dynamik der Kristallgitter, p. 51.

From the special case treated in the previous note, we also recognise

the truth of law (49) ; for if A. is much greater than a, the dispersion law

takes the form v = vjr , where q vmva, represents the velocity of
A A

propagation of the wave, and this is independent of the wave-length.""
The statement that a given direction lies in the element of solid

"Wl is intended to convey the following sense : about an arbitrary

describe a " unit sphere," i.e. a sphere of radius 1. Now let a oone

ely small angle be constructed of rays passing through O, the point
1

lying at O. Let this cone cut out of the surface of the unit

*U element of surface dfi. Now let the parallel ray to the

on" be drawn through O (here, for example, the wave-"
's ray lies in the cone just constructed, then we say that
"" " lies in the elementary solid angle cttl.

r heat of a certain finite body is that amount of heat
ted to the whole body in order that its temperature
"If is the mass of the body, and c its specific heat,

tia

r = cM.
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the mean energy content E of the wliole body, r follows by
differentiation with, respect to the temperature

p dE_
AT'

HO This somewhat complicated calculation runs as follows : we start

from the formula

3 47r
, (hvi

2<J J -V

i=l Xmlu
- 1

and first replace A. by ^. Thus we get

and the integral with respect to \ is transformed into one with respect to

vi. The limits of this integral are

and

If we further set

we get

H = ff'W
[corresponding to A. = A,,,(n)]

vi = (corresponding to A = 02
).

= x and
kT

3 47T

In place of the quantities gi(n) and \m(n) which still depend essenti-

ally on the direction, let certain mean vahtes be introduced. Firstly, let

us set
47T

.
(t 1, 2, 8 . .

.).

In this way three mean acoustic velocities glt g2 , 2S , independent of the

direction, are defined. We further introduce in place of \m(n) a mean

value independent of the direction, in the following manner. In deduc-

ing formula (55) we saw that

*7T 00

7H.
'd\

N.



injij v^u-au^ JL UIVA jLJuxyvy.!.*.!.

If we carry out the integration with respect to \, we get

4ir

0--
"'

i.e.

^
a _?^
7r\~ v

Now, in a way analogous to that used for the acoustic velocities g, we

set

n BN

Hence

\m =

Into (M()=r^Tl we introduce in place of #(n) and \(n) the mean
*

/CJ[\}n\^ , /XT
values 2i and A*, which are independent of direction ; ^thereby <w(n) also

becomes independent of direction, and is transformed into

It follows that

3 9*

fel

Ml At the lowest temperatures

i=l
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Nowjihe value of the integrals = rfcir
4

. If we further set R = Nk, and
for x^ the value (59), we get

3

2ir
1

If we introduce in place of the three acoustic velocities qlt g<>, gs a mean
acoustic velocity g by means of the definition

3 3

3

fc=a o

it follows that

1 -^ 1 C dfl.
=;7 =::: / T~ f

-
s> \ (see note 140)

oi
3 *4kTrJqi*(n)

v '

V _
Finally for - we oan wiite V^ (mean atomic volume) and thus get the

formula

_ _
8

142 H. Thirring, Phys. Zeitschr. 14, 867 (1913) ; 15, 127, 180 (1914).
143 M. Born and Th. v. Kdrmdn, Phys. Zeitschr. 14, 15 (1913).
144 Of. note 132.

148 Of. note 128.

146.4. Hucken, Verhandl. d. deutsch. physikal. Ges. 15, 571 (1913). Of.

also A. Euck&n, Die Theorie der Strahlung und der Quanten (W. Knapp,
Halle 1914), pp. 386 et seg.., Appendix.

147 Of. 'A. Eucken, Die Theorie der Strahlung und der Quanten (W.
Knapp, Halle 1914), p. 387. _

148 To calculate the mean acoustic velocity g-,
the relation given in note

141 is used

3 ^7T

i=l

We have therefore to obtain from the "
dispersion equation

" of the

crystal in question (for long waves) the values of the three acoustic

velocities 21(w), $2(11), Zs(n)
as functions of the wave-direction ; q is then

obtained from the above formula by integration over all directions and

finally summation.
149 L. Hopf and G. LecJvner, Verhandl. d. deutsch. physikal. Gea. 16,

643 (1914).
IBOThe following short table is taken from the paper of Hopf and

Leohner cited in note 149 :



181 W. Nernst, Vortrage tiber die kinetische Theorie der Materia und der

Elektrizitat. Wolfskehl-Kongress 1913 in Gottingen (Teubner, Leipzig

and Berlin 1914), pp. 63 et seq.

1B2 W. Nernst, ibid., pp. 81 et seg.

153 E. Schrodinger, Phys. Zeitschr. 20, 503 (1919). SchrUdinger correctly

points out that apart from the substitution of one single mean x for

the three quantities xt in the Debye terms the approximation above all in

the second part of Cv (i.e. the replacement of the 3(s
-

1) frequencies

"4 ... va by the constants v\ . . . /,)' may not be permissible in many
cases : namely, in those cases in which the masses of the various kinds

of atoms are not very different from one another. If we were to allow

so he argues the masses of the different kinds of atoms and the forces

acting upon them gradually to become equal to one another, a simple

atomic lattice would result, and during this process the 3(s
-

1) branc-b.es

of the spectrum, which correspond to the second type of motion, would

merge into the three first branches. "
They cannot therefore even ba

approximately monochromatic if the masses differ only slightly."

184 H. Thirring, Phys. Zeitschr. 15, 127, 180 (1914),
195 M. Born, Ann. d. Phys. 44, 605 (1914).

186 E. GrUneisen, Ann. d. Phys. 39, 257 (1912).

1575. Ratnowslci, Verhandl. d. deutsch. physikal. Ges. 15,75 (1913).

188 Vortrage fiber die kinetische Theorie der Materie und der Elek-

trizitat. Wolfskehl-Kongresz zu Gottingen, 1913. (Teubner, Leipzig

and Berlin 1914), Vortrag P. Debye.
189 If U is the energy, and S the entropy of the system, then the " free

energy" is defined according to Helmholtss by the relation

F - U - 8 . T.

It then follows from note 115 that

dF = d'A - 8 . dT

where d'A is the work done from without.
*

If we set in the usual way

d'A - $dV (p = pressure, V = volume)
then

dF = - pdV - SdT.

From fchiff we get immediately the equation (66) in the text
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Similarly,
/"^m\

= -S
'i

\-^ / '

and hence

160P. Debye, loc. tit., note 158.
161 E. Grilneisen, Ann. d. Phys. 26, 211 (1908) ; 33, 65 (1910) ; 39, 285

(1912).
162 P. Debye, loc. cit., note 158.

1634. Eucken, Ann. d. Phys. 34, 185 (1911); Varhandl. d. deutsch.

physikal. G-es. 13, 829 (1911).
165 P. Drude, Ann. d. Phys. 1, 566 (1900).
168 B. Bieclce, Wiedem. Ann. 66, 353, 545 (1898).
166 Of., for example, H. A. Lorentz, The Theory of Electrons (Teubner,

Leipzig, and Berlin 1909).
167 Let 2 be the average velocity of the electrons along the tree path J.

Then the electron takes the time r = - to pass over this free path.
2

During this time it is exposed to the electrical force E of the external

field. Its increase in velocity due to this force is at the commencement

of the free path = 0, at the end of it =
, where & and m are the

in

charge and masa of the electron respectively. In the mean, therefore,

the small additional velocity generated by the field is Ag = -
Hzr;"

The electrons stream widvrectionally with this velocity against the field.

If N is the number of electrons per unit volume, then through unit

area of the surface there streams per second a quantity of electricity

This is, however, the "current density" I which is
'c

known to be connected with the field E by the relation I = rB- The

expression (67) for the conductivity or therefore follows.

A more thorough treatment is due to H. A. Lorenia (see note 166).

He does not give the electrons a single velocity q, but introduces Max-

welVs supposition, known from the kinetic theory of gases, that all

possible velocities occur, which are distributed among the electrons

according to a fixed law, the so-called Maxwell Law of Distribution.

He thus obtained a formula of the following form :

- _ o
er = ^A/ -

whioh therefore only differs by a numerical factor from Drude"s formula

(67) here g = \/$p, the root mean square of the velocity.

168 Let a temperature gradient along the x axis be present in the piece

of metal. Let a section be taken (see Fig. 12) at right angles to the

11
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$> axis; we shall calculate the energy transport across this section per
second. If we suppose that \ of all electrons wander in each of the three

directions in space, then \ move in the positive cc direction; and further,

,_ the number of electrons -which

in pass through the unit of sur-

face in one second, will be all

those which are contained in

the small shaded cylinder with

the base surface area 1 and the

1
i

' >x- height g (velocity), namely,
PIG. 12. |N2- We also make the sup-

position, usual in the theory of

gases (although not strictly true), that the energy, which each electron

transports through the cross-section, has the value corresponding to that

which it had at the point where it last collided.

Now the energy in the section itself at temperature T is equal to %kT,

and hence the energy = $kT + Pw1
> j a^ ^he points which lie at a~

o%
distance I in front of and behind the section. Here, on the average, the

electrons coming from the right and the left meet with their last collisions.

The energy transport per second through unit of cross-section is

therefore

*
;

Hence y %T$lqk is the coefficient of thermal conductivity.

Here also JET. A. Lorentz has deepened the theory by taking the distri-

bution of velocity into account, and finds that

.

3ir

where again g = v <?

a

169 G. Wiedemann and R. Prang, Poggend. Ann. 89, 497 (1853) ; L.

Lorem, Wiedem. Ann. 13, 422, 582 (1881). Of. also G. Kirchhoff and

O. Hansemann, Wiedem. Ann. 13, 417 (1881); W. Jaeger and E,

Dtessdhorst, Abh. d. phys. teohn. Beiohsanstalt 3, 269 (1900).

The following short table is taken from the paper of the two invest!

gators last named ;
it gives tne ratio 1-for various metals at a temperature

of 18 0.
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vs from (67) by sotting %mgp fIcT, that is, g =A, that
if 7/Z

7
J&kTm

It SSI ^ff =-;;
- '

Nea

7
1

bo tho number of atoms per unit volume, N* the number
y gramme-atom (Avogadro's number). If, further, A is the

it, M tho mass of an atom, and p the density, then

A

.ime that N, the number of electrons per unit of volume, is

ired with N, say

N 106^"lOO 1^* A"

ibis value, then wo got for the free path

I at
TKjjr~2

'

make a rough calculation for copper at 0. We have

a- -- 5 '4 . 1017 (in eleofcrostatio units)
A - 68-57

k - 1-4 . 10- 18

T-278
in - 0-9 . 10-"
N* - 6-1 . 1038

p-8-0
e - 4-77 . 10- 10

.

values we get

I is of the order 5-7 . 10-".
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Since the atomic distance is of the order of magnitude 2 . 10~8

, the
electrons would therefore only suffer collision after passing many thou-
sands of atoms. This is unacceptable, since the "radius of molecular
action "

of the atoms itself has dimensions which fall within the order of

magnitude of about 10~B
.

171 H. A, Lorentz, loo. cit., note 43.

172 J. J. Thomson, The Corpuscular Theory of Matter.

178 H. Kammerlmgh-Onnes, Leiden Oommunicat. 1913, 133.

174 C. H. Lees, Phil. Trans. (A) 208, 381-443 (1908).
175 W. Meissner, Ann. d. Phys. 47, 1001 (1915).
176 W. Nernst, Berl. Ber. 1911, p. 310.

177 H. Kammerlingh-Onnes, Leiden Oommunicat. 119, 22 (1911).
178 ff. A. Lmdemann, Berl. Ber. 1911, p. 316.

179 W. Wien, Berl. Ber. 1913, p. 184. Of. also Vorlesungen iiber

neuere Probleme der theoretischen Physik. (Teubner, Leipzig and Berlin

1913.) 3. Vorlesung.
180 If s is the radius of atomic action, N the number of stationary atoms

per unit of volume, then, according to a well-known result of the kinetic

theory of gases, the mean free paths of the electrons

Let us set

= SQ + a

where a
fl
is the radius of atomic action for T = 0, that is, when the atoms

are at rest ; let a be the amplitude of atomic vibration. Now the mean

energy E of this vibration (frequency v), on the one hand, = ~(27ry)
aa2

2

(M is the atomic mass) ;
on the other hand, it is, according to Planck-

Einstein,

Shv

From this it follows that

3h

ekT-

Now, according to formula (67) of the text, the resistance

Vgium
(of. note 170), and for N> according

VHi

to J. J. Thomson's supposition, a^57a

vNs* ~ *N(a?+

for =- the value
L



it follows that
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an expression, which contains only a ana RO as unknown constants. If
we sot

= B

then TP assumes the form given in the formula (70).
181 P. A. Lindemann, Phil. Mag, 29, 127 (1915).
18ia P. Rabsr, Berl. Akad. Ber. 1919, pp. 506 and 990.
182 J. Stark, jahrb. d. Radioakt. u. Elektronik 9, 188 (1912).
188 <?. BoreUw, Ann. d. Plxys. 57, 278 (1918).
184 K. H&rnfeld, Ann. d. Phya. 41, 27 (1918).

18B If we , therefore
, the first of the two for-m

niulse (72) follows from (67). If we further take into account that in Brute's

Theory J? ffcT, that is, that k -
^?,

then from (68) the second for-

mula (72) follows.

186 P. v, Bauer, Ann. d. Phys. 51, 189 (1916).
187 W. Nemsk, Berl. Ber. 1911, p. 65.

188 J., Euofan, Berl. Ber. 1912, p. 141.

189 K. Soheel and W. H&use, Ann. d. Phys. 40, 473 (1918). Of. also

L. Solbarn, K. Sched and P. Henning, Warmetabellen der physikal.-
toohn. Keiohsaneitalfc (Vleweg 1919).
1904. Einstein and 0. Stern, Ann. d. Phys. 40, 551 (1913).
191 The quantum formula (76) and (77) properly correspond to the

Planok osoillator, that is, to a system of one degree of freedom, while

here, in the case of rotation, we have to do with two degrees of freedom.

But the energy of the Planok oscillator is composed of two equal parts, a

kinetic and a potential part, while in the case of rotation only Mnetic

energy comes into question. This is often expressed thus : the Planck
oscillator possesses one potential and one kinetic degree of freedom, while

the rotating molecule possesses two kinetic degrees of freedom.

192 P. Whrenfest, Verhandl. d. deutsoh. physikal. Ges. 15, 451 (1913).

193 According fco nobs 48, the quantum canonical distribution function is

(<rft

~kT
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and the mean energy is

KT

^ _fh
jjpne &21

71

If we here set all pn's = li and if for .E^ we substitute the value JB^,

from (80), there follows for the mean rotational energy of a molecule

Ev =

and for the heat of rotation of hydrogen we get the expression

r ~
~dT"

194 The turning impulse (moment of momentum) of a system, the

mass-points of which possess the mass mi, the velocities vi, and the dis-

tances n from a fixed point (say the origin of co-ordinates), is a vector of

the value

[UI = ]SXwisin (vin).

i

In the present case, the system consists only of the two atoms (mass if),

which rotate around a circle of radius r with the constant velocity

v = r 2itv.

Hence here

[U| = p = 2.MV2 . 2irj' = J. 27iT,

where J = 2Mrz is the moment of inertia.

195 The impulse (or momentum) pi corresponding to a generalised co-

ordinate g is, according to note 48, defined by the relation pi = ^~r

where gi = -|p,
and L is the kinetic energy of the system. Now here

the angle of rotation ^ is chosen as a generalised co-ordinate. But the

kinetic energy of a body rotating about a fixed axis is known to be

= J (moment of inertia) x (angular velocity)
2

,
hence

Hence
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196 Jf. Reiohe, Ann. d. Phys. 58, 657 (1919).
197 The beat curve was obtained by assigning the "

weight
" 2n to the

nth quantum state of rotation. The rotationkss state (n = 0) thus
receives tho weight zero, i.e. it does not exist. This amounts to the
same thing as the introduction of a zero-point rotation.

198 E. Holm, Ann. d. Phys. 42, 1811 (1918).
199 J. v. Weymnhoff, Ann. d. Phys. 51, 285 (1916).
aoo M. Planck, Ber. d. doutsoh. physikal. G-ea. 17, 407 (1915).
aoi S. Rotsaayn, Ann. d. Phys. 57, 81 (1918).
202 The curve is not drawn by Planch, but is discussed in the author's

paper cited in note 196.

aos See likewise tho author's paper quoted in note 196.
aoi P. S. flystein, Ber, d. doutsoh. physikal. Ges. 18, 398 (1916). Of.

also Phys. Zeltsohr. 20, 289 (1019).
80BJ7. Bohr, Phil. Mag. 1918, p. 857.

206 During
"
regular procession

" tho top turns uniformly about its

axis of symmetry (axis of its figure), while at the same time this axia

describes a cone of circular section about an axis fixed in space.
207 A compilation of the moments of inertia of the hydrogen molecule

used by tho various investigators is as follows :

J.1041.

JSinaUin-Stei-n ..... 1-47

SMwenfe&l....... %69

{2-214

"\

2-298 [ different curves.

2-095J

Holm....... 1-86

Weyn&nlioff ..... 0'84

Hotsmyn ...... 2 '12

Extern (Bolvr'a model) . . . 2-82

aos N. Bjerrum, Nernst Festschrift 1912, p. 90. Bjerrum did not,

by tho way, start from formula (79), but calculated with the values

rih
j/n

_,-
shioo, following a proposal of H. A. Lorentz, he set the rota-

tional energy JBJW ocmal to nht>n ,
in contrast to Elvi-enfest'a formulation

(78), which rests on a sounder basis.

209 8. P. LangUy, Annals of the Astrophysioal Obseivatory of the

Smithsonian Institution, Vol. I, p. 127, Plate XX (1900).

210 ff. PMohen, Wiedem. Ann. 51, 1
; 52, 209 ; 53, 885 (1894).

ail H. Rubena, Berl. Ber. 1918, p. 518.

212 H. Rubens and JZL Aachkwoas, Wiedem. Ann. 64, 684 (1898).

aiaH. Rubuna and <?. Heltner, Berl. Ber. 1916, p. 167. See also

0. Hettnur, Ann. d. Phys. 65, 476 (1918).

2W W. Bwmwater, Ber. d. deutsoh. physikal. Ges. 15, 589 (1913).

v. Bohr, Ber. d. deutsoh. physikal. Ges. 15, 710, 731, 1150

' TT 1

216 Of. Lord RayMgh, Phil. Mag. 34, 410 (1892). Let an HOI mole-

cule, for example, be considered, which consists of a positively charged



hydrogen atom H+ and a negatively chlorine atom Cl~ (see Fig. 13). Let

its centre of gravity be S, and let a be the distance of the H+ atom from

S. Let the line joining the two atoms be the axis of x', and let this axis

turn in the positive direction about 8 at the rate of vv revolutions per

second with respect to the fixed x-y-sysiera. If, now, the two atoms

vibrate relatively to one another with the frequency v and the amplitude

A, then the x' co-ordinate of the H+ atoms may be represented thus

x' = a + A sin (2-jn/ i).

If we project this vibration upon the fixed co-ordinate system, it follows

that

{x
== x' cos (2trvTt)

= a cos (^irvrt) + A sin (2vv t) cos (2irvrt)

y = y' sin (2irvrt)
= a sin (2wrt) + A sin (2irj> i)

sin (Zvvrt)

FIG. 13.

for which we may also write

{x

= a cos (2irvrt) + sin27r(i/ H-vr)i + sm2ir(v -i',.)2
2 2

y = a sin (2ir/,.i)
- -cos 2ir(v + vr)t + cos 2ir(>

- vr)t.
2 2*

From the point of view of the system at rest we have thus three

oscillations :

(a) the left-circular oscillation

x = a cos (2

y = a sin (2ir

(b) the left-circular oscillation

the frequency vv

A 1
a = ~-sm2ir(t> +vr)t\

* \

y = --x

.with the frequency v +vr
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(c) tho right-circular oscillation

with tho frequency j/
-

}>r .

znE. 8. Iities, Aatroph. Journ. 50, 251 (1919).
218 A. Ewiken, Bor. d. douteoh, phys. Ges. 15, 1159 (1913). EucTcen has

here, on account of tho asymmetrical form of tho hydrogen molecule
assumed two different moments of inertia

J*! 0'96 . 10 ~<10
, and J"2 =2-21 . 10~ J

and hence obtained two different scries of numbers giving the revolutions

Vr per second, of. the table given there. See also the table in Rubens and
Hottner, loo. oit., note 218.

210 M. Pltmok, Ann. d. Phys. 52, 491 ; 53, 241 (1917).
280 0. Saokur, Ann. d. Phys. 36, 968 (1911) ; 40, 67 (1918).
221 JET. Teh-ode, Phys. Zetteohr. 14, 212 (1918) ; Ann. d. Phys. 38 434

(1912).
222 W. H. Keeaom, Phys. Zeitsohr. 15, 695 (1914).
2234. StmmerfgU, Vorfcrage ttber die kinotiscbe Theorie der Materie

und der ElektrisdtR t, Wolfakohl-Kongress in GSttiugon 1918. (Teubner,
Leipzig and Berlin 1914), p. 12S.

224 P. Sclwrer, Go"ttingor Naohr. 8 July, 1916.

22B M. Planok, Berl. Bor. 1916, p. 658.

226 W, Nernat, Die theoretisohen und expedmentellen Grundlagen dea
neuen Wfamesataes. (W. Knapp, Halle 1918), pp. 164 et seq.

227 0. Saokur, Bar. d. deutsoh. ohern. Ges. 47, 1818 (1914).
228 0. Stern, Phys. Zetteohx. 14, 629 (1918) ; Zeitsohr. f. Blektroohemie

25, 66 (1010).
229 For what follows of. tho paper by 0, Stern quoted in the last note.

Further, W. Nemat, Die feheoretisohen und experimentellen Grundlagen
des neuen Warmosatiaes. (W. Knapp, Halle 1918), Oh. XIII.

230 As regards this and the following chapter, the reader is referred for

more exact details to the article of P. S. Epstein in the Planck number
of Naturwissensoliaften

"
(1918, p. 280).

231 As tho simplest Thomson atom, we are to imagine a sphere of radius

o, filled with the unit charge e of posi-
tive electrification, of space-density p, in

the middle of which an electron with

the charge - e rests. This structure is

externally neutral. If we draw the

electron out from the centre to a distance

r (see Fig. 14) the external (shaded)
hollow sphere exerts no force on the

electron, according to the well-known

laws of electrostatics. The inner solid

sphere of radius r, on the other hand,
acts on the electron just as if its total

charge were concentrated at the centre.

The force which draws the electron back into its position of rest is



JL IV

therefore,

JL U 1VJ JL A JL.JUV/J.V i.

that is, it is proportional to the distance of the electron from its position

of equilibrium.
232 Of. also P. Drude, Lehrbuch der Optik. 2. Aufl., Chs. V and YII

(Hirzel 1906). There is an English edition of this work.

233 Of. W. Voigt, Magneto- und Elektro-optik (Teubner 1908).

234 M. Planck, Ber. d. Berl. Akad. d. Wiss. 1902, p. 470 ; 1903, p. 480 ;

1904, p. 740 ; 1905, p. 382.

238 H, A. Lorents, The Theory of Electrons, GJLS, III, IV (Teubner 1909).

236 The electron oscillates, when bound quasi-elastically, according to

the equation of motion 111? = -
fx, if we restrict ourselves to linear os-

(tit

dilations. Here m is the mass of the electron, x is its distance from the

position of rest, and / is a factor of proportionality. The solution of this

differential equation is represented by the pure harmonic motion

x = A cos (nt + 8)

where the frequency is

The frequency n is therefore, as we see, independent of the amplitude and

therefore of the energy of vibration.

237 The frequencies v of those spectral lines of luminous hydrogen,

which are included under the name " Balmer series," may be represented

with great accuracy by the following formula given by Baliner.

v = N( - \ where n = 3, 4, 5, 6 . . . oo .

V2
2 rc

2
/

NIB here a constant, the so-called Eydberg number. If we set for the

current number n the values 3, 4, 5 ... we get in succession the fre-

quencies of the red line of hydrogen (Ha), the green line
(H^),

and the

blue line (By) and so forth.

238 J. Stark, Ann. d. Phys. 43, 965 (1914) ; J. Stark and Q. Wmdt, ibid.,

43, 983 (1914) ; J. Stark and H. Kirschbatim, ibid., 43, 991 ; 43, 1017

(1914) ; J. Stark, ibid., 48, 193, 210 (1915) ; J. Stark, 0. Hardtke and G.

Liebert, ibid., 56, 569 (1918) ; J. Stark, ibid., 56, 577 (1918) ; G. Lwbert,

ibid., 56, 589, 610 (1918) ; J. Stark and 0. Hardtke, ibid.. 58, 712 (1919) ;

J. Stark, ibid., 58, 723 (1919).
239 Of. H. A. Lorente, The Theory of Electrons (Teubner, Leipzig and

Berlin 1909), Oh. HL
20 H. Geiger and Marsdm, Phil. Mag. April, 1913.

2ft .E. Rutherford, Phil. Mag. 21, 669 (1911).

MS According to O. G. Darwin [Phil. Mag. 27, 506 (1914)], the radius

of the nucleus, taken as a sphere, is in the case of gold at the most

SB 3 , 10-12 cms,, in the case of hydrogen at the moat = 2 . 10- 18 cms.
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248 A. van den Broek, Phys. Zeitschr. 14, 32 (1913).
244 Of. note 247.

248 N. Bohr, Phil. Mag. 26, 1, 476, 857 (1913).
246 A. Emstevn, Phys. Zeitschr. 18, 121 (1917).
347 The quite elementary calculation is as follows : let an electron of

charge e and mass in rotate around a nucleus of charge E = ez in a
circular orbit : then e is the atomic number (for hydrogen, in particular,
2 =

1). If a is the radius of the circle, v the velocity, and ta the angular

velocity (frequency of rotation) of the electron in the circular orbit, then
the condition for equilibrium between the attraction of the nucleus and
the centrifugal force is

- TTf

or ina?a? = eE = ezz.

According to Bohr's second hypothesis the moment of momentum

;p(
= mvama?G>) is a multiple of ~, hence

ma2w = (n1, 2, 3 . . .).

From these two equations for a and o> we get for the discrete radii of the

pormissible quantum orbits

ctn (n = 1, 2, 3 . . .)

and the corresponding frequencies of rotation

The energy (kinetic + potential) is

W
therefore the discrete quantum values of the energy are

Wn = -

If, in this expression, we set

W -
2a

we recognise, that W is a function of , and hence of v = ~. The energy

of the electron in the Rutherford model therefore depends, as stated in

the text, on its frequency of rotation v.

If the electron passes from the n,th to the sth quantum path, then, ac-

cording to BoJvr's third hypothesis, a homogeneous spectral line is emitted

of frequency

_ Wn ~
vr~

h
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248 Of. note 237.

249 It is of historical interest to note that, before Bohr, A, .E. Haas in
1910 (Sitzungsber. d. Wiener Akad. 10 March, 1910) succeeded in repre-
senting Rydberg's number in terms of the universal constants e, h, m ;

his result differed from that of Bohr only by a factor 8. He deduced his
result as follows. Starting from J. J. Thomson's atomic model, which
was generally accepted at that time, he calculated the maximum oscilla-

tion-frequency (no. of revolutions) /max of the electron in the simplest
atom (hydrogen atom) for the case when this atom, provided with one

energy-quantum, was circling just on the surface of the positive sphere.
He obtained

''max

This maximum frequency was next identified by Haas with the series
limit (n = oo

) in Balmer's formula

Then it follows that

h3

which is a value 8 times greater than%ohr Haas used this relation to

calculate from the three quantities, the Rydberg number N, Planck's

constant h, and the ratio t, all of which he assumed known, the charge

e of the electron. In consequence of the factor 8 he obtained the value
e = 3-18 . 10- 10

,
a value that is too small according to our present know-

ledge, but which agreed well with the measurements of J. J. Thomson and
H. A. Wilson, which were available at that time.

280 Th. Lyman, Phil Mag. 29, 284 (1915).
231 F. Paschen, Ann. d. Phys. 27, 565 (1908).
2824. Fowler, Month. Not. Boy. Astron. Soc. 73, Dec. 1912.
288 F. Paschen, Ann. d. Phys. 27, 565 (1908).
284 E. C. Pickering, Astroph. Journ. 4, 369 (1896) ; 5, 92 (1897).
288,57. J. Evans, Nature, 93, 241 (1914).
286 W. Eossel, Ann. d. Phys. 49, 229 (1916) ; Die Naturwissensohaften

7, 339, 360 (1919).
287 L. Vegard, Verhandl. d. deutsch. physikal. Ges. 19, 344 (1917).
288 A. SommerfeU, Atombau und Spektralliuien. (An English edition

translated from the 3rd German edition (1922) is being prepared by
Messrs. Methuen & Co., Ltd.)

280 R. Ladenburg, Die Naturwissenschaften 8, 5 (1920).
2804. Sommerfeld, Ann. d. Phys. 51, 1 (1916).
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281 Expressed in terms of polar co-ordinates the kinetic energy L as-

sumes the well-known form :

In it, M denotes the mass of the electron, the dots roproaont differentia-

tion with respect to tho time. The impulses pr and p^ are then defined as

follows (see note 48) :

DX* 'dL <K\

jj
isa ,,., an tnV I jOj,

S" - - sss WP <p,

282 Only when each impulse ju f depends solely on the corresponding

g^ (or when it is a constant), and when, in addition, the limits of the

phase-integral are independent of the g/s, does the phase-integral work
out to a constant. This is by no means the ease for any arbitrary choice

of the oo-ordinate-syabem,
268 P. 8. Epstein, Ann. d. Pays. 50, 489 ; 51, 168 (1916).
a ,22". Schwarmohild, Sitzungsber. d. Berl. Akad. d. Wiss. 4. Map

1918.

868 A. Einstein, Vertxandl. d. deutsoh. physikal. Ges. 19, 82 (1917).
866 M. Planck, Verhandl. d. deutsoh. physikal. Ges. 17, 407, 488 (1915) ;

Ann. d. Phye. 50, 885 (1916).
867 The semi-major axis of the ellipse, which is characterised by the

values n and n', here has the value

W(n + n')
a

The ratio of the axis is

a n + n

We see that n' corresponds to the case of BoJw's circular orbits.

a The energy of th electron moving in the KepUr ellipse (n, n') here

has the value

The series formula (102) of the text then follows from Bohr's Law of

Frequency

269 If account is taken of the influence of relativity, the series forniula

for the spectra of the hydrogen type become to a first approximation

where
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In these expressions the symbols N and a have the following meaning :

a =^ -,

2
is of the order 5:3 . 10-5

i o ( t > "*n
hS 1 + ^r?

TOO is the mass of the electron at vanishingly small velocities.

Hence whereas the first term y gives the old formula, which was

obtained by neglecting the influence of relativity, the small additional

term v1 represents the influence of relativity. As we observe, va does not

only depend on the quantum sums s + s' and n + n', but also on the

individual values s, s', n, n'. This member, j/j,
is tlaus responsible for the

fine-structure.

270 If we apply the formula of the preceding note to Ha, we have to set

z = 1, s + s' = 2, n + n' = 3. We then get

Fia. 15.

Corresponding to the possibilities of partition

and

s + a' = 2 = 2 + 01 circle \
= 1 + I/ ellipse /

2 final orbits

n + n' = 3 = 3 + 01
circle

j= 2 + 1 1 ellipse t 3 initial orbits

= l + 2j ellipse )

(for dynamical reasons the azimuthal quantum number n cannot undei

normal conditions assume a zero value), we should expect 2.3 = 6

possibilities of production and hence 6 components of the fine-structure

of Ha. One of these components, however, namely, the one correspond-

ing to the transition of the electron from the circle (n = 3, n' = 0) to the

ellipse (s
= 1, s' = 1) does not present itself under normal conditions, en

follows from the "Principle of Selection" enunciated^ by Eubmowtet



and Sommerfeld (see Chapter VI, 9). Hence 5 components of the

fine-structure remain ;
their position is exhibited in Kg. 15.

As we see, the 5 components arrange themselves into two main groups,

containing 3 and 2 members, respectively. The "missing
"

line Ha is

dotted in. The distance AI/H between la and IIa , I& and lib, Ie and He is

called, the " theoretical hydrogen doublet."

According to the above formula the frequency-number of the line

la (8, 0-2, 0) is

The frequency-number of the line Ha (3, 0-1, 1) is

Thus

v =
la

.= 1-095.1010

o

corresponding to AAa = 0-157A.

The hydrogen-doublet actually observed is measured from about tne

middle of Ia and I& to the middle of lib and He, owing to the absence of

Ila. This leads to the value 0-8A\H ,
that is, to 0-126A.

According to a principle of correspondence enunciated by Boivr (see

Chapter 71, 9), as a result of which the azimuthal quantum number can

only vary by 1, the components Ib and IIG are also absent.

271 P. Paschen, Ann. d. Phys. 50, 901 (1916).

272 From formula (97) of the text we get for the two Rydberg constants

for hydrogen and helium :

Moreover, according to note 269, we get the third formula giving the

value of the Constant for the fine-structure :

he

From the first two relations, by using Mae -- 4^n, we
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and hence
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_ ___ _
mnc

~ Muc
' - No.

'

The two Eydberg numbers Na and JVae have been measured by Paschen

with great accuracy :

JVk = (109677*691
+

0-06) . c

Niie = (109722-144 0-04) . c.

Moreover, = F is the electrochemical equivalent (Faraday's num-

ber), that is, the charge which, in electrolysis, accompanies one gramme-

atom (i.e. N atoms). This number has the value
MH

= 9649-4 electromagnetic units.

If we insert the three values of NB,

deduced, we get

-

Mil . c
in the relation above

= 1-7686 . 107
electromagnetic units,m

a
c

a value which agrees very well with, those values of this quantity which

were obtained by direct methods (deflection of the cathode- and j8-rays IE

the electric and magnetic field). Let us now write

or, using the value of ^2- given above,
Ma.

3

i

The right-hand side of this equation is known. If we combine with i

the value for just found, and also the valuemc

he
= 7-290. 10- 3

which follows from Pascheris measurements of the fine-structure in th

case of helium, we have three equations in three unknowns e, m ,
7

From them we get
e = (4-766 0-088) . 1Q-10

7i = (6-526 0-200). 10 -27
.

According to Sommerfeld it is more advantageous to use Millikan's valt

for e. We then get

e = (4-774 0-004). 10 - 10

h = (6-545 + 0-009) . 10~ 27

o = (7-295 0-005) . 10- J{e
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273 K. Glitscher, Ann. d. Phys. 52, 608 (1917).
274 A. Lande", Phys. Zeitschr. 20, 228 (1919) ; 21, 114 (1920).
278 Of. A. Sommerfeld, Atombau und Spektrallinien. Oh. IV, 6.
276 P. S, Epstein, Ann. d. Phys. 50, 489 (191C).
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net.

Kipling (Rudyard)
BARRACK-ROOM BALLADS. 241 st Thou-

sand.

THE SEVEN SEAS. iSoth Thousand.

THE FIVE NATIONS, izgth Thousand.

DEPARTMENTAL DITTIES, utth Thou-

sand,

THE YEARS BETWEEN, qsth Thousand.

Four Editions of these famous volumes
of poems are now published, viz. :

Crown Svo. Buckram, 7*. 6d. net. Fcap.

Svo. Cloth, 6s. net. Leather, 7*. 6d. net.

Service Edition. Two volumes each

book. Square Fcap. Svo. 3S. net each

volume.

A KIPLING ANTHOLOGY Verse. Fcap.
Svo. Cloth, 6s. net. Leather, 73. 6d.

net.

TWENTY POEMS FROM RUDYARD KIP-

LING. 447th Thousand. Fcap. Svo.

is. net.

A CHOICE OF SONGS. Second Edition.

Fcap. Svo. 2i. net.

Lamb (Charles and Mary)
THE COMPLETE WORKS. Edited by
E. V. LUCAS. A New and Revised

Edition in Six Volumes. With Frontis-

pieces. Fcap. Svo. 6s. net each.

The volumes are : I. MISCELLANEOUS
PROSE. II. ELIA AND THE LAST ESSAYS

OF ELIA. III. BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.

IV. PLAYS AND POEMS. V. and VI.

LETTERS.

SELECTED LETTERS. Chosen and Edited

by G. T. CLAPTON. Fcap. Svo. 31. 6d.

net.

THE CHARLES LAMB DAY BOOK.

Compiled by E. V. LUCAS. Fcap. Svo.

6s. net.

Lankester (Sir Ray)
SCIENCE FROM AN EASY CHAIR. SCIENCE
FROM AN EASY CHAIR : Second Series.

DIVERSIONS OF A NATURALIST. GREAT
AND SMALL THINGS. Illustrated.

Crown Svo. 71. 6d. net. SECRETS OF
EARTH AND SEA. Illustrated. Crown
Svo. St. 6d. net.
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Lodge (Sir Oliver)
MAN AND THE UNIVERSE (Twentieth Edi-
tion). THE SURVIVAL OF MAN (Seventh
Edition). Each Crown 800. 7*. 6d.
nt. RAYMOND (Thirteenth Edition).
Demy 8vo, ios. 6d. net. RAYMOND
REVISED. Crown 8w. 6*. net. RELA-
TIVITY (Fourth Edition). FcapAvo. n.net.

Lucas (B. V.)
THE LIFB OF CHARLES LAMB, a Vols.

i it. net. EDWIN AUSTIN ABBEY,
K.A. a Vola. 6 6. net. VERMEBR
or DELFT, to*. 6d. net. A WANDERER
IN ROME. A WANDERER IN HOLLAND.
A WANDERER IN LONDON. LONDON
REVISITED (Revised). A WANDERER IN
PARIS. A WANDERKR nst FLORENCE.
A WANDERER m VENICE. Each ios. 6d.
net. A WANDERER AMONO PICTURES.
81. 6d. rut. E. V. LUCAS'S LONDON.

1 net. INTRODUCING LONDON.
. 6d. net. THE OPEN ROAD. 61. net.

Also, illustrated. tot. 6d. net. Also,
India Paper. Leather, 7*. 6d. net.
THB FRIENDLY TOWN. FIRESIDE AND
SUNSHINE. CHARACTER AND COMEDY.
Each 6s. net. THE GENTLEST ART. 6s. 6d.
net. And THK SECOND POST. 6. net. Also,
together In one volume 7*. 6d. net. HER
INFINITE VARIETY. GOOD COMPANY.
ONB DAY AND ANOTHER. OLD LAMPS
FOR NEW. LOITERER'S HARVEST.
CLOUD AND SILVER. A BOSWELL OP
BAGHDAD. "Twixr EAGLE AND DOVE
THE PHANTOM JOURNAL. GIVING AND
RBCRWNO. LUCK OF THB YEAR. EN-
COUNTERS AND DIVERSIONS. ZIG-
ZAGS IN FIUNCB. EVENTS AND EM-
BROIDERIES. 363 DAYS (AND ONE MORE).
Each 6* net. SPECIALLY SELHCTKD.
$j. net. URBANITIES, 7*. (>d. net. Each
illustrated by G. L. STAMPA. You KNOW
WHAT PEOPLE ARE. Illustrated by
GEORGE MORROW. 5*. net. THH SAME
STAR : A Comedy in Three Acts. 3*. 6d.

net. TKB BRITISH SCHOOL. 6s. net.

LITTLE BOOKS ON GREAT MASTERS.
Each ss. net. ROVINO EAST AND ROVING
WEST, s.net. PLAYTIME AND COMPANY.
71. 6d. net. See also Dolls' House
(The Queen's) and Lamb (diaries)

Lyncl (Robert)
THB MONEY Box. THE ORANOB TREE.
THB LITTLK ANOEL. Each Fcap.
Bvo, 6s. net. Tim BLUB LION. THE
PBAL OF BELLS. Each Fcap. Bvo.

31. 6d. net.

Mario Louise (H.H. Princess)
A CHOICE OF CAROLS. Fcap. 410.
zs. 6d. net. LETTERS FROM THE GOLD
COAST. Illustrated. Demy 8vo. i6i.net.

McDougall (William)
AN INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL PSYCHO-
LOGY (Twentieth Edition, Revised),
ios. 6d. net. NATIONAL WELFARE AND
NATIONAL DECAY. 6s. net. AN OUT-
LINE OF PSYCHOLOGY Third Edition).
12*. net. AN OUTLINE OF ABNORMAL
PSYCHOLOGY. 15*. net. BODY AND
MIND (Fifth Edition), THE CONDUCT
OF LIFE. Each us. 6d. net. ETHICS
AND SOME MODERN WORLD PROBLEMS
(Second Edition). 7*. 6d. net.

Mackenzie-Rogan (Lt.-Col. J.)
FIFTY YEARS OF ARMY Music. Illus-

trated. Demy 8vo. 151. net.

Maeterlinck (Maurice)
THE BLUB BIRD. 6*. net. Also, illus-

trated by F. CAYLEY ROBINSON.
ios. 6d. net. MARY MAGDALENE, zs.
net. DEATH. 3*. 6d. net. OUR ETER-
NITY. 6*. net. THE UNKNOWN GUEST.
(at. net. POEMS, ss. net. THE WRACK
OF THB STORM. 6s. net. THE MIRACLE
OF ST. ANTHONY. 3*. 6d. net. THB
BURGOMASTER OF STILEMONDH. 5*. net.

THE BETROTHAL. 6*. net. MOUNTAIN
PATHS. 6s. net. THE STORY OF TYLTYL.

1 i. net. THE GREAT SECRET. 71. 6d.

net. . THE CLOUD THAT LIFTED and THE
POWER OF THE DEAD. 7*. 6d. net.

Masefield (John)
ON THE SPANISH MAIN. 8*. 6d. net. A
SAILOR'S GARLAND. 6. net. and 3*. 6d.
net. SEA LIPB IN NELSON'S TIME. 5*. net-

Methuen (Sir A.)
AN ANTHOLOGY OP MODERN VERSB.
1 22nd Thousand.
SHAKESPEARE TO HARDY : An Anthol-
ogy of English Lyrics, igth Thousand.
Each Fcap. Svo. Cloth, 6s. net.

Leather, 7*. 6d. net.

Milne (A. A.)
NOT THAT IT MATTERS. IP I MAY.
THE SUNNY SIDE. THB RED HOUSE
MYSTERY. ONCE A WEEK. THE HOLI-
DAY ROUND. THE DAY'S PLAY. Each
3jf. 6d. net. WHEN WE WERE VERY
YOUNG. Fourteenth Edition. *3gth
Thousand. WlNNiE-THB-PooH. Fourth
Edition, loth Thousand. Each Illus-

trated by E. H. SHEPARD. 7*. 6d. net.

Leather,, ios. 6d. net. FOR THE LUN-
CHEON INTERVAL, it. 6d. net.
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Milne (A. A.) and Fraser-Simson (H.)
FOURTEEN SONGS FROM " WHEN WE
WERE VERY YOUNG." (Tenth Edition,

js. 6d. net.) TEDDY BEAR AND OTHER
SONGS FROM " WHEN WE WERE VERY
YOUNG." (7s. 6d. net.) THE KING'S
BREAKFAST. (Second Edition, ss.6d.net.)
Words by A. A. Milne. Music by H.
Fraser-Simson.

Montague (C. E.)
DRAMATIC VALUES. Cr. Svo. 73. 6d. net.

Morton (H. V.)
THE HEART OF LONDON. 3*. 6d. net.

(Also illustrated, -js. 6d. net.) THE
SPELL OF LONDON. THE NIGHTS OF
LONDON. Each 3*. 6d. net. THE
LONDON YEAR. IN SEARCH OF ENGLAND.
Each Illustrated. 75. 6d. net.

Newman (Tom)
How TO PLAY BILLIARDS. Second
Edition. Illustrated. Cr. Svo. Ss. 6d. net.

BILLIARD Do's AND DON'TS. . 6d. net.

Oman (Sir Charles)
A HISTORY OF THE ART OF WAR IN THE
MIDDLE AGES, AJ>. 378-1485. Second
Edition, Revised and Enlarged. 2 Vols.
Illustrated. Demy Svo. i i6s.net.

Oxenham (John)
BEES IN AMBER. Small Pott Svo. zs.
net. ALL'S WELL. THE KING'S HIGH-
WAY. THE VISION SPLENDID. THE
FIERY CROSS. HIGH ALTARS. HEARTS
COURAGEOUS. ALL CLEAR I Each
Small PottSvo. Paper, 11.3 d. net. Cloth,
zs. net. WINDS OF THE DAWN. zs. net.

Perry (W. J.)
THE ORIGIN OF MAGIC AND RELIGION.
THE GROWTH OF CIVILIZATION (Second
Edition). Each 6*. net. THE CHILDREN
OF THE SUN. iSs . net.

Petrle (Sir Flinders)
A- HISTORY OF EGYPT. In 6 Volumes.
Vol. I. FROM THE IST TO THE XVIra
DYNASTY. Eleventh Edition, Revised.
rzi. net.

Vol. II. THE XVIlTH AND XVIIIiH
DYNASTIES. Seventh Edition, Revised.
o*. net,

Vol. III. XDITH TO XXXTH DYNAS-
TIES. Third Edition. izs. net,

Vol. IV. PTOLEMAIC EGYPT. By
EDWYN BEVAN. i, 6d. net.
VoL, V. EGYPT DNDBB ROMAN RULE.
By J.G.MiLNE. ThirdEdition, Revised.
tzs. net.

VoL VL EGYPT IN THE MIDDLE AGES.
By STANLEY LANE POOLS. Fourth
Edition, lot. net.

Raleigh (Sir Walter)
THE LETTERS OF SIR WALTER RALEIGH.
Edited by LADY RALEIGH. Two Vols.

Illustrated. SecondEdition Demy Svo.

1 los. net.

Ridge (W. Pett) and Hoppe (E. O.)
LONDON TYPES : TAKEN FROM LIFE.

The text by W. PETT RIDGE and the

25 Pictures by E. O. HOPPE. Large
Cretan Svo. los. 6d. net.

Smith (Adam)
THE WEALTH OF NATIONS. Edited by
EDWIN CANNAN. z Vols. Demy Svo.

i ss. net.

Smith (C. Fox)
SAILOR TOWN DAYS. SEA SONGS AND
BALLADS. A BOOK OF FAMOUS SHIPS.
SHIP ALLEY. Each, illustrated, 6s. net.

FULL SAIL. Illustrated. 55. net.

TALES OF THE CLIPPER SHIPS, ss. net.

THE RETURN OF THE " CUTTY SARK."
Illustrated. 3*. 6d. net. A BOOK OF
SHANTIES. 6s. net.

Sommerfeld (Arnold)
ATOMIC STRUCTURE AND SPECTRAL
LINES. i i2s. net. THREE LECTURES
ON ATOMIC PHYSICS, zs. 6d. net.

Stevenson (R. L.)
THE LETTERS. Edited by Sir SIDNEY
COLVIN. 4 Vols. Fcap. Svo. Each
6s. net.

Surtees (R. S.)
HANDLEY CROSS. MR. SPONGE'S
SPORTING TOUR. ASK MAMMA. MR.
FACEY ROMFORD'S HOUNDS. PLAIN OR
RINGLETS ? HILLINGDON HALL. Each
illustrated, 7j. 6d. net. JORROCKS'S
JAUNTS AND JOLLITIES. HAWBUCK
GRANGE. Each, illustrated, 6f. net.

Taylor (A. E.)
PLATO : THE MAN ANO His WORK.
Demy Svo. 1 is. net.

Tllden (W. T.)
THE ART OF LAWN TENNIS. SINGLES
AND DOUBLES. Each, illustrated, 6s.

net. THE COMMON SENSE OF LAWN
TENNIS. Illustrated, ss. net.

Tlleston (Mary W.)
DAILY STRENGTH FOR DAILY NEEDS.
3ind Edition. 3s.6d.net. India Paper,
Leather; 6s. net.

Underbill (Evelyn)
MYSTICISM (Eleventh Edition). 155. net.
THE LIFE OF THE SPIRIT AND THE LIFE
OB TO-DAY (Sixth Edition). 7*. 6d.
net. CONCERNING THE INNER LIFE
(Fourth Edition), zs. net.
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Vardon (Harry)
How

(

TO PLAY GOLF. Illustrated
J o//i Kdition. Grown 8t. s* net.

Waterhouae (Elisabeth)
A Lrrn.g HOOK OF LIFE AND DBATH.
azm/ Edition. Small Pott %vo. a*. 6d.
net.

Wilde fOscar),
TUB WORKS. InifiVola. EachCa.6d.
net,

I. LORD Annum SAVILB'S CRIMB AND
rm PORTRAIT op Mn. W. II. II. Tun
DUCHOM op PADUA. III. POBMS. IV.
LADY WWOTRMRRG'S FAN. V. A
WOMAN OP No IMPORTANCE. VI. AN
IDKAI HUSBAND, VII. TUB IMPOR-

TANCE OP BBINO EARNEST. VIII. A
HQUSB OF POMEGRANATES, IX. IN-

TRNTIONS. X. DB PROFUNDIS AND
PRISON LETTERS. XI. ESSAYS. XII.
SALOME, A FLORENTINE TRAGEDY, and
LA SAINTB COURTISANE. XIII. A
CRITIC IN PALL MALL. XIV. SELECTED
PROSK OP OSCAH WlLDB. XV. ART AND
DECORATION. XVI. FOR LOVB OP THB
KINO. (5*. net.)

WlHlam II. (Ex-German Emperor)MY EARLY LIFE. Illustrated. Demy
8w>. i ios. net.

Williamson (G. C.)
Tire BOOK OF FAMILLE Ross. Richly
Illustrated. Demy 4*0. 8 8. net.

PART II. A SELECTION OF SERIES
The Antiquary's Books

Kach, Illustrated, Denty Bt>o, lot. 0<f. net.

A wries of volumet dealing with various

branches of English Antiquities, com-
prehensive and

popular,
M well a

accurate and scholarly,

The Arden 81n\kt'sponro
Edited by W. J. CRAIO and R. II. CASH.

Rath, vaide Dftny 8w>. 61. net.

The Ideal Library Edition, In slngld

plays, each edited with A full Introduc-

tion, Textual NWCMI and Comm@ntnry
at the foot of the page. Now complete
In 39 Vote.

Classics of Art
Edited by J. II. W. LAtNO. Saeh, pro-

fu'ly illuiitratcd, tdtk Royal Hm 151.

net to 3 31. net.

A Library of Art dealing with Great

Artists and with brandies of Art

The "
Complcste

"

Dntty Hfo. Fully illuatrated, s.. net

to iH, net etuh.

A eerie* of books on vnrloiii sports and

piistitmrn, all written by aeknowkidgcd
euthoritiM.

Ttoe Cotutolswur's Library
With mimreta Illustration*. Wldi

Royal 8fo. i i ii, W. rut ae.h tsoi.

EunoroAN KNAMRU, PINS Iloora.

GLAM. GouMMma 1 AND SILVER-

SMITHS' WORK. Ivoniw. JKWKULBRY.
MSZiSOTINTS. PORCBLAIN. B8ASJ,

The? Do's and Dont's Swim
JPQap. 8t. a*, (td. nut each,

Thh eerlea, although only in its in-

luney, fa already famous. In dua eouraa

it will oomprisa clear, crisp, informative

volumes on nil the activities of life.

Write for full list

The Faiths : VAniBTius OF CHRISTIAN
EXPRESSION. Edited by L. P. JACKS,
M.A., D.D., LL.D, Crown Bvo. $s. net

each volume. The first volumes are :

Tire ANGLO-CATHOLIC FAITH (Rev.
Canon T. A. LACEY) ;

MODERNISM IN
THR ENGLISH CHURCH (Prof. P. GAUD-
Nttn) ;

I'm FAITH AND PRACTICE OF THE
QUAKERS (Prof. R. M. JONES) j

CONGREGATIONALISM (Rev. Princ. W. B.

HELBIB) ;
THE FAITH OF THE ROMAN

Cnuitcir(Father C.C. MARTINDALE,S.J.).

Tho Library of Devotion

Handy editions of the ffreat Devotional

books, well edited. Small Pott Bvo.

3;, net and 31. (id. net.

Little Books on Art
Well Illustrated. Demy ibmo. Each

Si. net.

Modern Masterpieces
reap. 8w. 3*. dd. each volume.

Pocketnble Editions of Works by
IHums UBLT.OC, ARNOLD BENNETT,
E. F. BKNSON, G. K. CHESTKRTON,

JOBKPII CONRAD, GEORGE GISSING,
KKNNRTII GRAHAMS, W. H. HUDSON,
E. V, KNOX, JACK LONDON, E. V.

LUCAS, ROBBRT LYND, JOHN MASEFIELD,
A. A. MiLNtt, ARTIIUU MORRISON, EDBN
PHILLPOTTS, AND R. L. STEVENSON,

Sport Series

Montly Illustrated. Fcap. Bvo. 2*. ml
to St. net each.

Handy books on all branchej of sport by
exports.
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Methuen's Half-Crown Library
Crown 8uo and Fcap. Svo.

Methuen's Two Shilling Library
Fcap. Bvo.

Two series of cheap editions of popular
books.

Write for complete lists

The Wayfarer Series of Books for

Travellers

Croton 8wo. 7$. 6d. net each. Well
illustrated and with maps. The vol-

umes are : Alsace, Czecho-Slovakia,

The Dolomites, Egypt, Hungary,

Ireland, The Loire, Provence, Spain,

Sweden, Switzerland, Unfamiliar Japan,
Unknown Tuscany.

The Westminster Commentaries
Demy Svo. Ss. 6d. net to i6s. net.

Edited by W. LOCK, D.D., and D.

C. SIMPSON, D.D.
The object of these commentaries is

primarily to interpret the author's mean-

ing to the present generation, taking

the English text in the Revised Version

as their basis.

THE LITTLE GUIDES
Small Pott 800. Illustrated and with Maps

THE 62 VOLUMES IN

BEDFORDSHIRE AND HUNTINODONSHIRB

41. net.

BERKSHIRE 4*. net.

BRITTANY 4*. net.

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE 4*. net.

CAMBRIDGE AND COLLEGES 4*. net.

CAMBRIDGESHIRE 45. net.

CATHEDRAL CITIES OF ENGLAND AND
WALES 6*. net

CHANNEL ISLANDS ss. net

CHESHIRE ss. net

CORNWALL 4*. net.

CUMBERLAND AND WESTMORLAND 6s. net

DERBYSHIRE 4*. net.

DEVON 4*. net.

DORSET ss. 6d. net

DURHAM 6s. net

ENGLISH LAKES 6s. net

ESSEX ss. net

GLOUCESTERSHIRE 4*. net

GRAY'S INN AND LINCOLN'S INN 6s. net

HAMPSHIRE 41. net.

HEREFORDSHIRE 41. 6d. net

HERTFORDSHIRE 41. net.

ISLE OF MAN 6*. net

ISLE OF WIGHT 4*. net.

KENT 51. net

KERRY 4t.net
LANCASHIRE 6s. net

LEICESTERSHIRE AND RUTLAND ss. net

LINCOLNSHIRE 6*. net

LONDON y. net

THE SERIES ARE :

MALVERN COUNTRY 4*. net
MIDDLESEX 4;. net.

MONMOUTHSHIRE 6s. net
NORFOLK ss. net
NORMANDY ST. net

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE 4*. net.

NORTHUMBERLAND ?. 6d. net
NORTH WALES 6s. net

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE 45. net.

OXFORD AND COLLEGES 41. net.

OXFORDSHIRE 4*. net.

ROME st- net

ST. PAUL'S CATHEDRAL 4*. net

SHAKESPEARE'S COUNTRY 4*. net

SHROPSHIRE ss. net.

SICILY 4. net.

SNOWDONIA 6s. net

SOMERSET 41. net.

SOUTH WALES 45. net.

STAFFORDSHIRE ss. net

SUFFOLK 41. net.

SURREY 5*. net

SUSSEX 41. net.

TEMPLH 4*. net.

WARWICKSHIRE ss. net

WESTMINSTER ABBEY 51. net

WILTSHIRE 6*. net
WORCESTERSHIRE 6s. net
YORKSHIRE EAST RIDING* 5*. net

YORKSHIRE NORTH RIDING 45. net.

YORKSHIRE WEST RIDING 7*. 6d. net
YORK 6s. net

METHUEN & Co. LTD., 36 ESSEX STREET, LONDON, W.C.2,
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